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Abstract
This thesis covers a set of works pertaining to the generation and the characterization of structured waves defined by exotic topologies. It first presents a method to
fabricate devices that can be used to arbitrarily shape the wavefronts of optical waves
by means of a geometric phase. These devices can be used to shape the transverse
polarization pattern of a light beam as well. Two new extensions to characterization
schemes known as orbital angular momentum (OAM) sorters are then introduced and
demonstrated. The first extension consists of a sorting scheme able to characterize
both the OAM and the polarization content of an optical wave. As demonstrated,
this feature could be of use in high-dimensional quantum cryptography. The other
extension consists of an OAM sorter for electron waves whose use in materials science
is also demonstrated by employing it to characterize a magnetic structure. A proposal on how to measure the OAM carried by an electron by minimally perturbing
it is also discussed. The thesis then moves on towards works describing more exotic
types of structured waves. On one hand, it explores the stability of space-varying
polarized light beams upon propagation through a nonlinear medium. Namely, their
propagation is found to be more stable than what is experienced by beams with phase
singularities. On the other hand, the e↵ect of twisting a neutron’s wavefunction is also
explored and is suggested to a↵ect some of its electromagnetic properties. Finally, a
method used to knot the transverse polarization profile of optical beams is presented.
The structure of these optical polarization knots is then accurately characterized to
reconstruct some of its topological features.
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Résumé
Cette thèse prśente un ensemble de méthodes présentant ou démontrant la capacité
de caractériser les propriétés topologiques d’ondes possédant des structures exotiques.
D’abord, une méthode pour la fabrication de dispositifs pouvant arbitrairement modifier les fronts d’onde optiques est présentée. Ces dispositifs peuvent aussi modifier
le profil adopté par la composante transversale de la polarisation d’un faisceau lumineux. Deux nouvelles extensions d’une méthode connue sous le nom de trieur de
moment cinétique orbital (MCO) sont ensuite présentées et par la suite démontrées.
La première extension est une méthode pouvant trier les composantes du MCO et
de la polarisation d’une onde optique. Comme démontré, cet atout pourrait être
utile en cryptographie quantique. L’autre extension est un trieur de MCO pour
une onde d’électrons. Sa commodité en science des matériaux est ensuite démontrée
en l’utilisant pour caractériser une structure magnétique. Une méthode proposant
la mesure du MCO d’une onde d’électron sans la perturber significativement est
aussi discutée. Par la suite, des ouvrages concernant des ondes plus exotiques sont
présentés. D’un côté, la stabilité de faisceaux lumineux ayant des singularités de
polarisation dans un milieu non linéaire est examinée. Cette étude démontre que ces
structures optiques sont plus stables dans un milieu non linéaire que des faisceaux
lumineux ayant des singularités de phase. De l’autre côté, l’e↵et d’ajouter des fronts
d’onde hélicoı̈daux à une onde de neutrons est aussi discuté et suggère que cela a↵ecte
ses propriétés électromagnétiques. Enfin, une méthode pour nouer le profil adopté par
la polarisation transversale d’une onde optique est présentée. La structure adoptée
par ces noeuds optiques est ensuite caractérisée pour reconstruire quelques-uns de ses
attributs topologiques.
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List of Figures
2.1 Laguerre-Gaussian beams. (a) Transverse phase profile, (b) intensity profile
(in units of maximum intensity), (c) phase profile modulated by the intensity
profile, and (d) wavefronts of Laguerre-Gaussian modes where p = 0.
2.2 Polarization topologies and singularities. Space-varying polarized light
beams consisting of so-called (a) lemon, (b) star, (c) monstar, and (d) radial
polarization topologies. The patterns formed by the polarization ellipses of the
beams are plotted on top of their intensity profiles. The ellipses are coloured
based on their handedness. Brown ellipses are left-handed, purple ones are
right-handed, and white ones account for linear polarization. Central C-points
surrounded by L-lines are present in the lemon, star, and monstar polarization
topologies and a V-point is positioned at the centre of the radially polarized
beam.
3.1 Conformal-mapping performed by an OAM sorter. (a) Transverse profiles of OAM-carrying waves placed above their phase profiles plotted against
the azimuthal coordinate. (b) Focal points of plane waves with tilted wavefronts
following their propagation through a lens. The depicted waves could be equivalent to an unwrapped OAM-carrying beam shown in (a), which are enclosed in
boxes that are correspondingly coloured. (c) E↵ect of a log-polar mapping

on

the radial (light blue) and azimuthal (green) coordinates in complex space. (d)
E↵ect of a spatial log-polar mapping
wave

`.

on the phase profile of an OAM-carrying

(e) Confocal phase elements used to perform a spatial log-polar map-

ping. Regions where the original and unwrapped beams hit each element are
highlighted in white.
3.2 Propagation of a structured wave through an OAM-sorter. (a) The
input structured wave consisting of a superposition of ` = ±5 OAM modes. (b)

The unwrapped beam. (c) The beam at the sorter’s output. (d) The OAM
xii
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spectrum obtained from the sorter. (e) The input beam hits the first of the
sorter’s phase elements, which along with a lens, unwraps the beam. The beam
then hits the sorter’s second phase element which corrects modulational instabilities. This correction completes the sorter’s log-polar mapping and allows
the unwrapped beam to experience a stable propagation. The unwrapped beam
then hits a second lens which spatially resolves its initial OAM components.
6.1 Knotted trefoil field. (a) The field’s phase profile at the z = 0 plane. (b)
The field’s three dimensional phase sheets attributed to phases of ±⇡,

⇡/2, 0,

and ⇡/2. Its intersections consist of phase singularities forming a trefoil knot
shown in green.
6.2 Tomographic reconstruction of an optical polarization knot’s polarization profile. Intensity measurements of the horizontal (IH ), vertical (IV ),
anti-diagonal (IA ), diagonal (ID ), left (IL ), and right (IR ) polarization components of the beam can be used to calculate its reduced Stokes parameters s1 ,
s2 , and s3 . With these quantities, the beam’s transverse polarization profile can
be reconstructed as shown above. C-points in the above polarization plots are
highlighted and polarization ellipses are coloured based on their orientation.
6.3 Experimental apparatus for generating optical polarization knots. A
532 nm linearly polarized laser beam goes through a half-wave plate ( /2)
that balances the weights of the beam’s horizontal and vertical polarization
components. These components are then separated by a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS), causing them to propagate inside a folded Sagnac interferometer where
their intensity and phase profiles are independently modified with a spatial light
modulator (SLM). The two modulated components then exit the interferometer
and go through a quarter-wave plate ( /4) which converts their polarization to
left- and right-handed circular states. The beam is then imaged onto a CCD
camera in order to examine its propagation. Individual projective polarization
measurements are then taken by means of a combination of a quarter-wave
plate, a half-wave plate, and a PBS, thus allowing the reconstruction of the
beam’s polarization profile. Figure legend: lens (L), mirror (M).
6.4 Structural components of optical polarization knots. By means of polarization measurements at several transverse planes, shown as cross-sectional
images, the knot’s Seifert surfaces can be reconstructed and their intersection
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can be used to extract the knotted C-points from the measured polarization
field.
6.5 Seifert surfaces. Seifert surface reconstruction of experimentally generated
and numerically simulated optical knots. The considered structures include a
Hopf link, a trefoil knot, a cinquefoil knot, and a figure-eight knot.
6.6 Genus of the figure-eight knot. Genus of the figure-eight knot’s Seifert
surfaces acquired both experimentally and theoretically. Theoretical plots of
the unstable surfaces around which the two extra holes appear are also shown.

Chapter 1
Introduction
Wave-particle duality manifests itself in several physical systems where e↵ects pertaining to quantum theory are relevant. Namely, entities that are classically considered
as particles, such as electrons, can exhibit several wave-like features prescribed by
the laws of quantum mechanics, which include interference and di↵raction. Such features can be observed in a variety of systems such as atoms, molecules, solid state
materials, and even while experiencing free-space propagation. Likewise, entities to
which a wave-like nature is classically attributed can display particle-like properties
under certain conditions. For instance, optical waves can be represented by particlelike objects known as photons, whose properties can be observed in experiments and
theories pertaining to quantum optics.
This dual nature can often lead to analogous physical behaviours between systems that are seemingly di↵erent. Examples of such systems are free-matter waves,
i.e. matter that is not subjected to any forces, and optical waves traveling in freespace, i.e. oscillatory electromagnetic fields that are not subjected to any boundary
conditions. Within a certain order of approximation, both types of waves can experience what is known as paraxial propagation, which is experienced by waves whose
transverse extent is much larger than their wavelength. The equation that dictates
this type of propagation is known as the paraxial wave equation and admits various
types of solutions defined by di↵erent symmetries. One of these solutions is characterized by an azimuthally dependent phase that manifests itself as an exp (i`') term in
its formulation, where ` is an integer known as the wave’s topological charge and ' is
the transverse azimuthal angle in cylindrical coordinates. This term causes the wave
to have wavefronts consisting of |`| intertwined helices with a handedness dictated by

the sign of `. Such twisted waves are also defined by several properties that are tradi1
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tionally attributed to particles. Namely, in addition to a linear momentum defined by
their wavevectors, they also carry ~` units of orbital angular momentum (OAM) per
particle, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant. When these waves are coherently
added onto one another, they adopt exotic wave structures primarily attributed to
the interference defined by the helical wavefronts of the wave’s constituents. For this
reason, such waves are commonly referred to as Structured Waves and often display
interesting topological features. The body of works presented in this thesis primarily focuses on developing new ways of generating, manipulating, and characterizing
optical and matter waves in which such topological features manifest themselves.
Several schemes can be used to generate structured waves, most of which that can
be applied to both optical and matter waves. In essence, their generation falls down
to the ability of imparting a spatially varying phase profile onto a plane-wave. One of
the most straightforward ways of achieving this task is to make a beam go through an
optical element with a spatially varying thickness, thus causing the incoming wave to
experience a spatially varying optical path length and thereby acquire a corresponding
spatially varying phase. This method also exists for matter waves where the optical
material is replaced by a material with a mean inner potential a↵ecting the wave’s de
Broglie wavelength and hence its spatial profile. Holography, the process of generating
a wave from its interference pattern with a given “input” wave, is also a viable method
to generate structured waves given that a hologram’s construct is essentially based
on its generated waves’ phase profile. Another way of producing structured waves
is by imparting a plane wave with a space-varying geometric phase. In essence,
geometric phases are acquired by a wave-like entity upon adiabatically perturbing
one of its physical properties. For an optical wave, this trait could be its polarization
which can be adiabatically perturbed by sending the wave through a birefringent
medium. The work presented in chapter 2 involves generating and characterizing a
wide variety of structured optical waves through the use of this scheme. In addition to
examining the phase acquired by the beams, the scheme’s interaction with the beam’s
polarization and how it causes it to acquire various space-varying polarization profiles
is also investigated.
Though the schemes used to characterize the exotic waves generated in chapter 2
provide ways of reconstructing their intensity, phase, or polarization profiles, they are
often not of use in potential applications that employ structured waves. Namely, most
of such applications seek to decompose structured waves based on their OAM content.
The need to readily accomplish such a task arises from the fact that information is
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often stored within a beam’s OAM hence the need to analyze it. For instance, the
OAM of an optical beam often consists of an information channel used in optical
communications while the OAM of a matter wave can often provide information
regarding its interaction with physical systems. One way of performing such an OAM
decomposition relies on the use of two confocal phase elements mapping the beam’s
azimuthal phase variations to spatially resolved spots. Such an action causes the
device as a whole to e↵ectively behave as an OAM sorter or an OAM “spectrometer”,
hence its convenience. The work presented in chapter 3 presents two extensions to
this OAM sorter. The first is a sorter in which the two elements are liquid crystal
cells that work based on the concepts presented in chapter 2. This modification
causes the sorter to behave as a generalized optical angular momentum sorter, thus
making it able to sort both an optical beam’s OAM and polarization components. The
utility of this device is then demonstrated by using it in a ten-dimensional quantum
cryptography scheme to decrypt information stored in both of these photonic degrees
of freedom. The second sorter of this chapter is a device where the two phase elements
are replaced by electron wave holograms, thus causing the device to act as an OAM
sorter for electron waves. The usefulness of this device is then shown by using it to
analyze the OAM content of an electron beam a↵ected by a magnetic pillar.
Most OAM detection schemes rely on the use of detectors providing cross-sectional
images of an analyzed wave which inevitably brings up the question of whether OAMcarrying waves can be detected by more indirect means. The work presented in chapter 4 proposes such a characterization scheme for OAM-carrying electron waves. The
underlying principle of this proposal relies on the fact that OAM-carrying electrons
are defined by a magnetic dipole moment proportional to the OAM they carry. As
a result, passing an OAM-carrying electron through a circular conductive element
will result in the generation of Eddy currents whose magnitude is proportional to the
OAM carried by the electron. Moreover, the change experienced in the energy and the
phase of the passing electron is found to be minimal. Therefore, one could potentially
measure the OAM of an electron by measuring the currents in the element without
significantly perturbing the state of the electron itself. Further details regarding the
quantum nature of this measurement are investigated as well.
The works presented in chapter 5 involve the characterization of structured waves
defined by more exotic properties. The first work of this chapter investigates the propagation of optical structured waves in a saturable Kerr nonlinear medium. Namely,
in such media, OAM-carrying light beams are known to break up into 2 |`| filaments,
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where ` corresponds to the OAM carried by the beam. This poses a challenge when using OAM-carrying beams to electromagnetically transport high-power energy through
nonlinear media. In this work, the propagation of beams whose structures are defined by azimuthally varying polarization structures are found to be more robust to
break-up phenomena than beams with azimuthally varying phases.
The second work presented in this chapter examines the physical properties of
particles that carry an internal structure and how this structure could manifest itself
when the particle’s wavefunction is shaped in such a way that it acquires OAM.
Namely, the presented analysis is demonstrated for neutrons, which are defined by
an internal charge density. The work in this part of the chapter suggests that adding
OAM to free neutrons causes them to acquire OAM-dependent charge and current
densities which result in several OAM-dependent electromagnetic properties from
which further details concerning the neutron’s internal structure could potentially be
extracted.
The work presented in chapter 6 pertains to the generation and the characterization of knots encoded in the transverse polarization structure of an optical beam.
The topology of these optical polarization knots is shown to be much more easily
characterized then that of knots formed by optical phase vortices. This is demonstrated by reconstructing the Seifert surfaces of the knot, which in this case consist
of phase sheets of the wavefield formed by the beam’s polarization structure. With
this reconstruction procedure, topological information pertaining to the examined
knot’s structure can be obtained to provide interesting information regarding their
structural stability. This reconstruction procedure was performed for knots that have
been previously generated in the phase profile of optical beams, such as torus knots,
and for knots that have never been previously generated in optical structures, such
as the figure-eight knot.

Chapter 2
Structuring light with geometric
phases
This chapter is based on the following paper:
1. H. Larocque, J. Gagnon-Bischo↵, F. Bouchard, R. Fickler, J. Upham, R. W.
Boyd, and E. Karimi, “Arbitrary optical wavefront shaping via spin-to-orbit
coupling”, Journal of Optics 18, 124002 (2016).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1088/2040-8978/18/12/124002 2040-8978/
c IOP Publishing Limited

2.1

The paraxial wave equation

Wave-like entities in free-space can often be described by an oscillatory field A(r)
that satisfies the paraxial wave equation:

r2? A(r) + 2ikz

@
A(r) = 0,
@z

(2.1)

where r2? is the transverse Laplacian, r is the position vector, z is the longitudinal

spatial coordinate, kz = 2⇡/ is the longitudinal component of the the wave’s wave
vector, and

is the wave’s wavelength. Optical waves in free-space of the form

E(r, t) = E(r) exp (i(kz z

!t)), where t is time, ! = ckz , and c is the velocity of

light, are considered paraxial when E(r) satisfies the paraxial wave equation. The
5
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conditions under which this criterion is satisfied can be found by directly substituting
E(r, t) in the optical wave equation:
r2 E(r, t)

1 @2
E(r, t) = 0.
c2 @t2

(2.2)

Performing this substitution readily yields the following equation:
r2? E(r) + 2ikz

@
@2
E(r) + 2 E(r) = 0,
@z
@z

(2.3)

which corresponds to the paraxial wave equation provided that the last term vanishes.
To find conditions under which the term vanishes, we can rearrange the above equation
in terms of dimensionless coordinates scaled to the physical parameters describing the
wave. For instance, the wave’s dimensionless Cartesian coordinates (x̃, ỹ, z̃) may be
expressed in terms of the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) as x = w0 x̃, y = w0 ỹ ,z = zR z̃,
where w0 is the wave’s beam waist, which corresponds to the wave’s transverse extent,
and zR = ⇡w0 2 / is the wave’s Rayleigh range and corresponds to the longitudinal
distance over which the wave starts to experience significant e↵ects attributed to
di↵raction. When these factors are considered, Eq. (2.3) can be written as:
2
2
@
@2
e
r? E(r̃) + 4i E(r̃) + 2 2 2 E(r̃) = 0,
@ z̃
⇡ w0 @ z̃

(2.4)

from which we can readily deduce that the last term vanishes whenever the wave’s
transverse extent is much larger than its wavelength, hence the condition under which
the paraxial wave equation can faithfully represent optical waves propagating in free
space.
The behaviour of non-relativistic free matter waves can also be represented by
the paraxial wave equation [1]. Unlike optical waves, whose dynamics are accounted
by the optical wave equation, free matter waves are represented by a wavefunction
(r, t) that satisfies the potential-free Schrödinger equation:
~2 2
@
r (r, t) = i~
(r, t),
2m
@t

(2.5)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, and m is the considered particle’s mass. At
first glance, the potential-free Schrödinger equation is fairly similar to the paraxial
wave equation provided that time, t, replaces the longitudinal coordinate z and that
the latter is considered as a transverse coordinate. However, the Schrödinger equation can be reduced such that it accounts for the same dimensions as the ones in
the paraxial wave equation. Such a reduction can be accomplished for wavefunctions
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Figure 2.1: Laguerre-Gaussian beams. (a) Transverse phase profile, (b) intensity
profile (in units of maximum intensity), (c) phase profile modulated by the intensity
profile, and (d) wavefronts of Laguerre-Gaussian modes where p = 0.
of the form

(r, t) =

(r) exp (i(p0 z

"t)/~), where p0 is the wavefunction’s cen-

tral longitudinal momentum, and " = p0 2 /(2m) is the particle’s energy. When the
wavefunction adopts such a form, the Schrödinger equation adopts the form of the
paraxial wave equation provided that its transverse extent is much larger than its de
Broglie wavelength

dB

= h/p0 , where h is Planck’s constant.

There are several sets of complete solutions to the paraxial wave equation that
are defined by di↵erent symmetries. Some of them, such as the Hermite-Gaussian,
Laguerre-Gaussian [2], and Ince-Gaussian modes [3], are othonormal sets, while others, like Hypergeometric-Gaussian modes [4], are not. Paraxial structured waves
often refer to waves that are defined by non-trivial combinations of such solutions
which often display interesting properties that manifest themselves in their modal
structure [5]. To illustrate, consider the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes. LG modes
are the natural solutions of the paraxial wave equation in cylindrical coordinates
(⇢, ', z) and are defined by two integer indices ` and p

0. The intensity, phase, and

wavefronts of some LG modes where p = 0 can be found in Fig. 2.1. Among their
distinguishing traits is the presence of a phase singularity, a point of undefined phase,
at their centre accompanied by a null in the mode’s intensity profile. The presence
of this singularity is a direct result of the presence of the beam’s azimuthal phase dependence accounted by an exp (i`') term in their formulation. As mentioned earlier,
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this azimuthal phase dependence also causes the mode to have wavefronts consisting
of |`| intertwined helices with a handedness given by the sign of `. This azimuthal

phase also causes the mode to carry ` units of OAM [6]. Namely, when the mode
represents a physical entity defined by a dual nature, the particle attributed to the
mode carries an OAM value of ~`. Due to these numerous structural features, LG
modes hold a central role in the formulation of paraxial structured waves.

2.2

Optical singularities

The central phase singularities of the LG modes account for several of their physical properties including their helical wavefronts and their OAM. Phase singularities
can also occur in regions other than a beam’s optical axis. Like the ones in LG
modes, phase singularities are defined by a topological charge with an absolute value
corresponding to the amount of 2⇡-phase cycles occurring along a path surrounding
the singularity and whose sign is determined by the handedness of these phase cycles [7, 8, 9]. Phase singularities are also known to experience interesting dynamics.
For instance, pairs of them can spontaneously appear or annihilate each other upon
propagation [10]. These phenomena can make the trajectories of a structured wave’s
singularities form loops upon propagation, some of which forming exotic topological
structures such as links and knots [11, 12, 13].
There are other optical properties apart from phase that can also be singular. One
of these properties consists of polarization, a property attributed to the vectorial nature of light. Polarization singularities occur when the ellipse traced out by an optical
wave’s polarization vector has undefined properties and are relevant in the topological
classification of optical waves defined by space-varying transverse polarization profiles [8, 9]. These properties namely include the polarization ellipse’s orientation and
its handedness. Orientation singularities occur in the form of C-points and V-points
that manifest themselves as points of circular polarization or polarization vortices,
respectively. Unlike phase singularities, C-points are not defined by an intensity null
as they are defined by circular polarization. On the other hand, V-points are defined by an intensity null. Both types of singularities are defined by a topological
charge attributed to the amount of rotations experienced by the polarization ellipses
surrounding them. Singularities consisting of regions of undefined polarization handedness are known as L-lines, i.e. lines of linear polarization, and consist of closed loops
of linearly polarized light. Examples of beams carrying polarization singularities are
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Figure 2.2: Polarization topologies and singularities. Space-varying polarized
light beams consisting of so-called (a) lemon, (b) star, (c) monstar, and (d) radial
polarization topologies. The patterns formed by the polarization ellipses of the beams
are plotted on top of their intensity profiles. The ellipses are coloured based on their
handedness. Brown ellipses are left-handed, purple ones are right-handed, and white
ones account for linear polarization. Central C-points surrounded by L-lines are
present in the lemon, star, and monstar polarization topologies and a V-point is
positioned at the centre of the radially polarized beam.
illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

2.3

Generating structured waves

Structured waves are often generated by coherently modulating their wavefronts as a
means to imprint a given transverse phase structure to the wave. There exists several
methods that can be used to achieve this modulation.
A rather direct way of manipulating a beam’s transverse phase profile is to make
it go through an optical element in which it experiences a change in its wavelength.
If this element has a varying transverse thickness, then di↵erent transverse regions of
the beam will experience di↵erent phase shifts upon propagating through the element,
thus causing it to acquire a structured transverse phase profile. Such elements are
commonly referred to as phase plates and their material composition depends on the
type of beam they manipulate [14]. Phase plates that work for optical waves are made
of a transparent material with a refractive index di↵erent to that of the medium in
which the beam mainly propagates. Phase plates that work for matter waves are
made of materials imposing a potential to the wave, which reduces its kinetic energy
and thereby increases its de Broglie wavelength [15]. For instance, silicon nitride is
often used when dealing with electron waves [16].
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Holography is also now a common tool for generating structured waves. Holograms
used for such purposes consist of amplitude or phase di↵raction gratings that replicate
the interference pattern between an o↵-axis plane wave and a wave with a specific
transverse phase structure. Making a plane wave propagate through such a device will
thus result in the generation of the corresponding structured wave in the first order of
the grating’s di↵raction pattern. Unlike phase plates, the produced structured wave
is not co-propagating with any unconverted components of the incident plane wave.
This makes holograms more advantageous in terms of the generated wave’s purity.
However, this feature comes at the expense of realigning experimental components
with respect to the device’s first di↵raction order. Holograms are used in works
pertaining to both optical [17] and matter waves [18, 19, 20] and can be made from
the same materials as phase plates.

2.3.1

Geometric phase

Unlike phase plates and holograms, which directly modulate a wave’s transverse phase
profile, devices that rely on geometric phases modify another of the wave’s properties
as a means to structure its wavefronts. This process relies on the fact that geometric
phases are acquired by wave-like entities upon having one of their properties adiabatically modified in a periodic fashion [21]. Such properties include, for instance, a
quantum particle’s spin or the polarization vector of an optical wave [22].
An optical beam’s polarization vector can be adiabatically modified by means
of a birefringent medium. Namely, when a polarized optical beam traverses such a
medium, it will experience a gradual change in its polarization vector that depends
on several factors. The first of the latter consists of the relative orientation of the
wave’s polarization vector with respect to the axis determined by the anisotropy of
the birefringent medium’s refractive index. In the optics community, this axis is
commonly referred to as the medium’s slow (or fast) axis, or simply as its optical
axis. The second factor consists of the relative phase delay experienced by a beam’s
orthogonal polarization components upon propagating through the medium. This
trait is often referred to as the device’s retardation and depends on the extent of
the medium’s birefringence and the ratio between the beam’s wavelength and the
medium’s thickness. These features are notably used in the design of wave-plates
which consist of a medium with a uniform optical axis that specifically modifies a
beam’s polarization by uniformly adding di↵erent relative phases to its circularly
polarized components.
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Devices that produce structured waves by means of geometric phases operate very
similarly to wave-plates. Conceptually, the only di↵erence between these two types
of elements is that the optical axis of a wave-plate is fixed along the beam’s profile
while that of a geometric phase element is patterned. As a result, this pattern is
translated to an incident beam’s phase and its polarization profile which can adopt
interesting topological features such as phase and polarization singularities provided
that these features are engineered into the spatial distribution formed by the geometric
phase element’s optical axis [23, 24, 25]. In recent years, several devices relying on
this conversion process, including so-called q-plates, have been developed and have
found many applications related to the use of structured waves. q-plates are slabs
of birefringent liquid crystals that are patterned to have an azimuthally dependent
molecular axis distribution [26]. This causes beams going through the q-plate to
either adopt an azimuthally dependent phase or polarization profile. In the former
case, this azimuthal phase causes the beam to acquire OAM. Given that this OAM
is acquired by modifying the beam’s polarization, which is related to a photon’s
spin, this phase imparting process is sometimes referred to as optical spin-to-orbit
coupling. Similar schemes exist for electron waves as well in which OAM is acquired
by enabling a systematic precession of the electron wave’s spin through its propagation
in a structured magnetic field [27]. Both of these spin-to-orbit coupling mechanisms
result from the wave’s interaction with a structured physical entity. Spin-to-orbit
coupling can also occur whenever a wave is subjected to somewhat extreme physical
conditions. For instance, optical waves experience such phenomena when they are
tightly focused [28] while electron waves are subjected to it in relativistic regimes [29,
30, 31, 32, 33]
The publication to which this chapter is dedicated focuses on using such forms
of “spin-to-orbit-coupling” to produce a wide range of liquid crystal devices similar
to q-plates [25]. However, these devices produce a greater extent of structured waves
defined by interesting phase and polarization topologies. The fabrication of these
devices relies on the use of a method developed to arbitrarily pattern the molecular
orientation of the device’s liquid crystal slab, thus resulting in the generation of optical
structures equally arbitrary wavefronts. The flexibility of the presented method allows
for the fabrication of devices with applications that go beyond beam-shaping. For
instance, it enables the fabrication of birefringent lithographs [34], and of optical
elements used in high-dimensional quantum cryptography schemes [35, 36] and in the
generation of structured higher harmonics [37].
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Abstract

Converting spin angular momentum to orbital angular momentum has been shown to be a
practical and efﬁcient method for generating optical beams carrying orbital angular momentum
and possessing a space-varying polarized ﬁeld. Here, we present novel liquid crystal devices for
tailoring the wavefront of optical beams through the Pancharatnam–Berry phase concept. We
demonstrate the versatility of these devices by generating an extensive range of optical beams
such as beams carrying ±200 units of orbital angular momentum along with Bessel, Airy and
Ince–Gauss beams. We characterize both the phase and the polarization properties of the
generated beams, conﬁrming our devices’ performance.
Keywords: liquid-crystal devices, laser beam shaping, optical vortices
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

deﬁned intensity, phase, and polarization attributes, thus
motivating the development of novel beam shaping methods
and devices.
Spatial light modulators (SLMs)—pixelated liquid crystal devices that are capable of introducing a speciﬁc phase
modulation onto an incident beam—have been widely used in
different conﬁgurations to tailor certain optical phase, intensity, and polarization distributions [14–17]. However, SLMs
have a few drawbacks bounding them to laboratory-scale
usage. To begin with, they are pixelated and limited to a
certain phase modulation resolution (usually associated with
8-bit, 256 grayscale encryption). This restrains SLMs to diffractive conﬁgurations which makes them effectively bulky
and lowers their efﬁciency. In addition, their operation is
characterized by fairly low phase modulation rates ( 500
Hz), which affect their dynamical capabilities. Similar diffraction devices, such as deformable mirror arrays and digital
micro-mirror devices (DMD) have similar problems [18]. A
few optical devices, such as axicons [19], mirror-cones [20–
22], q-plates [23], astigmatic mode converters [24], and
achromatic-OAM generators [25] have been introduced to
generate speciﬁc optical beams. However, the most efﬁcient

Optical beams are widely used in many areas of modern
science such as microscopy, lithography, optical tweezers,
and communications. The extent of these applications is
essentially determined by the attributes of the employed
beams such as their polarization features, diffractive properties, and orbital angular momentum (OAM). For instance,
OAM-carrying beams—beams possessing a helical phase
structure and a donut-shaped transverse intensity proﬁle—can
be used to rotate micro-particles [1, 2], enhance optical
resolution in stimulated emission depletion microscopy [3],
and increase a communication channelʼs capacity [4, 5].
Likewise, shape-invariant optical beams modulated by Airy
[6] and Bessel [7] functions have potential applications in
optical trapping [8, 9]. Finally, space-varying polarized light
beams—beams with certain polarization topologies—have
been shown to produce needle-shaped longitudinal electric
and magnetic dipoles [10, 11] and exotic 3D polarization
structures [12, 13], hence their usefulness for exploring novel
physical and optical phenomena. The above applications
require individually speciﬁc beams characterized by well2040-8978/16/124002+10$33.00
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and compact of these devices are Pancharatnam–Berry phase
optical elements (PBOEs) [26, 27] which have the ability to
tailor optical beams through the addition of a geometric
phase. In essence, they add a transverse phase proﬁle to a
beam upon ﬂipping its circular polarization state. This phase
alteration depends on the deviceʼs geometry. Only a few
methods have so far been proposed to manufacture PBOEs
[27–30]. Though these techniques have historically been
mainly capable of generating azimuthally structured devices
[23, 29, 31, 32], recent extensions to such methods have
allowed for arbitrarily structured devices [33–40]. Here, we
present a conﬁguration capable of manufacturing PBOEs
generating a wide and versatile range of optical beams. We
use them to generate OAM-carrying, Bessel, Airy, and Ince–
Gauss (IG) optical beams. We also exploit our PBOEs’ spinto-orbit coupling properties through the generation of spacevarying polarized beams by providing linearly polarized input
beams to our devices.

of devices, such as PBOEs, designed to add a space-varying
geometric phase to an incident beam. Due to the identical
nature of the phase added by both of these optical elements,
one can readily establish an analogy between the optical
properties of a HWP and those of a PBOE. In essence, much
like how the uniformity of the phase added by a HWP arises
from its uniform optical axis, the spatial dependence of the
phase added by a PBOE can be seen as stemming from a nonuniform optical axis distribution. More speciﬁcally, this distribution is given by a (x1, x2 ), where x1 and x2 are coordinates deﬁning the position on the beamʼs transverse proﬁle.
As in the case of a HWP, the corresponding added geometric
phase is given by 2a (x1, x2 ). However, in most cases,
PBOEs are not perfect half-wave retarders, i.e. they are not
deﬁned by an optical retardation of π, but rather by a paraˆ q on
meter δ. Hence, it follows that a PBOEʼs unitary action U
an incident light beam in the circular basis, e L and e R , for a
given optical retardation δ and a general optical axis distribution a (x1, x2 ) is provided by [44]
⎛ d ⎞ ⎡e ⎤
⎛ d ⎞ ⎡ e e+2ia (x1, x 2) ⎤
⎡e ⎤
Uˆq · ⎢⎣ e L ⎥⎦ = cos ⎜ ⎟ ⎢⎣ e L ⎥⎦ + i sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎢ R -2ia (x , x ) ⎥.
1 2 ⎦
R
⎝2 ⎠ R
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎣ e Le

2. Theory
Many physical entities can acquire a global phase upon being
subjected to cyclic adiabatic processes. Such phases are
commonly known as Pancharatnam–Berry (geometric) phases
[41, 42]. The latter of these terms is associated with the
geometric transformation of the parameters deﬁning the
corresponding cyclic process. Among the many systems that
can acquire a geometric phase are polarized optical beams
through the adiabatic variation of their polarization states.
These states can be expanded in terms of a two dimensional
vector space and can thus be effectively mapped onto the
surface of a unit sphere known as the Poincaré sphere. An
arbitrary unitary transformation of an optical beamʼs polarization state can be performed by a sequence of (half- and
quarter-) wave plates. Upon a cyclic polarization transformation along a closed path on the Poincaré sphere, a phase
corresponding to half of the solid angle enclosed by the path
will be added to the beam [43].
This effect can be clearly illustrated through the example
of a half-wave plate (HWP) acting upon light whose polarization is expressed in the circular polarization basis {e L , e R}
where e L and e R are respectively the left- and right-handed
circular polarization vectors. Namely, when the HWP is
oriented at an angle of α with respect to its optical axis, the
solid angle enclosed by the path of the beamʼs polarization
vector on the Poincaré sphere is 4a. As a result, the beamʼs
left-handed component becomes right-handed and acquires a
phase of 2a while the beamʼs right-handed component
becomes left-handed and acquires a phase of -2a. This
action is described by
⎡ e L ⎤ HWPa ⎡ e R e+2ia ⎤
⎢ -2ia ⎥.
⎢e R ⎥
⎣ ⎦
⎦
⎣e Le

(2 )

Therefore, any beam that may be generated by imparting a
space-varying phase to its transverse proﬁle can be readily
produced by PBOEs characterized by an appropriate optical
axis distribution. Some distributions can in certain cases be
more conveniently expressed in speciﬁc coordinate systems
( x1, x2 ) such as Cartesian ( x, y ), cylindrical (r, j ), and
elliptical (u , v ) systems. In the following, we provide several
examples of existing and potential PBOEs that generate
beams whose mathematical formulations are more easily
expressed with a certain coordinate system. These beams
include OAM-carrying and Bessel beams (cylindrical), IG
beams (elliptical), and Airy beams (Cartesian).
PBOEs have so far been mostly designed to make
devices known as q-plates [26]. q-plates, a special class of
PBOEs, possess an azimuthally symmetric optical axis given
by a (r, j ) = qj + a0 , where q is either a half or a full
integer, a0 is an arbitrary constant, and ρ and j are the radial
and azimuthal cylindrical coordinates, respectively [23].
These devices are of interest because of their ability to generate beams carrying a phase of ℓj , where ℓ is an integer, thus
causing the beam to carry OAM [28]. It has also been
demonstrated that q-plates can be used to generate spacevarying polarized light beams by either feeding linearly
polarized light to the device or by adequately tuning its
optical retardation [45, 46].
Adding a linear radial phase dependence, e.g. kr r , to
these OAM carrying beams will simulate passing the beam
through an axicon. The beamʼs resulting total phase,
kr r + ℓj , corresponds to that of a Bessel beam. The latterʼs
transverse ﬁeld is proportional to a Jℓ (kr r ) exp (iℓj ) term,
where ℓ is an integer, Jℓ is the ℓ th order Bessel function of the
ﬁrst kind, and kρ is the radial component of the beamʼs
wavevector [47]. A potential design for a PBOE that generates such a beam could be deﬁned by an optical axis
satisfying 2a (r, j ) = kr r + ℓj . Similar to the previous

(1 )

Besides HWPs, which are deﬁned by a uniform optical
axis and add a constant phase to a beam, there are other types
2
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case, different circular polarization components will acquire
opposite values of OAM. However, one circular polarization
component will be attributed with a phase of +kr r while the
other with a phase of -kr r . Effects related to these radial
phase components will be more thoroughly discussed later on
in the following sections.
Bessel and OAM beams can be readily generated by
imposing a cylindrically symmetric phase onto an incident
Gaussian beam. Other types of beams require the impartment
of phase patterns that are more conveniently expressed in
other coordinate systems. Such beams include the elliptically
symmetric IG beams. IG beams form an additional complete
set of orthonormal solutions to the paraxial wave equation
expressed in elliptic coordinates (u , v ) [48]. They include an
Ince polynomial in their formulation deﬁned by two integer
indices p and m, along with an additional parameter ε referred
to as the beamʼs ellipticity. These polynomials are categorized
either as even or odd Ince polynomials and correspondingly
yield the so called even, IG ep, m, e , and odd, IG op, m, e , IG modes
respectively. The number of hyperbolic and elliptic nodal
lines in the transverse intensity proﬁle of both sets of modes is
determined by their m and p indices.
Beams resulting from the superposition of even and odd
IG modes with a relative phase difference of p 2, i.e.,
IG p, m, e = IG ep, m, e i IG op, m, e (±sign denotes the direction
along which the beamʼs phase varies), are called helical IG
beams and exhibit optical vortices and an elliptic phase
dependence [49]. Helical IG modes were used to investigate
several quantum features including two- and three-dimensional entanglement between their constituent photons [50]
and hence have potential applications in quantum information
protocols [51].
PBOEs characterized by an optical axis satisfying the
relation 2a (u , v ) = FIG (u , v ), where FIG is the phase of a
helical IG beam, would be able to generate beams deﬁned by
interesting polarization properties. For instance, consider the
case where FIG is associated with an IG-p, m, e beam. According
to equation (2), the beam resulting from feeding an arbitrarily
polarized Gaussian beam into a half-wave retarding (d = p )
IG PBOE will consist of two components, namely
exp (iFIG ) e R and exp (-iFIG ) e L . As previously mentioned,
the sign in the formulation of helical IG modes deﬁnes the
direction along which the beamʼs phase elliptically varies. In
our case, adding a phase of -FIG would be equivalent to
generating the IG+p, m, e helical IG mode. With these factors
brought into consideration, we can equivalently write the two
components of the deviceʼs output beam as IG-p, m, ee R and
IG+p, m, e e L . Therefore, by feeding linearly polarized light into
the device, the relative amplitude of both components should
be equal from which it follows that the resulting beam can be
decomposed into two orthogonally polarized linear components, one of which being the helical IG modeʼs even mode
and the other being the corresponding odd mode.
Other types of beams, such as Airy beams, require the
addition of a phase that can most readily be expressed in
Cartesian coordinates. Like Bessel beams, Airy beams are
diffraction-free solutions to the paraxial wave equation [52].

One of their distinguishing characteristics is the fact that their
main intensity maxima seem to freely accelerate along a
parabolic trajectory. To produce these beams, one can exploit
the fact that the Fourier transform of an Airy function Ai is
proportional to a term with a phase varying with the cube of
the frequency [6, 53]. Thus, adding a phase with a cubic
spatial dependence on an incident Gaussian beam and then
taking its Fourier transform using an appropriate lens leads to
a lab-scale realization of the corresponding Airy beam [6]
within a certain propagation range. For instance, the following space-varying phase pattern can be used to generate a 2D
Airy beam
FAi (x , y) =

3
⎧
⎡ ⎛ 2 p ⎞ ⎤3 ⎫
⎪
1 ⎪ ⎡ ⎛ 2p ⎞ ⎤
⎨ ⎢x 0 ⎜ x⎟ ⎥ + ⎢y0 ⎜ y⎟ ⎥ ⎬ ,
⎪
⎪
3 ⎩ ⎣ ⎝ lf ⎠ ⎦
⎣ ⎝ lf ⎠ ⎦ ⎭

(3 )

where f is the focal length of the spherical converging lens
used to take the Fourier transform of the beam, λ is the
beamʼs wavelength, and x0 and y0 are parameters that describe
the beamʼs deﬂection along the x and y coordinates, respectively, upon propagation. As in the case of the aforementioned PBOEs, an Airy beam generated by a PBOE is deﬁned
by certain polarization features. In essence, the left-handed
component of an incident beam will acquire a phase of
FAi (x, y) while the right-handed component a phase of
-FAi (x, y). An appealing feature of this particular device is
the fact that its added phase is an odd function satisfying
-FAi (x, y) = FAi (- x, - y). This odd symmetry causes the
left handed component of the converted beam to look inverted
with respect to the right handed component, which leads to an
‘acceleration’ along the opposite direction.

3. Fabrication and characterization
Cylindrically symmetric PBOEs can be fabricated by a variety of methods such as through the use of sub-wavelength
gratings [27, 30], total internal reﬂection [25], plasmonic
metasurfaces [29, 54], or an inhomogeneous and anisotropic
layer of patterned nematic liquid crystals (NLC) [26]. Here,
we employ the last of these methods to produce our PBOEs
designed to add an arbitrary geometric phase to optical
beams.
We ﬁrst describe the method to construct a PBOE with a
desired optical-axis pattern imprinted into its liquid crystal
layer. Such a construction can be achieved through the photoalignment of an azobenze-based dye [55]. To perform this
alignment, the azodye molecules must be exposed to speciﬁc
linearly polarized light intensity patterns whose wavelength
lies within a peak of the dyeʼs absorption spectrum, thus
aligning the molecules with the patternʼs polarization
[31, 32, 56]. When such an aligned azodye molecule is in
contact with the PBOEʼs liquid crystals, the liquid crystal
molecules will align themselves along the axis of the azodye.
In practice, the contact between the two molecules is achieved
by spin coating an azodye layer onto the inner region of two
substrates enclosing the deviceʼs liquid crystals. Thus, by
exposing well-deﬁned areas of the coated substrates to
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Figure 1. Fabrication apparatus. A 405 nm linearly polarized light beam is rotated and enlarged by going through a cylindrical 4-f system ( f1

and f2). The beam then interacts with the DMD programmed to reﬂect a speciﬁc light intensity pattern. The reﬂected beam goes through
another 4-f system ( f3 and f4) and an iris in order to select only its brightest diffraction orders as a means to clearly image the pattern onto the
sample. The polarization of the beam is then adjusted by a half-wave plate to the required orientation. After this rotation, the resulting beam
aligns a speciﬁc region of the sampleʼs photo-alignment layer. The deviceʼs structural frame is depicted in the inset in the lower-left region of
the ﬁgure.

optimized by minimizing the number of fringes produced by
thin ﬁlm interference resulting from the space between the
plates. At this stage of the fabrication process, the device
consists of the PBOEʼs structural frame and is depicted in the
inset of ﬁgure 1.
Various methods are currently used to fabricate liquidcrystal-based PBOEs. For instance, to fabricate devices with
an optical axis that solely depends on the azimuthal coordinate, a coated sample can be rotated under an angular light
intensity pattern of a distinct polarization rotating at a different frequency than that of the sample [31, 56]. The
resulting alignment will depend on the rotation frequency
ratio of these two elements. However, to construct arbitrarily
patterned devices, one must count on alternative methods
relying on the use of interference [33–35], direct-writing
[35, 36], plasmonic devices [37], ‘digital spatial light polarization converters’ [38], or DMDs [40].
To generate more complex optical beams, we use a
photoalignment method similar to [40] able to fabricate
PBOEs characterized by an arbitrarily distributed optical axis.
Our method relies on discretizing a PBOEʼs optical axis
pattern into n segments each of which is associated with a
single orientation. Therefore, we reconstruct this discretized
version of the PBOE by sequentially exposing linearly
polarized light patterns to speciﬁc regions of the alignment
layer deﬁned by the corresponding optical axis orientation.
This method can be implemented via a DMD photoalignment
method where the DMD is used to generate the required
optical patterns. As displayed in ﬁgure 1, the rate at which the
DMD produces varying light patterns is then synchronized to
the rate at which a HWP rotates the polarization of a linearly
polarized light beam. Doing so allows the reconstruction of

speciﬁcally polarized intensity patterns, one is able to construct the PBOEʼs space dependent optical axis. This design
can also be modiﬁed to allow one to control the PBOEʼs
optical retardation. More speciﬁcally, when substrates coated
with a layer of a transparent conductive material such as
indium tin oxide (ITO) are used, electrical wires can be soldered onto these substrates. This design modiﬁcation allows
one to apply an electric ﬁeld to the PBOEʼs liquid crystals,
thus giving the liberty to control its optical properties
including its birefringence. As a result, the elementʼs optical
retardation becomes tunable, hence allowing one to use the
device to generate a wider selection of optical beams and
providing the ability to use the device on beams with different
wavelengths [31].
We produce the deviceʼs dye-coated substrates by spincoating the azobenzene-based aligning material PAAD-22
provided by BEAM Co onto the conductive side of an ITOcoated substrate using the procedure described in [56]. More
speciﬁcally, the sample is spin coated for 60 s at a rotational
speed of 3000 rpm and then soft baked at 120 °C for 5 min.
This procedure typically results in the formation of a 50 nm
thick alignment layer, as we veriﬁed by observation using a
proﬁlometer. Before being exposed to light patterns, the two
coated substrates are attached together with the coated region
facing towards the inside of the device using an epoxy glue.
We glued them with a slight lateral offset in order to ensure
that wires can be soldered onto the inner conductive sides of
the substrates for tuning. Spacer-grade silica microspheres
with diameters below 4.8 μm placed between the two plates
ensure the presence of a uniformly spaced cavity in which
liquid crystals can later be added. Prior to permanently gluing
the plates together, the cavityʼs uniformity is visually
4
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Figure 2. Characterization apparatus that includes a 633 nm laser beam going through a Mach–Zehnder-like interferometer where the desired

beam is generated and its polarization is controlled. The group of elements that generates a speciﬁc beam includes a PBS, a quarter-wave
plate (l 4 ), and a PBOE; the group of elements that select a single polarization includes a quarter-wave plate, a half-wave plate (l 2 ), and a
PBS. The beam resulting from this interferometer is then observed using a CCD camera.

PBOEs. The resulting intensity or interference proﬁles are
then recorded with a CCD camera.
The devices’ transmission efﬁciencies were also evaluated using this apparatus. These efﬁciencies usually go up to
72%. However, most losses are associated with an incident
beamʼs reﬂections on the deviceʼs glass substrates and can be
reduced by applying an anti-reﬂection coating on the optical
element. Doing so would allow the PBOEʼs transmission
efﬁciency to reach a value closer to its conversion efﬁciency,
which can reach values as high as 97%.

the PBOEʼs desired optical axis onto its photoalignment
layer. Additional systems of lenses are added to the setup in
order to reﬁne the quality of the alignment. The ﬁrst system
consists of a set of two cylindrical lenses effectively rotating
the beam by 90° and enlarging its size by a factor of three in
order to make it uniformly cover the DMDʼs display. The
second set of lenses consists of a 4-f system of two spherical
lenses imaging the pattern reﬂected by the DMD onto the
sampleʼs alignment layer while enlarging it by a factor of 2.5
thus exposing the PBOEʼs frame to a rectangular beam with a
length of 0.9 cm and a width of 1.6 cm. Moreover, using an
iris, only the brightest diffraction orders of the pattern
reﬂected by the DMD are selected in order to increase the
resolution of the image projected on the sample. After the
azodye layers are aligned, NLC (6CHBT) are inserted into the
structural frameʼs cavity which is later sealed using epoxy
glue. Finally, wires are soldered on the edge of each plate
using an alloy composed of 97% indium and 3% silver.
In order to fully characterize the beams generated by the
manufactured PBOEs (transverse intensity, phase, and
polarization proﬁles), we investigate the modulation of a
beam with a Gaussian proﬁle and a wavelength of 633nm
with the setup shown in ﬁgure 2. Prior to modulating the
beam with the device, we modify its polarization by using a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and a quarter-wave plate
(QWP, l 4). This PBS-QWP combination allows us to send
either horizontally or circularly polarized light through the
PBOE. Hence, we are able to generate several sorts of beams
along with their associated superposition combinations. After
the desired beam is generated, it goes through a QWP, HWP
(l 2), and PBS combination to investigate the various
polarization components of the generated transverse beamʼs
proﬁle [45]. Finally, a reference Gaussian beam, which was
split from the beam by a non-PBS before the ﬁrst QWP, is
made to interfere with one of the output beamʼs polarization
components, thus making its phase proﬁle become observable
in the resulting interference pattern. The reference beam can
be blocked when the setup needs to be used only to investigate the intensity proﬁle of the beams generated by the

4. q-plates
4.1. q= 1-plate

To test the proposed method, we fabricate a standard q=1plate, which is able to generate a vortex beam with an OAM
value of ±2. The device was fabricated using a n=64 pattern method and was designed to imprint a transverse phase of
2j onto an incoming Gaussian beam. The deviceʼs optical
axis distribution and its corresponding added geometric phase
proﬁle are shown in ﬁgure 3. The deviceʼs expected transmission proﬁle when placed between two linear polarizers is
also displayed along with an image of the actual sample
placed between such polarizers.
As a ﬁrst test, we electrically tuned the q=1-plate to an
optical retardation of d = p , which, according to equation (2),
results in the entire input beam obtaining a phase proﬁle of
2j . This leads to a phase singularity in the beam center
imprinted onto the incident Gaussian input beam. Such beams
are known as hypergeometric Gaussian beams [44]. The
intensity and polarization proﬁle of a beam resulting from
illuminating the tuned q=1-plate with circularly polarized
light is shown in ﬁgure 3(b)-(i). As expected, the beam is
circularly polarized and possesses a donut-like intensity
proﬁle.
As investigated previously, q-plates can be used to generate space-varying polarized light beams, namely vector
vortex [45] and Poincaré beams [46]. When linearly polarized
5
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quickly decreases as it reaches the radius where the ℓ = 2
vortex beamʼs intensity proﬁle starts to drop. This output also
corresponds to the Poincaré beam that can be generated using
a q=1-plate [46]. In our case, the resulting Poincaré beam is
deﬁned by a polarization proﬁle resembling a spiral, a result
which is indeed experimentally observed and depicted in
ﬁgure 3(b)-(iii).
To observe the generated beamʼs transverse phase
structure, the reference arm in ﬁgure 2 was used to perform
interferometric measurements. A right-handed circularly
polarized beam characterized by the index ℓ = 2 was generated at the output of the ﬁrst arm. When it was interfered with
an intentionally slightly misaligned Gaussian reference beam,
the interference pattern displayed in ﬁgure 3(c)-(i) was
obtained. The misaligned interference pattern reveals a
pitchfork with three tines. Given that the interference between
a plane wave and a beam with a phase-front deﬁned by ℓ
intertwined helices results in a pitchfork interference pattern
consisting of ℓ + 1 tines [23, 28, 31], the recorded structure
conﬁrms that the beam has an ℓ value of 2. When a lefthanded circularly polarized beam having an index of ℓ = -2
was generated and interfered with the Gaussian reference
beam, we obtained the pattern in ﬁgure 3(c)-(ii) which exhibits a similar pitchfork of opposite orientation as it carries
OAM of opposite sign.
The QWP before the q-plate was then oriented to provide
horizontally polarized light to the q=1-plate, thus again
generating the vector vortex beam seen in ﬁgure 3(b)-(ii).
After projecting onto the horizontal component of the
resulting beam by a second PBS, we ﬁnd the expected four
lobes deﬁned by two possible distinct phases in the vicinity of
either 0 or π. As a result, the interference fringes observed in
the region separating the lobes are out of phase as observed in
ﬁgure 3(c)-(iii).
All tests examining the intensity, phase, and polarization
proﬁles of beams generated using the manufactured q=1
plate reveal that the properties of these beams are in excellent
agreement with their corresponding expected and wellestablished results.

Figure 3. (a) (i) Optical axis distribution a (r, j ) of the q=1-plate

with the corresponding geometric phase 2a (r, j ), shown in hue
colors, added onto an incoming beam; (ii) expected transmission
when the sample is placed between two polarizers; (iii) observed
transmission pattern. (b) Far-ﬁeld intensity and polarization proﬁles
of the beams generated using the fabricated plate. The input
polarization and tuning of the q-plate are indicated for each case. (i)
Uniformly right-handed circularly polarized ℓ = 2 beam; (ii)
‘dipole’ vector vortex beam; (iii) ‘spiral’ Poincaré beam. (c)
Intensities and interference patterns with a plane wave of beams
generated using (i) left-handed circularly, (ii) right-handed circularly, and (iii) horizontally polarized input light beams.

4.2. High OAM device: q=100-plate

light is sent through a tuned q-plate, a so-called vector vortex
beam is produced. In the case of a horizontally polarized input
and a q=1-plate, one obtains a vector beam deﬁned by a
linear polarization with an orientation given by twice the
azimuthal coordinate. This speciﬁc beam is commonly
referred to as a ‘dipole’-polarization beam as its polarization
pattern resembles the ﬁeld pattern of a dipole (see
ﬁgure 3(b)-(ii)).
If the q-plate is tuned to an optical retardation of
d = p 2, the resulting beam consists of an equally weighted
superposition of a converted and a non-converted component
as seen in equation (2). Such a detuned q-plateʼs output beam
is depicted in ﬁgure 3(b)-(iii). Here, the beam consists of an
equally weighted superposition of a Gaussian beam and an
ℓ = 2 vortex beam. The equal composition is clearly seen
through the beamʼs relatively ﬂat-top central intensity that

We further demonstrate the methodʼs ability to fabricate
highly complex q-plates by manufacturing a device deﬁned
by a high topological charge, namely a q=100-plate able to
generate optical beams characterized by ±200 units of OAM.
Devices able to generate extreme high-order modes are good
demonstrations of the ability to explore the unbounded nature
of OAM. They can also be used to produce photonic gears
which can potentially be useful in optical/quantum metrology
[57, 58]. Due to the relatively high resolution needed to
fabricate the device associated with the high frequency at
which its optical axis varies, the q-plate was made using a
lower reconstruction resolution consisting of a four step discretization method. The high degree at which the q-plateʼs
optical axis orientation varies results in the formation of a
Moiré pattern in the plateʼs added phase. Thus, for practical
reasons, the deviceʼs center is refrained from being exposed to
6
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Figure 4. A 400 petal beam generated using a q=100-plate

fabricated using the procedure described in the text.

an incident light beam. This technique is often employed in
many areas of beam shaping involving the fabrication of
elements deﬁned by abrupt variations in the phase aimed to be
added to a beam [58, 59]
We demonstrate the q-plateʼs performance by feeding
horizontally polarized light to it and only selecting the generated beamʼs horizontal polarization component, which
should consist of 400 lobes. As depicted in ﬁgure 4, all 400
lobes of the generated beam are present, clearly deﬁned, and
uniformly shaped across the beamʼs proﬁle.
Figure 5. (a) (i) Optical axis distribution a (r, j ) of a PBOE
generating a Bessel beam deﬁned by parameters of kr = 5 (mm)−1
and ℓ = 1 along with the corresponding geometric phase 2a (r, j ),
which is shown in hue colors; (ii) its observed transmission between
two polarizers. (b) Experimentally observed intensity and interference pattern of the (i) right- and (ii) left-handed circular
components of the generated beam at each of their foci. (c)
Reconstructed polarization proﬁle of a generated beam using the
Bessel PBOE. Measured intensities for e L , e H , and e R components
are depicted on the right side.

5. Generation of complex structured beams
5.1. Bessel beams

After verifying that our method works, we continue using it to
fabricate an extensive range of PBOEs in a way that has not
been possible before. We ﬁrst fabricate a PBOE generating a
Bessel beam deﬁned by parameters of kr = 5 (mm)−1 and
ℓ = 1 using a n=32 pattern method. Similarly to the q-plate
described above, we show our deviceʼs optical axis distribution along with the corresponding geometric phase modulation as well as its observed appearance between two crossed
polarizers in ﬁgure 5(a).
As Bessel beams exhibit their deﬁning characteristics at
their focus, we modiﬁed the characterization apparatus
(depicted in ﬁgure 2) to ﬁrst enlarge the beam and illuminate a
wider region of the device to then weakly focus it using a
1000mm lens. Thus, we are able to better resolve the characteristics in its focal region. The right-handed and left-handed circular components of this beam have a phase with a
radial dependence given by kr r and -kr r , thus it will exhibit
converging and diverging lensing behaviors, respectively. As
a result, the Bessel beam attributed to the right-handed
component will be seen to focus before the one attributed to
the left-handed component. Figure 5(b) shows the intensity
proﬁle of both circular polarizations at their respective foci.
Since e R focuses closer to the plate, it forms a tighter Bessel
beam than the one formed by e L .

To examine the phase of the generated beams, we
recorded interference patterns resulting from the interference
between the converted circular components of the beams and
a reference beam with a uniform phase front (see ﬁgure 5(b)).
The interference patterns exhibit circular discontinuities,
which are attributed to the fact that each ring appearing in a
Bessel beamʼs intensity proﬁle is out of phase with its adjacent rings. Moreover, these patterns are deﬁned by a pitchfork
consisting of two tines, which is a sign that the beam carries
an absolute OAM value of 1. In our experimental images
these features are clearly observed for both components of the
generated Bessel beam. In addition, the different orientation
of the pitchfork for each component demonstrates the opposite sign of their OAM quanta.
Finally, we explore the ability to use the fabricated
device as a mean to generate space-varying polarized light
beams. In particular, we examine the polarization of an
emitted beam consisting of equally weighted circular polarization components in a region where both components
7
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Figure 6. (a) (i) Optical axis distribution a (u, v ), and the
corresponding geometric phase 2a (u, v ) shown in hue colors; (ii)
expected device appearance between two crossed polarizers; (iii)
image of the IG5,3,5 PBOE. (b) Expected (top) and experimental
(bottom): (i) intensity patterns of the completely converted
component of the beam produced by the fabricated IG5,3,5 PBOE; (ii)
corresponding fringes resulting from the interference of this beam
with a plane wave. Theoretical intensity proﬁles of the (iii) even and
(iv) odd IG modes and their recovered experimental intensity
proﬁles.

Figure 7. (a) (i) Optical axis distribution a (x, y) and the
corresponding geometric phase 2a (x, y), which is shown in hue
colors; (ii) expected appearance between two crossed polarizers; (iii)
image of the device generating a 2D Airy beam. (b) Expected (top)
and observed (bottom) intensity proﬁles of the (i) right-handed
circular polarization e R , (ii) left-handed circular polarization e L , and
(iii) a superposition of both components of the generated Airy beam.

perfectly overlap. The resulting beam along with its reconstructed complex polarization proﬁle is shown in ﬁgure 5(c).
In addition to azimuthal variations in the polarization pattern
attributed to the beamʼs azimuthally dependent phase, one can
also see the effects of the radial dependence of the beamʼs
phase through radial variations in the beamʼs transverse
polarization proﬁle. This feature can be made more visible if
the beam is projected onto different polarization components.
Namely, both circular components (e L and e R ) have a uniform
appearance over the beamʼs cross-section, yet the linear
component e H is found to form intertwined spirals.

and recover the resulting beamʼs even IG mode and its odd IG
mode. As each of these modes is attributed to a linear
polarization component, we were able to recover them by
accordingly modifying the orientation of the setupʼs HWP.
These recovered beams along with their corresponding
theoretical transverse intensity proﬁles are shown in
ﬁgure 6(b).

5.3. Airy beams

As a ﬁnal demonstration of the ﬂexibility of our fabrication
method, we reproduce the fabrication of PBOEs producing
Airy beams as performed in [60]. More speciﬁcally, we
manufactured a device designed to add a phase of FAi (x, y)
deﬁned in equation (3). The employed parameters were
f=500mm, λ=633nm, x 0 = y0 = 60 μm. Similar to the
earlier ﬁndings, we display in ﬁgure 7 the PBOEʼs optical
axis distribution and the corresponding geometric phase along
with its expected and observed appearance between two
crossed polarizers. Each polarization component generated by
such a device will appear to be inverted with respect to the
other. This inversion is clearly depicted in the intensity patterns of the generated beams shown in ﬁgure 7(b) along with
their corresponding expected appearance, which are in
excellent agreement.

5.2. IG beams

Using our custom alignment method, we were able to fabricate a device producing an IG5,3,5 beam. Again, we used a
n=32 pattern method in the fabrication procedure to discretize the required continuous modulation. In ﬁgure 6(a) the
PBOEʼs desired optical axis along with the corresponding
added geometric phase are shown. The deviceʼs expected
appearance when placed between two crossed linear polarizers is also displayed together with an image of the actual
sample. The IG-PBOEʼs characterization was performed
similarly to the previous ones. The expected and experimentally recorded intensities and interference patterns with a
plane wave were examined and are shown in ﬁgure 6(b). To
verify the polarization properties of the generated beams, we
feed linearly polarized light into the perfectly tuned device
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6. Conclusion
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In conclusion, we have devised and implemented a DMDbased photoalignment method to fabricate liquid crystal
PBOEs deﬁned by arbitrary optical axis spatial distributions.
These PBOEs are more compact, cost-effective, and responsive to phase inversions than other beam shaping devices
restricted to laboratory-scale usage. In particular, we manufactured devices capable of generating OAM-carrying, Bessel, IG, and Airy beams. Moreover, our generation of
complex patterns with high resolution displays our ability to
produce arbitrary beam patterns. These complex beams are
characterized by distinct transverse intensity, phase, and
polarization proﬁles along with the high conversion efﬁciency
required for many applications such as quantum information
and optical tweezers. For instance, cascading these PBOEs
along with suitably fast Pockels cells may be used for ultrafast (at gigahertz rate) and super-dense telecommunications.
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3.1

Measuring a wave’s OAM

The usefulness of OAM-carrying waves in modern science primarily arises from the
fact that they are orthogonal to one another. More specifically, a wave carrying a specific amount of OAM cannot be expressed as a superposition of other waves carrying
22
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di↵erent amounts of OAM. This feature allows waves to be e↵ectively decomposed in
terms of their OAM content and the ability to perform such a decomposition makes
OAM a valid quantity in which information can be encoded. In fact, optical OAM
is nowadays a common information carrier used in studies regarding optical communications. This quantity is also of interest in electron waves given that an electron’s
OAM content can be modified by magnetic structures, thus making structured electron wave’s of significant interest in works pertaining to materials science. Such
applications, however, require a reliable and efficient method to decompose a wave’s
OAM spectrum in order to extract the information it carries.

3.2

Phase-flattening measurements

A very simple method to analyze a wave’s OAM spectrum consists of using the
generation schemes introduced in the previous chapter to remove a certain amount
of OAM from the beam as opposed to adding it. More specifically, when a wave goes
through a device designed to remove an amount of OAM corresponding to the amount
it carries, its transverse twisted phase profile is e↵ectively removed or “flattened”. As
a result, the wave loses its central phase singularity and acquires a Gaussian-like
intensity profile in its far field upon free-space propagation.
Phase-flattening procedures, which rely on the above process and were first demonstrated in [38], essentially consist of making a structured wave propagate through a
sequence of such devices designed to remove di↵erent amounts of OAM, and thereafter through an aperture aligned along the beam’s centre. Should the wave contain
the removed amount of OAM in its modal composition, this component will acquire
a Gaussian profile upon propagation and thereby be able to go through the aperture.
All of the wave’s other OAM components will e↵ectively have some but not all of
their OAM removed. As a result, these components will still have a phase singularity
and thereby an intensity null at their centre once they reach the aperture. For this
reason, they will mostly be blocked by the latter. Therefore, by comparing the total
power, or particle flux, of the wave after the aperture with respect to that of the
entire wave, one is able to extract the relative weight of the analyzed component in
the examined wave. Furthermore, performing such measurements for di↵erent OAM
components allows one to reconstruct the wave’s OAM spectrum.
Though e↵ective, phase-flattening measurements are defined by two major flaws.
First, phase-flattening procedures are biased against waves with high absolute values
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of OAM. That is, the more a wave carries OAM, the less its flattened profile will be
Gaussian-like and the more the converted beam will be blocked by the aperture [39].
Therefore, this flaw causes phase-flattening schemes to be less efficient for beams
that carry large OAM values. The second flaw relates to the use of phase-flattening
measurements in quantum experiments and applications. In these cases, a wave in a
superposition of OAM-carrying modes can also be seen as a particle in a superposition
of quantum states defined by di↵erent OAM values. As such particles go through
phase-flattening schemes, their quantum states are projected onto a single OAM
component, which, depending on the OAM removed by the device, may or may not
let the particle go through the aperture. This causes a lot of particles to be “wasted”
during the OAM measurement process and intrinsically causes the method to be less
efficient.

3.3

OAM sorters

In recent years, the flaws that riddle phase-flattening schemes have motivated the
development of more efficient OAM detection methods. One of them consists of socalled OAM sorters [40]. In essence, OAM sorters are devices that spatially resolve,
or sort, a wave’s OAM components on a screen. Based on the intensity of each sorted
component, one can obtain the relative weight of each OAM mode in the total wave.
OAM sorters overcome some phase-flattening deficiencies given that they do not rely
on blocking parts of the propagating wave.

3.3.1

Conformal Mapping

A sorter’s ability to spatially resolve OAM components relies on a conformal mapping
performed by two confocal phase elements which essentially “unwrap” the beam.
As a result, this mapping e↵ectively allows any azimuthal variations contained in
the wave’s profile to be mapped along a Cartesian coordinate. These azimuthal
variations include the azimuthally-dependent phase of OAM-carrying beams, and
thereby causes them to be reshaped into waves that have a linear phase gradient
as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). These unwrapped waves defined by linear phase gradients
essentially consist of planes waves with titled wavefronts, where the degree to which
the wave is titled depends on the original amount of OAM it carried. Such tilted
waves can thereafter be simply separated by making them propagate through a lensing
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Figure 3.1: Conformal-mapping performed by an OAM sorter. (a) Transverse
profiles of OAM-carrying waves placed above their phase profiles plotted against the
azimuthal coordinate. (b) Focal points of plane waves with tilted wavefronts following
their propagation through a lens. The depicted waves could be equivalent to an
unwrapped OAM-carrying beam shown in (a), which are enclosed in boxes that are
correspondingly coloured. (c) E↵ect of a log-polar mapping

on the radial (light

blue) and azimuthal (green) coordinates in complex space. (d) E↵ect of a spatial
log-polar mapping

on the phase profile of an OAM-carrying wave

`.

(e) Confocal

phase elements used to perform a spatial log-polar mapping. Regions where the
original and unwrapped beams hit each element are highlighted in white.
element as depicted in Fig. 3.1(b). This unwrapping process followed by a lens consists
of the fundamental principle upon which most OAM-sorters are based.
In OAM sorters, the conformal mapping used to unwrap the beam usually consists
of a log-polar mapping which we will denote by

. Its action on a complex variable

i

z = x + iy = ⇢e , can e↵ectively be represented by the following equation
z 7! (z) = ln(z) = ln(⇢ei ) = ln(⇢) + i ,
where x is the real part of z, y is the imaginary part of z, ⇢ =
amplitude or the absolute value of z, and

(3.1)
p

x2 + y 2 is the

= arctan(y/x) is the phase or the argument

of z. From this action, we can clearly see that

e↵ectively maps variations in the

amplitude of z to variations in the real part of a complex number. Likewise, variations
in the argument of z are mapped to variations in the imaginary part. This action can
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also be interpreted as mapping variations of the radial coordinate in complex space to
a Cartesian coordinate, or the real axis, and variations along the azimuthal coordinate
in complex space to the other Cartesian coordinate, or the imaginary axis. A visual
depiction of this action can be found in Fig. 3.1(c). The log-polar mapping used
in sorters consists of a mapping similar to the one that acts on a complex number,
with the exception that it acts on the coordinates of a real two-dimensional space
as opposed to the two dimensions of a complex space. As a result, this causes the
azimuthal phase variations of an OAM-carrying beam

`

to be unwrapped once it is

mapped to ( ` ) as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(d). In practice, this transformation can be
achieved by means of two confocal phase elements whose phase structures are shown
in Fig. 3.1(e) [41]. The first element performs the bulk of the unwrapping while the
second one corrects for secondary modulational instabilities in the unwrapped beam
in order to make it experience a more or less stable propagation afterwards.
To summarize the working principles of an OAM sorter, an integrative depiction
that illustrates the propagation of a beam defined by OAM components of ` = ±5 as
it propagates through the various elements of an OAM sorter is shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.3.2

Extensions

The first OAM sorter was designed for optical beams and used computer generated
holograms on spatial light modulators (SLM) as the required confocal phase elements [40]. This sorter, however, has a few short-comings. Namely, SLM holograms
only work for one optical polarization which restrains the use of this sorter from
beams that have interesting polarization structures. Furthermore, the sorted OAM
components are defined by a certain amount of overlap which leads to a certain degree
of “cross-talk” in the device, thereby reducing its performance in any real application.
These shortcomings motivated the development of several interesting extensions to
this first sorter. The first of these developments consisted of integrating the required
lensing e↵ects into the two phase elements. This reduced the total amount of optical
elements in the sorter to two and considerably reduced the device’s footprint. Another
advance consisted of replacing the two SLMs in the sorter by custom-made refractive
elements akin to phase plates. This allowed the device to work under a co-linear
configuration, as opposed to a di↵ractive one, while also enabling its use for arbitrary
optical polarizations [42]. Developments were also made to reduce the device’s crosstalk [43]. This was achieved by exposing the sorter’s unwrapped beam to so-called
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Figure 3.2: Propagation of a structured wave through an OAM-sorter. (a)
The input structured wave consisting of a superposition of ` = ±5 OAM modes.

(b) The unwrapped beam. (c) The beam at the sorter’s output. (d) The OAM
spectrum obtained from the sorter. (e) The input beam hits the first of the sorter’s
phase elements, which along with a lens, unwraps the beam. The beam then hits
the sorter’s second phase element which corrects modulational instabilities. This
correction completes the sorter’s log-polar mapping and allows the unwrapped beam
to experience a stable propagation. The unwrapped beam then hits a second lens
which spatially resolves its initial OAM components.
“fan-out” optical elements [44]. The latter produce copies of the unwrapped beam,
which essentially causes the total beam to have a greater spatial extent, yet phase
variations that have the same spatial dependence as the original unwrapped beam. In
fact, these variations are just periodically repeated due to the presence of the copies.
These features cause the focused OAM components to be much more narrow, thereby
considerably reducing their overlap and the sorter’s cross-talk. Such developments
have significantly increased the performance and the scalability of optical OAM sorters
and has allowed them to be used in works pertaining to applications such as quantum
key distribution (QKD).
The publications on which this chapter is based are two other extensions to an
OAM-sorting scheme. The first one relies on using the liquid crystal devices mentioned
in chapter 2 as the sorter’s unwrapping and correcting phase elements [36]. The fact
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that these two elements add geometric phases to an optical beam imbues this sorting
scheme with additional properties involving optical polarization. Namely, by bringing
slight modifications to the phase profile of each element, one can create a sorter that
is able to sort both an optical beam based on its OAM and polarization content.
As further demonstrated, such features are advantageous in optical communications
schemes that rely on both of these optical degrees of freedom to send information.
The second sorter extension consists of the implementation of a device that sorts
the OAM content of an electron beam [45, 46]. This implementation was achieved
by modifying each of the sorter’s elements such that they would work on electron
waves. Namely, the phase holograms that perform the sorter’s conformal mapping
were changed to SiN holograms that are commonly used in electron beam shaping.
Likewise, the optical refractive lenses were replaced by a transmission electron microscope’s (TEM) magnetic lenses. As further demonstrated in the corresponding
publication, this electron sorter is of considerable interest in materials science given
that it allows one to obtain an electron’s OAM spectrum following its interaction with
magnetic structures. Though this application is of significant interest in the characterization of materials via electron microscopy, the electron sorter’s performance is
fairly limited by aberrations. Therefore, future applications of this technology should
be conducted with an aberration corrected electron beam [47, 48, 49] to ensure their
optimal performance.
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1.

Introduction

The panoply of means for distinctively shaping light beams has significantly improved the
performance of applications such as optical tweezers and communications, while also driving
their usage in emerging fields like quantum cryptography [1]. Such advancements can be attributed
to the several degrees of freedom that are used to characterize an optical beam, such as its
wavelength, temporal profile, transverse spatial profile, and its polarization, which can often be
naturally extended to the quantum description of light beams. For instance, a photon’s angular
momentum, which includes spin angular momentum (SAM) and orbital angular momentum
(OAM), is one such property. SAM is attributed to a beam’s polarization, which is associated
with the vectorial nature of light, whereas OAM is related to the beam’s transverse phase
profile. Namely, beams that carry ` units of OAM are characterized by an azimuthally dependent
phase defined by an exp(i`') term in their formulation, where ' is the transverse azimuthal
coordinate [2]. Consequently, their wavefronts consist of ` intertwined helices. Among the
distinguishing features of OAM-carrying beams is the fact that they are orthogonal to one another
and are thus of significant interest in optical communications, where information is encoded into a
single photon’s OAM [3–6], sometimes in conjunction with another optical degree of freedom like
polarization [7, 8]. In practice, these methods aim to increase the rate at which information can be
transferred and have thus motivated the development of several schemes that can readily acquire
an optical beam’s OAM content. Much like how polarizing beam splitters can split a beam’s
orthogonally polarized components, some of these schemes include devices that spatially separate
a beam based on its OAM composition [9]. These so-called OAM sorters have been granted a
significant amount of attention as indicated by works that have improved their efficiencies [10,11]
and their scalability [12] along with those that have extended their applications to fields ranging
from quantum communications [13] to electron microscopy [14, 15]. OAM sorters primarily
rely on the use of two confocal phase elements that are often implemented by means of spatial
light modulators (SLM) [9]. The phase added by the latter is essentially based on a transverse
modulation of the optical path length experienced by the beam’s cross-section. Other types of
phase modulating mechanisms could also be employed for this purpose such as those that impart
a geometric phase [16, 17] to a beam. Such phases are added by means of Pancharatnam-Berry
optical phase elements (PBOE), which are able to add tailored yet opposite phases to a beam’s
circularly polarized components accompanied by a flip in their handedness [18, 19]. This process
inevitably introduces a relation between a beam’s spatial profile and its polarization, and hence
constitutes a form of spin-to-orbit coupling [20], which has been heavily investigated in the
framework of quantum information [21–23].
Recently, a theoretical proposal introduced a PBOE-based OAM sorter that exploits this
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relation with the beam’s polarization as a means of additionally sorting optical SAM states [24].
Here, we report the implementation of such a generalized optical angular momentum sorter
where we employ custom-made liquid crystal devices [25] as the required PBOEs. This PBOE
sorting scheme experiences less losses and is more compact than those based on SLMs while
also being able to modulate an optical beam’s transverse phase profile based on its polarization.
We characterize our sorter by feeding it with beams carrying well-defined values of OAM and
circular polarizations. Afterwards, we verify that the sorter functions for beams consisting of
superpositions of such states, and we evaluate the device’s crosstalk. Finally, we test the device’s
performance in the single-photon regime and use it in an OAM-based quantum key distribution
(QKD) protocol.
2.

Theory

An OAM sorter’s performance primarily relies on the unwrapping of a beam’s azimuthal phase
variations into variations along a Cartesian coordinate [9]. In the case of an OAM-carrying beam,
its unwrapped form will consist of tilted wavefronts whose tilt is proportional to the beam’s
original OAM value. When made to propagate through a lens, these tilted waves will focus at
different positions, thus enabling the spatial separation of a beam based on its original OAM
content. In practice, the unwrapping crucial to this process is achieved
p by means of a conformal
mapping between Cartesian (x, y) and scaled log-polar (u = a ln( x 2 + y 2 ), v = a arctan(y/x))
coordinates, where a and b are scaling parameters. This transformation can be realized by using
the following confocal phase elements [26]:
p
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where is the wavelength of the beam and f is the focal length of the lens used to perform the
mapping. Specifically, the 1 element performs the required unwrapping while the 2 element
provides the final phase corrections to the beam in order to complete the mapping. These elements
will hereafter be referred to as the unwrapper and the corrector elements, respectively.
Using PBOEs as the sorter’s phase elements introduces a polarization-dependent transformation
onto the beam [27]. This polarization dependence is attributed to the fact that PBOEs are
birefringent devices characterized by a spatially varying optical axis. When these are tuned to
half-wave optical retardation, the handedness of the SAM components is flipped and the beam
gains a Pancharatnam-Berry (geometric) phase due to the distribution of the device’s optical
axis [18]. More specifically, a PBOE defined by an optical axis distribution of ↵(x 1, x 2 ), where
x 1 and x 2 are transverse coordinates, will add a phase of ±2↵(x 1, x 2 ) on left-right–handed
circularly polarized light, respectively, accompanied by a flip in the handedness of these circular
polarizations.
In cases where this polarization inversion occurs, a beam going through a PBOE defined by
an optical axis of ↵ = 1 /2 will cause any right-handed circularly polarized light to undergo a
reversed unwrapping process with respect to the conventional one experienced by left-handed
circularly polarized light, thus enabling a spatial separation between both of the unwrapped
circularly polarized components. Given that the beam’s original right-handed circular polarization
now unwraps at the horizontal position u R = u L , where u L is the conventional unwrapped
position taken by the left-handed circular polarization, the sorter’s second element must be
modified accordingly to provide the required phase corrections to both of the beam’s polarization
components [24]. Therefore, to provide a proper phase correction to the unwrapped beam [26], u is
replaced by |u| in Eq. (2) and is multiplied by a factor of 1 to account for polarization-dependent
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effects, i.e.
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where the additional grating term (⇡/⇤)u is added to provide further separation between both
polarizations upon propagation through the sorter’s second lens [24]. The separation of these
two orthogonally polarized components enabled by the first PBOE thereby allows for a device
capable of sorting optical angular momentum eigenstates and, in turn, of handling an increased
amount of information channels that can be used in practical applications.
3.

Fabrication

Fig. 1. The geometric phase 2↵ (left) attributed to the unwrapper (top) and corrector (bottom)
elements; (center) the devices’ expected transmission when placed between two polarizers;
(right) the devices’ observed transmission patterns. The axes’ units are in mm.

Our sorter’s implementation relies on the use of custom-made liquid crystal devices as the
required PBOEs [25]. These devices consist of a layer of patterned 6CHBT nematic liquid crystals
confined within two indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated substrates separated by spacer-grade silica
microspheres. The substrates are additionally spin-coated with a layer of azobenzene-based dye
molecules [28, 29]. We specifically use microspheres with a diameter below 4.8 µm and the
azobenzene-based aligning material PAAD-22 provided by BEAM Co. The orientation of the
liquid crystals is determined by that of the dye molecules which are aligned by means of a photoalignment method used to reconstruct the device’s desired optical axis distribution [25,30–32]. To
fabricate the PBOEs required to perform the sorting process, we adapted such a photo-alignment
method to produce liquid crystal devices with an optical axis distribution defined by ↵1 = 1 /2
and ↵2 = ˜2 /2. The sorting parameters that appear in 1 and ˜2 were chosen to optimize the
sorter’s performance without significantly compromising the quality of the fabricated elements.
That being said, we used parameters of a = 3/(2⇡) mm, b = 2 µm, = 810 nm, f = 500 mm,
and ⇤ = 200 µm. These parameters can also be optimized for other wavelengths including
those that are commonly used in telecommunications. The corresponding geometric phase 2↵
attributed to the element along with the device’s expected and observed appearance between two
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crossed polarizers are shown in Fig. 1. The close resemblance of these patterns suggests that the
unwrapper and corrector have been fabricated with reasonable fidelity to the design.
Our devices have an efficiency of 72%. Most losses however occur due to reflections from
their cells’ glass substrates. These losses can be eliminated by means of an anti-reflection coating
to increase their efficiency to a value closer to their conversion efficiency, which can realistically
reach values of 97% [25]. To ensure that our devices operate at the half-wave condition required
to perform the sorting process, we also soldered wires on the conductive side of their ITO
substrates. This addition allows us to apply a tuning voltage to the device which modifies the
birefringence of our device’s liquid crystals. Minor errors in the fabrication process introduced
some aberrations in the devices as later shown in experimental results. We attribute the latter to a
minor scaling error in our photo-alignment. This displaces the region where the unwrapped beam
hits the corrector element, thus preventing the completion of the conformal mapping required
to perform the sorting process. To overcome this issue, we shifted our beam’s wavelength until
its unwrapped components interacted with the regions of the corrector that enabled an optimal
phase correction while simultaneously tuning our device’s half-wave retardation to the examined
wavelength. We found that this optimal wavelength was 850 nm and thereby employed this value
in our experiments.
4.

Results

We characterized our device using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2, which allows us to
provide several types of optical beams to the sorter. We first examined the sorter’s output when

Fig. 2. Experimental setup used to characterize the sorter. A spatial light modulator (SLM) is
used to provide a distinct phase and intensity profile to a beam coming from a 850 nm diode
laser while a set of elements composed of a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), a half-wave plate
( /2), and a quarter-wave plate ( /4) is used to provide the beam with a specific polarization.
The beam then goes through the sorter which consists of the unwrapper PBOE, a lens, the
corrector PBOE, and another lens. The sorter’s output is then examined with a CCD camera.

fed with circularly polarized beams carrying well-defined OAM values and compared it with
simulated outputs obtained using the split-step beam propagation method [33]. Such beams will
hereafter be referred to as optical angular momentum eigenstates. The intensity profile of the
sorted beams are shown in Fig. 3(a). We can observe that the sorted orders attributed to leftand right-handed circularly polarized light are clearly distinguishable from one another while
simultaneously exhibiting good separation between the conventional OAM orders attributed to the
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confocal phase elements. Moreover, we also note that the transverse positions of the right-handed
circular OAM orders are inverted with respect to those of the left-handed circular ones, thus
verifying that these two polarizations do indeed acquire opposite phases as they propagate through
the sorter. Minor effects attributed to the device’s aberrations are also noticeable most notably
by the lower definition of the experimental sorted orders when compared with the simulated
output of an ideal sorter shown in Fig. 3(b). This lower definition is also observed in Fig. 3(c)
where we show the simulated profile of a beam going through an aberrated sorter. The latter
namely consists of elements with phase patterns compressed by a factor of 4% which accounts
for the scaling errors in the device’s fabrication. Nevertheless, the lower order modes depicted in
Fig. 3(a) are sufficiently distinct for practical applications as further demonstrated.

Fig. 3. Relative intensity profiles of the sorter’s output when fed with circularly polarized
beams defined by OAM values ranging from ` = 2 to ` = 2. (a) Measured output of
the fabricated sorter. (b) Simulated output of a perfect sorter. (c) Simulated output of an
aberrated sorter. Left-handed circular polarizations appear at the bottom of the plots while
right-handed circular polarizations appear at the top.

Following this first calibration process, we tested our sorter’s performance for beams consisting
of a superposition of angular momentum eigenstates. Such a superposition can consist of a
circularly polarized beam in a superposition of OAM states, an OAM state in a superposition
of polarization states (i.e. a non-circularly polarized beam) or a combination of the two. We
demonstrate these three cases in Fig. 4, where we can observe the sorter’s performance for all
types of superpositions. Once again, we show our experimental results, the simulated output of
the ideal sorter, and the simulated output of the aberrated sorter in Fig. 4(a)-(c), respectively. The
device’s limitations at higher absolute OAM values is clearly observed in the far-right column of
Fig. 4, where we provide the sorted orders for the case of linearly polarized light in a superposition
of ` = +2 and ` = 2 states. The line appearing between the two orders of the far-right column
of Fig. 4(a),(c) clearly indicates the less-defined nature of higher order modes which start to
spread out over transverse positions attributed to other modes, e.g. the ` = 0 mode in this case.
In order to further examine the effects related to the overlap of the sorted orders, we evaluated
the crosstalk between the modes shown in Fig. 3. To do so, we assigned an elliptically shaped
channel to each mode based on the data shown in Fig. 3 and computed the relative intensity of
each mode in these channels. These relative intensities can be found in Fig. 5. Our experimental
results shown in Fig. 5(a) indicate that 72% of the intensity of a given angular momentum state
is found in its respective channel which is comparable to the simulated value of 75% for an
aberrated sorter based on the data shown in Fig. 5(c). Both of these quantities are lower than
the optimal values of 89% attributed to a perfect sorter whose results are displayed in Fig. 5(b).
When adapted to the sorting parameters of previously implemented sorters, this optimal value
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Fig. 4. Relative intensity profiles of the sorter’s output when fed with a selection of
superpositions of beams consisting of different circular polarizations and OAM values
ranging from ` = 2 to ` = 2 for (a) experimental results, (b) simulated results attributed
to a perfect sorter, and (c) simulated results attributed to an aberrated sorter. Here eL and
eR correspond topthe left- and right-handed circular polarization vectors, respectively, and
eH = (eL + eR )/ 2 is the horizontal polarization vector.

agrees with those obtained from simulations in earlier works [9]. Though the fact that we are
using different sorting parameters prevents us from directly comparing our device’s experimental
crosstalk with those of other OAM sorters, we do observe that the latter have a similar difference
between numerical and experimental crosstalk values [9]. This similarity thereby establishes
that our sorter’s performance is experimentally comparable to that of its OAM counterpart. For
practical purposes however, this percentage can be slightly raised, at the expense of decreasing
the device’s efficiency, by reducing the size of the channels attributed to each OAM value.

Fig. 5. Relative intensities of angular momentum states found in each angular momentum
channel for (a) experimental results, (b) simulated optimal results, and (c) simulated results
for an aberrated sorter. We considered states defined by left- and right-handed circular
polarizations and by OAM states ranging from ` = 2 to ` = 2.

As mentioned earlier, one of the most attractive features of optical angular momentum states is
their natural extension to the quantum nature of light which makes them of interest in quantum
communications. Given that our device preserves coherence [21], we examined its performance in
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the single photon regime for photons in optical angular momentum eigenstates |⇡, `i where ⇡ and
` are states defining the photon’s polarization and OAM, respectively. This was achieved by using
a pair of down-converted photons generated through spontaneous parametric down-conversion
by pumping a ppKTP crystal with 405 nm UV light. The first of the two was sent through the
sorter and later detected by an ICCD camera which was triggered by the second photon. The
resulting images are shown in Fig. 6 along with their classical counterparts. We can observe a
good agreement between the images taken in the classical and quantum regimes, thus verifying
our device’s performance at the single photon level.

Fig. 6. The sorter’s output when fed with single photons in angular momentum eigenstates.
The images were taken using a triggered ICCD camera. The images are grouped with their
classical counterparts which correspond to ones taken with a regular CCD camera with
coherent light going through the sorter.

Now that we have established that our sorter exhibits a satisfactory level of crosstalk along
with a good performance with single photons, we proceed by demonstrating how our device can
be employed in a practical application. More specifically, we test our sorter for high-dimensional
quantum cryptography given the extensive body of works exploring the use of OAM sorters in
this field [11, 13]. In particular, we perform a high-dimensional extension of the seminal quantum
key distribution BB84 protocol [34], the former of which has been recognized to securely transmit
an increased amount of information. In the first place, for the case of an error-free quantum
channel, Alice, the sender, may send a total of log2 (d) bits of information per photon, where d is
the dimensionality of the protocol, to Bob, the receiver, hence increasing the overall secure key
rate. Moreover, it is well-known that QKD protocols may be performed only up to a certain error
threshold. In the case of the standard 2-dimensional BB84, this error threshold is given by 11.0%,
where no secret shared key may be established beyond this level of error. However, by increasing
the dimensionality of the BB84 protocol, this error threshold may be increased, e.g. in the case of
d = 10 the error threshold is given by 26.2% [35]. Therefore, higher-dimensional QKD extensions
are much more robust to noise and device imperfections. Most of the works on high-dimensional
QKD revolve around an OAM based QKD protocol where the employed mutually unbiased bases
consist of quantum states that can be spatially separated using a sorter. This sorter, however,
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is differently configured to perform measurements in each of these bases. That being said, the
first basis used in this scheme usually consists of the OAM basis whose states can be readily
measured using the conventional sorter configuration depicted in Fig. 2. The states |`i of this
basis usually range from OAM values of ` = N to ` = N, and hence the dimensionality of
d = 2N + 1. The second basis corresponds to the so-called angular basis whose states can
PN
be expressed in terms of the OAM basis as |niang = d 1/2 `=
N exp (i 2⇡n`/d) |`i [11, 13],
where n is an integer between N and N. In addition to being mutually unbiased with respect to
OAM modes, angular modes are defined by distinct angular shaped intensity profiles that nearly
do not overlap with one another. Therefore, because they are already spatially separated, they
consist of the perfect complementary basis for performing QKD with OAM-carrying beams.
Though a measurement in the angular basis could in principle be performed on the beam without
manipulating it, such a measurement is often configured by using the unfocused output of the
sorter which essentially consists of the unwrapped beam where the angular modes occupy distinct
transverse positions as opposed to angular ones. Such a configuration is usually employed in
order to enable the use of secondary methods aiming to reduce the crosstalk between these
unwrapped modes. With these factors in consideration, a BB84 QKD protocol relying on these
two mutually unbiased bases consists of Alice randomly generating states belonging to these
two bases and sending them to Bob that randomly performs a measurement in either of these
bases using his two different sorter configurations. Using our sorter, we expand on this scheme

Fig. 7. Summary of the QKD demonstration conducted with our generalized angular
momentum sorter. Top left: Mutually unbiased bases and used in this demonstration
where states attributed to spatial modes are depicted as their transverse phase profile in hue
colours masked by their intensity profile. Bottom left: setups used by Alice and Bob in this
QKD scheme. Alice’s state preparation setup randomly generates a state either in the or
basis using an SLM, a quarter-wave plate ( /4), a half-wave plate ( /2), and a PBS. The
single photons that she uses come from a down converted 405 nm source consisting of a
pair of 850 nm and 775 nm photons. The latter are separated using a dichroic mirror (DM)
thus enabling the use of the 850 nm photon as the signal photon and the 775 nm one as
the idler photon. Bob then randomly performs a measurement in either the or basis
using two different sorter configurations and an ICCD camera that is triggered by the idler
photon using a detector (D). Right: Probability-of-detection matrix of our QKD scheme.
Figure legend: ppKTP = periodically-poled KTP crystal, LP=long-pass filter, U=unwrapper,
C=corrector.

by using a single photon’s polarization to increase the size of these mutually unbiased bases by a
factor of two. Namely, the OAM basis {| Ni , . . . , |Ni} is now extended to the generalized optical
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angular momentum basis = {|Li , |Ri} ⌦ {| Ni , . . . , |Ni}, where |Li and |Ri respectively
corresponds to left- and right-handed circularly polarized states, and now consists of the optical
angular momentum eigenstates that have been discussed in this work. As in the case of our
classical measurements, single photon measurements in the optical angular momentum basis
can be carried out using the sorter configuration depicted in Fig. 2. As for the complementary
basis, we chose = {|Hi , |V i} ⌦ {| Niang , . . . , |Niang }, which corresponds to the product of the
angular basis {| Niang , . . . , |Niang } with the polarization basis consisting of horizontally |Hi and
vertically |V i polarized states, both of which are unbiased with respect to their angular momentum
counterparts. To perform a measurement in this basis, we first make our single photons go through
a quarter-wave plate in order to map horizontally and vertically polarized states to left- and
right-handed polarized ones. After this, the photons go through a region of the unwrapper element
that is far from its centre and that closely resembles a grating. This process enables the separation
of angular modes in the {|Hi , |V i} basis, and thus a measurement in the complementary
basis given that angular modes inherently exhibit good spatial separation. A summary of this
scheme along with experimental results are shown in Fig. 7, where we conducted such a protocol
defined by a N = 2 parameter, thus enabling 10-dimensional quantum key distribution. In a
d-dimensional BB84 protocol, the secret key rate is given by R = log2 (d) 2h (d) (eb ), where
h (d) (x) := x log2 (x/(d 1)) (1 x) log2 (1 x) is the d-dimensional Shannon entropy.
Here, we obtained a quantum bit error rate of eb = 21.2%, corresponding to a secret key rate of
R = 0.49 bits/photon. These values are directly limited by our device’s crosstalk, which, as we
mentioned above, is significantly increased by its aberrations. Nonetheless, because our sorter
allows for polarization sorting, it allows for the execution of a QKD protocol in a dimension twice
as great as that of a solely OAM based protocol. The ability to increase this dimension lowers
the threshold on the quantum bit error rate needed to securely perform QKD, thus enabling the
use of lower-quality sorters for this purpose. Improving the quality of this angular momentum
sorter to that of its current OAM counterparts would also considerably enhance the performance
of this QKD protocol to a level above those that solely rely on OAM. Namely, a device with a
lower crosstalk would increase the quantum bit error rate which, in conjunction with a higher
dimension, would also increase the protocol’s secret key rate.
5.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we fabricated the first device able to sort both orbital and spin optical angular
momentum eigenstates using liquid crystal based PBOEs. The device’s performance was first
tested by feeding it with various circularly polarized beams with well-defined OAM values.
We then verified that it could process beams in superpositions of optical angular momentum
eigenstates into their respective sorted orders. We later calculated the crosstalk of our sorter’s
output and found that about 72% of a mode was confined within its assigned channel. Finally, we
verified that our device could operate with single photons and exploited this feature to use it in a
10-dimensional BB84 QKD scheme. The performance of the latter, along with that of several
other sorter-based applications, could be further improved by reducing the device’s crosstalk.
To achieve such a purpose, aberrations in the device must first be removed by improving its
fabrication process. For instance, improvements could be made on the uniformity of the layers of
materials coated on the device’s glass substrate and on the uniformity of the cavity enclosing the
liquid crystals. Likewise, more refined photo-alignment methods could also be beneficial [36].
Though this would significantly improve the sorter’s quality, additional methods could also be
employed to further reduce the device’s crosstalk such as those that rely on the use of fan-out
elements [10, 11, 37, 38]. These can be added after the sorter’s output or even be integrated within
the PBOEs themselves. In comparison to other current OAM sorting devices, our system has both
drawbacks and advantages. For example, the polarization-dependent nature of our phase elements
prevents us from directly scaling down our scheme significantly. By comparison, a device akin to
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that presented in [12] with the addition of a polarization-dependent beam displacer would consist
of a compactly configured three-element device that imparts less aberrations on the sorted beam.
The system presented here is a clear demonstration of simultaneous OAM and polarization
sorting. Using state-of-the-art methods to produce high-quality liquid crystal elements [29,39–42]
would increase the performance of our sorter to be on par with existing designs. With the
elimination of these technical limitations, our sorter benefits from several advantages. For
instance, given that our PBOEs have a tunable half-wave condition and that our sorter’s lenses are
not integrated directly in the unwrapper and corrector elements, our sorting scheme can easily
be adapted to other wavelengths. As implied by Eqs. (1, 2) this adaptation is feasible provided
that f maintains the same value as that of the sorter’s original configuration. Moreover, both
of our sorter’s optical components, namely PBOEs and lenses, can be scaled down to ultra thin
elements [43,44]. Finally, the fact that our sorter relies on geometric phases makes it advantageous
in applications that rely on similar processes. In particular, communications schemes employing
vector vortex beams [45, 46] would benefit from our sorter given that these beams consist of a
superposition of two components opposite in both OAM and circular polarization. Our device’s
antisymmetric sorting process would enable the sorting of vector vortex beams along adjacent
positions and thereby simplify the analysis of the beam’s vector vortex content. Such extensions to
our methods would significantly improve the sorter’s channel capacity and thereby its performance
in applications such as classical super-dense coding and quantum communications.
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Electron waves that carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) are characterized by a quantized
and unbounded magnetic dipole moment parallel to their propagation direction. When
interacting with magnetic materials, the wavefunctions of such electrons are inherently
modified. Such variations therefore motivate the need to analyse electron wavefunctions,
especially their wavefronts, to obtain information regarding the material’s structure. Here, we
propose, design and demonstrate the performance of a device based on nanoscale holograms
for measuring an electron’s OAM components by spatially separating them. We sort pure and
superposed OAM states of electrons with OAM values of between ! 10 and 10. We employ
the device to analyse the OAM spectrum of electrons that have been affected by a micronscale magnetic dipole, thus establishing that our sorter can be an instrument for nanoscale
magnetic spectroscopy.
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uantum complementarity states that particles, for example, electrons, can exhibit wave-like properties such as
diffraction and interference upon propagation. Electron
waves defined by a helical wavefront are referred to as twisted
electrons and are imbued with several additional mechanical and
magnetic properties1. For instance, upon elastic interaction, these
magnetic properties, in conjunction with the opposite handedness
of twisted electrons, allow for probing magnetic chirality as well
as magnetic dichroism2,3. Furthermore, the added unbounded
twisted motion of these charged particles is pertinent to the
investigation of the nature of radiation4, virtual forces and
increasing the lifetime of unstable and metastable particles5. From
a more fundamental viewpoint, structured electrons also provide
novel insights into the quantum nature of electromagnetic–matter
interaction, for example, the realization of Landau–Zeeman
states6,7 and spin-to-orbit coupling8. Orbital angular
momentum (OAM)-carrying electron waves can be generated
through a variety of methods by directly interacting with the
electrons’ wavefronts9. These processes rely on devices such as
spiral phase plates10, amplitude and phase holograms11–14,
cylindrical lens15 mode converters or even electron microscope
corrector lenses16. Spin-to-orbit coupling has also been
theoretically proposed as a method to add OAM to electrons17.
Other methods to do so exploit the magnetic properties of
electrons, most notably by employing a magnetic needle
simulating a magnetic monopole18.
Reciprocally, devices that are used to generate twisted electrons
can also be adapted to measure an electron’s OAM content19. The
most commonly employed of these devices relies on a series of
projective phase flattening measurements, allowing one to obtain
the magnitude of each OAM component of a beam’s spectrum20.
To perform such an analysis, an OAM component’s wavefront is
flattened, thus causing it to gain a Gaussian-like profile upon
propagation21. This profile allows it to be easily selected from the
remaining parts of the beam and therefore to evaluate the
intensity of this component. To obtain these relative intensities,
each component needs to be coupled to the device’s electron
detection mechanism. However, this coupling process is biased
towards electrons carrying lower absolute values of OAM, thus
introducing discrepancies in the measured spectrum22. Moreover,
much like how different types of OAM-carrying beams are
generated using different devices, different devices are required to
flatten the wavefronts of the beam’s various OAM components.
Therefore, though such an analysis of a beam’s OAM content is
efficient, it also requires a substantial number of elements to
perform repetitive measurements. There are also other OAM
measurement methods relying on interferometry23,24, though
they possess serious limitations such as a limited amount of
information that can be extracted from the obtained interference
patterns or also by the need for an extremely stable
interferometer. Interferometry is also of limited usefulness when
analysing the OAM content of inelastically scattered electrons due
to their short coherence lengths.
A viable alternative to these methods is available in optics and
relies on transforming an OAM-carrying photon’s azimuthal
phase variations into transverse phase gradients that can be
spatially resolved and separated with a lensing element25,26. The
device thus effectively behaves as an OAM spectrometer, which
could be of significant interest in electron optics and materials
science as it would provide detailed information on a material’s
magnetic spectrum.
The operation of our presented electron OAM spectrometer
relies on a similar OAM separation process. Much like its optical
counterpart, it is essentially based on unwrapping the azimuthal
phase variations associated with an electron’s OAM into
variations over a Cartesian coordinate of the plane transverse to
2

the electron’s propagation. This effectively causes the electron’s
original helical wavefronts to become planar and inclined with
respect to the beam’s original direction of propagation. Namely,
the degree to which these wavefronts are tilted will increase with
the azimuthal variation of the electron’s original phase profile,
that is, its OAM. As a result, focusing these unwrapped waves
with a lensing element will cause electrons originally carrying
different OAM values to focus at correspondingly separate lateral
positions. By using this method, we are thus able to decompose
an electron beam’s OAM content by measuring the relative
electron intensity at each of these possible focusing positions.
Results
Theory. The unwrapping process, as detailed in ref. 25, requires
the beam’s transverse profile in polar coordinates (r, j) to be
physically mapped to Cartesian coordinates. Such a
transformation can be achieved by means of a conformal
mapping between the Cartesian coordinates of the initial
beam’s profile (x, y) and those of its final profile (u, v).
The coordinates (u, v) are log-polar coordinates and can be
related to the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) via the transformations
x ¼ exp(u)cos(v)
"pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ# and y ¼ exp(u)sin(v) or equivalently by
u ¼ ln x2 þ y2 and v ¼ arctan(y/x)27. A Cartesian coordinate
x þ iy in the complex plane can be mapped onto its
corresponding log-polar coordinate u þ iv with the conformal
mapping f(z) ¼ ln(z). Using a scalable version of this mapping,
F(z) ¼ a ln(z/b), an OAM-carrying beam’s transverse
wavefunction c‘ ðr; jÞ¼f ðrÞexpði‘jÞ can be mapped to the
following wavefunction
Fðf ðrÞexpði‘jÞÞ¼ U þ i V
¼ a lnðf ðrÞ=bÞ þ i a‘j:

ð1Þ

Such mappings are commonly conducted using a set of confocal
phase
elements
performing
a
log-polar
coordinate
transformation27.
Implementation. We adopt a similar diffractive approach to
develop our sorter using two electron phase holograms, as displayed in Fig. 1, and where the lensing effects required to perform
the mode transformation are configured using our electron
microscope’s lenses (see Supplementary Note 1 and
Supplementary Fig. 1 for more details). The first of the holograms
effectively maps the electron’s azimuthal phase variations along a
Cartesian coordinate, while the second provides phase corrections
to defects introduced by the first hologram. Additional information concerning these elements is provided in Supplementary
Note 2. We depict this process in Fig. 1 where we show an
electron beam’s recorded transverse profile as it propagates
through the sorter. Here, we use electrons consisting of a
superposition
of states defined
"
# pﬃﬃﬃ by OAM values of ±5, that is,
c þ 5 ðr; jÞ þ c ! 5 ðr; jÞ = 2 (ref. 28). Such a beam consists of a
series of 10 lobes that are equidistantly arranged along a
ring-shaped outline in the beam’s transverse plane. The
presence of these lobes is a direct result of the beam consisting
of a superposition of two OAM components defined by the same
magnitude, yet by opposite signs. More specifically, as they arise
from the beam’s OAM content, these lobes are additionally
related to its constituent ‘¼ & 5 electrons’ transverse azimuthal
phase profiles. The beam was generated using the phase mask
whose transmission electron microscopy image along with an
image of the beam transmitted through such a hologram can be
found in the generator plane of the sorter found in Fig. 1. After
passing through the sorter’s first hologram, these lobes rearrange
themselves into a line since the beam’s azimuthal phase variations
have been unwounded along one of the Cartesian coordinates of
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Figure 1 | Schematics of the electron sorter. These schematics also show an electron beam’s experimental transverse intensity profile recorded at various
planes in the sorting apparatus. A hologram in the sorter’s generator plane that corresponds to the electron microscope’s condensor, produces an electron
beam carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM). In this particular case, the beam consists of a superposition of ±5 OAM states. The beam then goes
through a hologram in the apparatus’ sorter plane, positioned at the microscope’s sample holder, that performs the required conformal mapping
ðx; yÞ7!ðu; vÞ. Once the beam is unwrapped, it passes through a hologram in the sorter’s corrector plane corresponding to the microscope’s selected area
diffraction (SAD) aperture. This hologram brings corrections to any phase defects to the beam to stabilize its propagation through the rest of the sorter. At
the sorter’s output, the original beam’s OAM content is spatially resolved on a screen and captured by a CCD camera. A more detailed schematic of our
sorter’s implementation is included in Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Note 1 where we provide details concerning the electron microscope lenses
required to perform the mapping. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the depicted holograms, the ones in the generator, sorter and corrector
planes, are shown in a–c, respectively.

its transverse plane. The beam propagates through the second
hologram, shown in the corrector plane of Fig. 1, to stabilize its
propagation. The beam then propagates through a lens and is
focused onto a screen. This allows for the initial beam’s OAM
content to be readily analysed as depicted in the final plane of
Fig. 1.
A more thorough calibration of the sorting apparatus was then
performed by repeating the above process for wavefunctions
carrying various values of OAM generated with various devices
that are further discussed in Supplementary Note 3. The spectra
resulting from this calibration have been background subtracted
and deconvoluted using conventional spectroscopy methods (see
Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 2). These results
are displayed in Fig. 2 for the case of wavefunctions defined by
single and superposed OAM states ranging from ! 10 to 10.
Based on the various parameters defining the phase profile of the
holograms used in the sorter, the cross-talk between components
of the electrons’ OAM spectra is expected to be below 20%.
However, due to fabrication and alignment imperfections in our
apparatus, including the holograms generating the OAM-carrying
electrons, we observe higher values of cross-talk between OAM
components. The values of the cross-talk observed in the spectra
shown in Fig. 2 were found to be 28% (Fig. 2a), 43% (Fig. 2b),
39% (Fig. 2c) and 18% (Fig. 2d). Such experimental limitations
could be overcome by adopting a fan-out configuration as
employed in optical sorters25,26 and by improving the quality of
the sorter and the corrector holograms via alternative fabrication
methods. Cross-talk can also be further reduced by an improved
control over the electron beam’s aberrations. Though this may be
the case, the sorter’s performance is clearly observed through the
distinct separation of the OAM states contained in the specific
electron beams.
This sorter can be used to analyse magnetic structures affecting
the OAM content of an electron beam. Here, we use our sorter to
analyse the magnetic properties of a magnetized sample deposited
using the method described in ref. 29, a cobalt magnetic dipole in
our case. To do so, the dipole has been positioned in the sorting
apparatus in a way to replace the holograms that were previously

generating the test wavefunctions. This magnetic structure
consists of a single magnetic bar. A scanning electron
microscopy image of the bar can be found in Fig. 3a. Its
magnetic configuration is characterized by a strong elongation
enforcing the presence of a strong net magnetic dipole moment
even after the magnetizing field is removed. Its remanence field
was also characterized using electron holography and Lorentz
imaging and is depicted in Fig. 3b.
The potential use of the sorter for this particular measurement
arises from the fact that the multiplicative term introduced by a
magnetic dipole onto a passing Gaussian electron beam
wavefunction can be written as
gðr; jÞ¼ expði wðrÞsin jÞ

ð2Þ

where wðrÞ¼ðem0 MÞ=ðhrÞ, h is the Planck constant, m0 is the
permeability of vacuum and M is the dipole’s magnetic moment
(see Supplementary Note 5 for more details). To observe the
effect that such a term will have on an electron’s OAM content,
g(r, j) P
must be Fourier-expanded in terms of j, namely
gðr; jÞ¼ 1
‘¼ ! 1 c‘ ðrÞexpði‘jÞ, where c‘ ðrÞ are expansion
coefficients. However, given that the resulting expansion terms
carry a quantized azimuthal phase defined by ‘, then it follows
that these components also carry OAM values of ‘. By default, the
expansion coefficients c‘ correspond to the weight of each OAM
component of a beam that has been affected by the magnetic
dipole. These coefficients can be found
P using the Jacobi–Anger
expression, that is, expði w sin jÞ¼ 1
‘¼ ! 1 J‘ ðwÞexpði‘jÞ, and
thus correspond to J‘ ðwðrÞÞ, where J‘ is the ‘th order Bessel
function of the first kind. This formulation of the added phase
clearly depicts the imparted OAM content of the dipole onto the
electron beam’s wavefunction and hence the ability to use the
sorter to measure this magnetic dipole moment M.
Though a more detailed analysis can be used to predict the
OAM spectrum induced by the magnetic dipole, one can instead
employ a simplified model to do so based on the apparatus’ layout.
The use of this model is justified by the truncation of the beam
after passing through the first of the sorter’s holograms. Such
truncations result in lensing effects that will consequently displace
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Figure 2 | Experimental OAM spectra of electron beams. Spectrum of a beam consisting of electrons defined by: (a) OAM of þ 1, c þ 1, produced with a
"
# pﬃﬃﬃ
spiral phase plate; (b) a superposition of ±4 OAM states, c þ 4 þ c ! 4 = 2, generated by a phase mask; (c) a superposition of ±5 OAM states,
"
# pﬃﬃﬃ
c þ 5 þ c ! 5 = 2, generated by a phase mask; and (d) OAM of þ 10, c þ 10, produced by a spiral phase plate. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the devices used to generate the analysed electron beams are provided in the insets of their respective spectra.

electrons that were originally positioned at the hologram’s cutoff
radius rmax. As a result, these electrons will occupy a greater area
of the beam following the truncation. Their profile will therefore
also be spatially extended in the observed OAM spectrum. This will
cause the general outline of the sorter’s output to be predominantly
associated with these electrons. Strictly speaking, the output
spectrum of the sorter will be determined by its numerical aperture.
Therefore, we may approximate the phase added by the dipole
onto the beam as w(r)sin jEw(rmax)sin j that effectively removes
the need to consider the radial dependence of the beam’s OAM.
From this analysis, the relative probability of finding an electron
of OAM
$ ‘‘ in the
$2 resulting beam is given by the coefficient
jc‘ j2 ¼ $Jj‘j ðwðrmax ÞÞ$ that will also yield the beam’s observed OAM
distribution as a function of ‘. This analysis, in agreement with a
more rigorous approach based on numerical calculations and also
an analytical approach (see Supplementary Note 5), reveals that the
dominant decomposition coefficients of such an electron’s spectrum
will be attributed to ‘ values satisfying j‘j ' w.
Using the sorter, the OAM content of the wavefunction after its
interaction with the dipole was recorded and is shown in Fig. 3c.
We find that the beam’s OAM content is mostly distributed near
‘ ¼ & 5; thus implying that the dipole is defined by a w value of
B5 rad. This value roughly translates to a magnetic dipole
moment of M ' 6:2(109 mB , where mB is the Bohr magneton,
and is in good agreement with our estimated value of the
structure’s saturated magnetic dipole moment of 6.7 ( 109 mB.
The corresponding numerically simulated OAM spectrum based
on these parameters is also included in Fig. 3c. These numerical
results were obtained using our simplified model where we
assume that w(r)sin jEw(rmax)sin j and are in good agreement
with data based on the saturation field of the wire.
Discussion
In comparison with other methods used to examine magnetic
fields (c.f., refs 21,30,31), the OAM sorter proves its effectiveness
by readily providing the beam’s OAM spectrum. For an identical
4

number of detected electrons, this content is defined by an image
showing 20 jc‘ j2 OAM coefficients yielding more information
about a beam’s phase than an image obtained using holographic
methods. Moreover, such images do not allow a direct measurement
of a sample’s magnetic information. Instead, this quantity has to be
extrapolated from the field in the dipole’s proximity. In addition, the
OAM sorter method does not rely on any phase wrapping or
unwrapping methodology, thereby simplifying a magnetic field’s
analysis. Further developments could also allow the improvement of
this device and the possibility to exploit it in atomic scale
measurements or in conjunction with scanning electron probes.
Given that the sorter only requires the phase masks in two distinct
planes, then its performance will become more effective if
absorptive elements like phase holograms were substituted by
structured electrostatic fields32.
Our sorter method also possesses the following prospective
extensions. On the one hand, when using the sorter to analyse
magnetic structures, the radial dependence of the phase added by
such structures can be lowered by exposing them to a beam
already carrying a known OAM value. This will cause the beam to
have a maximal intensity at a certain radius r‘ . Therefore, the
majority of the beam’s electrons that have interacted with the
structure acquire a phase whose radial dependence will be
attributed to r‘ . Much like how we approximated the phase
acquired by electrons to be predominantly defined by the
truncation radius of our apparatus rmax, we could likewise assign
additional importance to electrons attributed to a radius of r‘ .
Such an approximation could provide additional simplifications
that are needed for matching the outcome of these magnetic
measurements with theory. On the other hand, a minor
modification to the sorter’s schematics can be proposed to sort
electron modes in a different mutually unbiased basis, namely the
so-called angular basis26. Performing an additional set of
measurements of an electron’s phase in this basis could provide
additional information, for example, regarding the phase of the
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Figure 3 | OAM spectrum of a beam affected by a magnetic dipole.
(a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the analysed magnetic
bar configurated as a dipole. The bar is defined by dimensions of 100 nm
(thickness) by 200 nm (width) by 2.8 mm (length). (b) Magnetic field lines
of the magnetic bar measured using electron holography. (c) Expected
(curve) and obtained (bars) OAM spectrum acquired by the electron beam
upon interacting with the magnetic bar. The expected curve was calculated
assuming that its magnetic field is saturated. Unlike the measurement
performed in (b), the experimental data were obtained while the dipole was
exposed to a field in the condenser plane of the electron microscope.

OAM expansion coefficients c‘ 33, concerning the interaction of a
magnetic field with electron beams.
Data availability. All relevant data are available from the authors
on reasonable request.
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Chapter 4
Nondestructive OAM
measurement for electron waves
This chapter is based on the following paper:
1. H. Larocque, F. Bouchard, V. Grillo, A. Sit, S. Frabboni, R. E. DuninBorkowski, M. J. Padgett, R. W. Boyd, and E. Karimi, “Nondestructive measurement of orbital angular momentum for an electron beam,” Physical Review
Letters 117, 154801 (2016).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.154801
c 2016 American Physical Society
The OAM measurement methods introduced in the previous chapter rely on drastically modifying the transverse profile of a structured wave such that it can spatially
separate the beam’s OAM components. These components can thereafter be found
in regions where the wave is almost entirely defined by components that originally
carried a known OAM value. A device relying on phase-flattening can only perform
this separation for one OAM component under a single configuration. OAM sorters,
however, can in principle perform a full OAM decomposition under a unique configuration. The relative intensity, or particle flux, in these regions is then measured using
conventional detectors such as photo-diodes in order to reconstruct the wave’s OAM
content.
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The publication on which this chapter is based proposes an OAM-measurement
method for electron waves that does not rely on such spatial decompositions nor
on the use of conventional detectors [50]. Instead, it relies on coupling the OAMdependent electrodynamic properties of electron waves with a device from which an
OAM-dependent indicator can be extracted. Unlike conventional detectors, this device does not absorb the electron nor does it hinder its movement. Furthermore,
unlike phase-flattening or sorting schemes, it does not perform any modal transformations on the electron wave itself. For these reasons, this method can tentatively
be considered as nondestructive. Let it be noted that this terminology does not refer
to the quantum nature of the device’s measurement process. Namely, for an electron
wave in a superposition of OAM states, the action of performing a measurement on it
should still project the electron’s state onto a single OAM state which will be detected
by the device.

4.1

Magnetic properties of electron waves

The magnetic property that is of interest to the work presented in this chapter relies
on the azimuthal transverse phase profile of OAM-carrying electron wavefuntions.
Namely, a free electron carrying ~` units of OAM can be represented by a timeindependent wavefunction of the form (r) = f (⇢, z) exp(i`'), where r is the position
vector, (⇢, ', z) are the cylindrical coordinates, and f is an unknown function that
is square-integrable in three-dimensional space. As mentioned in chapter 2, such
wavefunctions are defined by a central phase singularity which leads to a null in their
probability density function | (r)|2 , provided that ` 6= 0. This form also leads to
distinct properties in the wavefunction’s probability density current j =
r

⇤

i~(

⇤

r

)/2me , where me is the electron’s mass. Namely, OAM-carrying wavefunctions

are defined by an azimuthal component in their probability density current j' =
~` |f (⇢, z)|2 /m⇢, which is directly proportional to the OAM carried by the particle [1].

Given that electrons are charged entities, this azimuthal probability current density
manifests itself as an electrical current density from which some magnetic properties
arise. One of these properties consists of an OAM-dependent magnetic dipole moment
µ = `µB , where µB = e~/2me is the Bohr magneton and e is the charge of the
electron [51]. As seen in the following publication, coupling this magnetic dipole
moment with a conductive loop of current can be used to nondestructively measure
an electron wave’s OAM.
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Free electrons with a helical phase front, referred to as “twisted” electrons, possess an orbital angular
momentum (OAM) and, hence, a quantized magnetic dipole moment along their propagation direction.
This intrinsic magnetic moment can be used to probe material properties. Twisted electrons thus have
numerous potential applications in materials science. Measuring this quantity often relies on a series of
projective measurements that subsequently change the OAM carried by the electrons. In this Letter, we
propose a nondestructive way of measuring an electron beam’s OAM through the interaction of this
associated magnetic dipole with a conductive loop. Such an interaction results in the generation of induced
currents within the loop, which are found to be directly proportional to the electron’s OAM value.
Moreover, the electron experiences no OAM variations and only minimal energy losses upon the
measurement, and, hence, the nondestructive nature of the proposed technique.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.154801

Introduction.—Electrons can possess net quantized
orbital angular momentum (OAM) while undergoing
free-space propagation [1]. The wave function ψ associated
with such an electron includes an exp ðilφÞ term arising
from its helical phase fronts, where l and φ are an integer
and the azimuthal coordinate, respectively. Beams consisting of these “twisted” electrons are referred to as electron
vortex beams. Different techniques, such as direct imprinting of a phase variation [2], amplitude [3] and phase [4]
holograms, and magnetic needles [5] have experimentally
been shown to generate such electron beams. In turn, these
electron beams possess quantized OAM and circulating
current densities J φ in a plane orthogonal to their propagation direction. It thus follows that these current densities
cause twisted electron beams to carry a magnetic dipole
moment lμB in addition to their intrinsic spin magnetic
dipole moment #μB , where μB is the Bohr magneton [6].
Hence, unlike its intrinsic spin, the magnetic moment
associated with its twisted wave front is in principle
unbounded, allowing values as high as 200μB to be
achieved experimentally [7,8]. Such a large unbounded
magnetic moment may find applications in materials
science [9], overcoming the fact that the generation of
spin-polarized electron beams has historically been affected
by empirical and fundamental difficulties [10]. Among
future potential applications are investigations related to
magnetic dichroism in materials [11], the fundamental
nature of radiation [12], exotic physics such as virtual
0031-9007=16=117(15)=154801(5)

forces [13], and the interaction of twisted electrons with
light beams [14]. Many of these examples require the
analysis of the electron beam’s OAM content, a process
adopted from its optical counterparts and that is usually
carried out by making the beam go through phaseflattening projective measurements by means of phase
holograms [15–17]. However, the analysis of each OAM
component requires the use of a distinct hologram, which
can make the investigation of a beam’s OAM components
long, tedious, and inefficient. Moreover, the beam’s OAM
content, after passing through a phase mask, will have a
value different from that of the initial state [16].
In this Letter, we propose an alternative way of measuring an electron beam’s OAM relying on electric fields
induced by time-varying magnetic fields. The principle of
our technique is related to one where a magnet is dropped
through a conductive tube (or ring). The falling motion
of the magnet generates currents within the tube, that in
turn produce a magnetic force countering the magnet’s
descent [18–20]. By using a similar reasoning, in the
nonrelativistic regime, one can calculate the induced
current inside a microscale conductive ring due to the
motion of an OAM-carrying electron traveling through it.
Because the electron’s OAM and magnetic moment are
quantized, the magnetic field emanating from the electron
will also be quantized and will produce discrete induced
currents inside the ring that can be related directly to the
OAM carried by the electron.
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Theory.—We use a semiclassical approach to describe
the interaction between a propagating electron vortex beam
and a conductive material. Let us consider an electron with
a rest mass me propagating along a specific axis, e.g., the z
axis, and possessing a well-defined central kinetic energy E
and momentum p0 , where c is the velocity of light in
vacuum. Under the slowly varying amplitude approximation, the wave packet associated with this electron must
satisfy the paraxial Schrödinger equation. The corresponding wave function is quantized, and holds a specific shape
based on its initial probability and phase distribution
conditions. For instance, it may be quantized in the transverse plane as well as in the longitudinal direction [1],
which yields the following wave packet in cylindrical
coordinates r; φ; z,
HG
iðp0 z−EtÞ=ℏ
ψ p;l;n ðr; φ; z; tÞ ¼ uLG
;
p;l ðr; φ; tÞun ðζÞe

direction, i.e., the z axis, where ∇ is the gradient operator
and eφ is the azimuthal unit vector. The vector potential
Aφ at a given position r can then be expressed directly
as a solution to R one of Poisson’s equations, namely,
Aφ ðrÞ ¼ μ0 =ð4πÞ d3 r0 Gðr; r0 ÞJ φ ðr0 Þ, where Gðr; r0 Þ ¼
jr − r0 j−1 is the corresponding Green function. The
electron’s transverse motion for any value of l is then
considered as a “localized” current loop defined by
I e ¼ eℏ=ðπme w20 Þeφ , as prescribed by the relation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lμB ¼ I e ðπr2l Þ, where rl ¼ w0 l=2 is the radius at which
an electron is maximally distributed and w0 is the minimum
radius of its Gaussian distribution.
The vector potential associated with such an azimuthal
current can be expressed in the form
Aφ ðr; zÞ ¼

ð1Þ

where uLG and uHG are Laguerre-Gauss and Hermite-Gauss
modes [21], respectively, in which p and n are positive
integers defining the electron’s distribution in the transverse
plane and the longitudinal direction. l is an integer number
that is associated with the OAM carried by the beam and
also defines its transverse distribution. The electron wave
packet’s center of mass is denoted by ζ ¼ z − p0 t=me,
while ℏ is the reduced Planck constant. On account of the
electron’s OAM, its rest frame four-current density consists
only of a scalar and an azimuthal component, according to
the expression
!
"
ℏl
α
jrest ¼ ðcρ; Jr ; Jφ ; Jz Þ ¼ −ceP; 0;
P; 0 ; ð2Þ
me r
where ρ, Jr , Jφ , and Jz correspond to charge density and
radial, azimuthal, and longitudinal current densities,
respectively, while P ¼ Pðr0 ; φ0 ; z0 Þ ¼ jψ p;l;n ðr; φ; z; tÞj2
is the probability density function of the electron’s position
in its rest frame defined by the coordinates r0 ; φ0 ; z0 , and −e
is the electron charge. The four-current densities in the
laboratory frame that the electron perceives as traveling
along the z direction can then be calculated via an inverse
Lorentz transformation, jαlab ¼ ðΛαβ Þ−1 jβrest , yielding
jαlab ¼ ½−ceγP; 0; ðℏl=me rÞP; −γβceP&, where Λαβ is the
Lorentz transformation matrix, β ¼ p0 =ðme cÞ, and γ ¼
ð1 − β2 Þ−1=2 [22]. Likewise, a Lorentz boost along the z
axis must also be applied to the electron’s rest-frame
coordinates to express its current densities with respect
to the laboratory frame coordinates, i.e., xαlab ¼ ðΛαβ Þ−1 xβrest ,
where xα ¼ ðct; rÞ. One may associate the first, third, and
last terms of the four-vector current density with an
electrostatic potential V and the azimuthal and longitudinal
vector potentials Aφ and A∥ , respectively. The azimuthal
current density Jφ ¼ ðℏl=me rÞPeφ generates a magnetic
field B ¼ ∇ × A oriented along the electron’s propagation

μ0 I e η
½uKð2η2 Þ − ðu þ vÞEð2η2 Þ&;
πv3=2

ð3Þ

where u ¼ r2l þ r2 þ z2 , v ¼ 2rl r, η ¼ v1=2 ðu þ vÞ−1=2 ,
and Kð·Þ and Eð·Þ are the complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind, respectively [22]. As depicted in
Fig. 1, we consider such electrons passing through a tube of
thickness w, radius a, conductivity σ, and length L. The
tube radius is large enough to ensure that the electron’s
wave function nearly vanishes at its inner radius. In
particular, for p ¼ 0 mode distributions defined by an
arbitrary l index, the tube radius a is chosen to be much
greater than the radius rl , i.e., a ≫ rl . The conductive tube
can be considered as a sequence of infinitesimal circle
loops positioned at a longitudinal distance h from the tube’s
center. As predicted by Faraday’s law of induction, when
the twisted electron travels through the tube, its longitudinal magnetic field induces an eddy current in each of
the tube’s infinitesimal loops. According to Lenz’s law, the
direction of these currents must generate a magnetic field

y

y

x
Orest

h

p0
w

Olaab

dh

x
a
z

L
FIG. 1. System in which an electron vortex beam with a central
energy E and momentum p0 , which is in its lower longitudinal
HG
iðp0 z−EtÞ=ℏ
mode [uLG
], propagates through a cylp;l ðr; φ; tÞu0 ðζÞe
inder with conductivity σ and permeability μ. The relative motion
of both entities results in the generation of a current in the
infinitesimal loop of thickness dh.
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FIG. 2. (a) Theoretically calculated total induced current in a
conductive tube by an electron vortex beam. We assumed that the
electron beam carries OAM of l ¼ 1, 5 and 10, and that the
conductive tube is made of platinum. Longitudinal cross section
of the tube depicting the relative magnetic energy density
generated by its induced eddy currents when an electron consisting of a high OAM quantum (l ¼ 100) is (b) entering the tube
and (c) in the middle of the tube. Here, we assumed an electron
beam with central energy E ¼ 100 keV and a platinum tube with
length L ¼ 20 μm, thickness w ¼ 1 μm, and radius a ¼ 10 μm.

that is opposed to the motion of the electron beam. Its
value, however, will depend on the time variation of the
magnetic flux ΦB through each loop, i.e., −∂ t ΦB . Neither
the electrostatic potential V nor the longitudinal vector
potential A∥ contributes to the magnetic flux ΦB . Only the
azimuthal vector potential Aφ is relevant to the analysis.
Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the electron-tube
system, the vector potential is also independent of φ. The
induced electric field on the circle loop located at position
h, and hence the induced current, is therefore azimuthal and
expressed as Eφ ¼ −∂ t Aφ ða; z − hÞ, where z is the electron’s relative longitudinal position. One can show, by
means of Ohm’s law, dI ¼ σEφ ðwdhÞ, that the total current
within the tube induced by an electron with a magnetic
dipole moment lμB is given by the expression
! "
Z L=2
3 p0
γ 2 ðz − hÞdh
ðσμwaÞðlμB Þ
I¼
;
2
2
2 5=2
4π me
−L=2 ½a þ γ ðz − hÞ &

ð4Þ

where μ is the tube’s permeability. The proportionality of
this relation describes the quantization of the induced
current within the tube due to the discrete nature of the
electron’s OAM. By integrating Eq. (4), an analytical
expression for this current can be obtained and is plotted
as a function of electron position relative to the cylinder’s
center in Fig. 2(a) for various values of electron OAM. As a
result, one can conceive a device for OAM measurement by
detecting the corresponding quantized current induced
inside a tube or a thin loop circuit. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), currents of the order of 10’s of pA are induced
in the loop and could be potentially read out using an
ampere meter (e.g., Tektronix 6485 Picoammeter).
Therefore, this technique can potentially be used to
measure OAM values of twisted electron beams. The
direction of the induced current additionally provides
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information on the sign of the OAM value. Moreover,
since the generated current is directly proportional to the
material’s conductivity, it follows that by using a more
conductive material, one could increase the current by
several orders of magnitude. Though these induced
currents are rather short-lived, a combination of fast electronics, optimized cylinder dimensions, and secondary
methods, such as autocorrelation techniques, can be used
to overcome experimental difficulties related to the
short interaction between the electron and the cylinder
[23]. Our proposed technique has no influence on the
OAM of the electron beam since the electron’s canonical
OAM is conserved in the presence of an external longitudinal magnetic field [24]. The only property that the
measurement affects is the energy carried by the electron
[25]. This is due to the fact that the induced currents
will counter the motion of the electron. The energy
loss due to the R electron-tube
interaction is ΔE ¼
R L=2
þ∞
−ð2πσawÞðp0 =me Þ −∞
dz −L=2
½∂ z Aφ ða;zþhÞ&2 dh, which
slightly decelerates the electron. This deceleration can
potentially reach a relatively high value, resulting in a large
radiated electromagnetic power emitted from the electron,
as indicated by the Larmor formula. However, due to its
very short time of interaction with the tube, the energy lost
by the electron can only realistically reach a value on the
order of 10−20 eV when an electron with an OAM l ¼ 100
is considered (we assume the parameters reported in
Fig. 2). Such energy values are obtained when deducing
the force applied on the electron by the tube. Another way
of obtaining insight on the electron’s energy loss is to
calculate the total energy contained within the fields
generated by the relative motion of the electron. This
energy can be calculated numerically by first finding the
magnetic field generated by the cylinder’s loops of currents
using the Biot-Savart law [26] and then integrating the total
energy stored in these magnetic fields and within the
electric fields associated with the currents themselves. In
particular, this method was employed to produce the
energy density plots found in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). One
can see that the act of measuring the electron’s OAM has
nearly no effect on the electron itself. Indeed, unlike
projective measurement techniques, where the electron’s
phase front is flattened and projected on a Gaussian mode,
the electron’s OAM does not change during the measurement. For these reasons, the electron’s motion through the
tube leaves it largely unperturbed. Up until this point, we
only considered the case where an electron travels perfectly
along the center of the tube. A simple extension of this
analysis reveals that the calculated induced currents are not
significantly affected by breaking the apparatus’s cylindrical symmetry. We further discuss how the currents are
affected by asymmetries in experimental apparatuses in the
Supplemental Material [23].
This nondestructive approach to measuring OAM may
create a conceptual paradox. One may mistakenly argue
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(a)
BP

(b)

BP

FIG. 3. Proposed experiment in which the effect of conductive
circuits in an OAM-carrying electron double-slit experiment is
considered. (a) The electron double-slit experiment in which no
circuits are present. (b) The electron double-slit experiment in
which a circuit is present in each of the possible paths, jui or jdi,
taken by the electron where the coefficient α ¼ 0 (i.e., the
electron and the loops are perfectly coupled). BP annotations
refer to biprisms.

that because this measurement leaves the electron’s quantum state (OAM and energy) unchanged, it could challenge
the validity of a wave particle duality experiment (quantum
complementarity). Consider a double-slit experiment in
which, due to an electrostatic interaction, the electron wave
function is split into two parts jui and jdi. Both parts are
then coherently recombined and interfere at a screen, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(a) [27]. The electron’s state can be
described as a superposition of both paths, as if it is in a
coherent superposition of states jui and jdi, resulting in
the formation of an interference pattern on the screen. In the
case when the electron is equally likely to take each path,
pﬃﬃﬃ
its state may be described as jψi ¼ ðjui þ eiδ jdiÞ= 2,
where δ is the relative phase between the states. The
corresponding density matrix is pure, ρ ≔ jψihψj ¼ ðjui
huj þ e−iδ juihdj þ eiδ jdihuj þ jdihdjÞ=2. In this expression, the terms e−iδ juihdj and eiδ jdihuj carry the interference pattern’s phase information and can therefore be
associated with the fringe visibility, which is unity for this
ideal case. The terms juihuj and jdihdj, respectively,
describe the probability of finding an electron in the jui
or jdi path, both of which are equiprobable events for this
case [28].
Now, consider two conductive circuits introduced into
each of the possible paths, as shown in Fig. 3(b). As
mentioned above, these circuits have the capacity to
measure an electron’s OAM with minimal energy loss,
allowing for the detection of whether an OAM-carrying
electron has taken a given path. When no electron travels
through the circuit, the circuit is in a state j0ic . When an
electron with an OAM number l travels through the circuit,
it will induce a quantized current, changing the circuit to a
state defined by jil ic, which can be expressed as a superpositionPof the loop’s current eigenstates jnic , i.e.,
jil ic ¼ n cn jnic , where cn ¼ hnjil ic is an expansion
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coefficient depending on various experimental parameters
describing the interaction between the free electron and the
loop itself. Hence, the system consisting of both circuits
can be described by the tensor product jiu ic jid ic , where
jiu ic and jid ic , respectively, represent the state associated
with the electrical current going through circuits in the jui
and jdi paths. Because the circuit has the ability to provide
information about which path the electron has taken, it
provides information about the particle nature of the
electron, while the presence of fringes gives information
about its wave nature. Therefore, the presence of currents
and fringes would seemingly allow one to detect both the
electron’s wave and particle nature simultaneously, violating the principle of complementarity.
However, prior to going through any of the circuits, the
system consisting of the electron and the two
pﬃﬃﬃ circuits
can initially be expressed as jψ i i ¼ ð1= 2Þðjui þ
eiδ jdiÞj0u ic j0d ic . After the electron has gone through
either of the circuits,
pﬃﬃﬃthe system’s final wave function
becomes jψ f i ¼ ð1= 2Þðjuijilu ic j0d ic þ eiδ jdij0u ic jild ic Þ,
where the electron is entangled with the circuits. The
circuits thus act as a nonlocal “environment” and cause
the electron state to partially decohere [29]. In order to
observe the effect of the circuits’ presence on the obtained
interference pattern, we take the partial trace over the
circuits’ states. The reduced density matrix will correspond
to ðjuihuj þ e−iδ αjuihdj þ eiδ α( jdihuj þ jdihdjÞ=2, where
α ¼ h0u jilu jihild j0d i. One can observe that the visibility
terms of the reduced density matrix in the fjui; jdig basis
will be modified by the factor α < 1, where for identically
coupled circuits, i.e., jild i ¼ jilu i, α ¼ jc0 j2 . This coefficient, defined by h0jil ic, will vary with the coupling
between the free electron and the circuit’s state, which is
determined by various experimental parameters. Such
parameters, which include the circuit’s radius, for instance,
can be modified to provide a varying α coefficient affecting
the fringe visibility.
In conclusion, we present a nondestructive technique that
can be used to measure the OAM of an electron beam. The
technique is based on the interaction of the quantized
magnetic dipole moment of the twisted electron and a
conductive tube. The beam’s OAM components are measured by detecting the quantized induced eddy currents in
the tube. These electrons suffer minimal energy losses
and the method is nondestructive. To illustrate the limitations of the method, we also describe the possibility of
using such a device in a gedanken quantum experiment,
in which the knowledge of an electron’s presence is
needed. Doing so would result in reducing the visibility
of observed interference as prescribed by complementarity.
A prospective extension to the method could be using the
tube to generate radiation with an approach similar to that
of Ref. [30] through the formation of plasmons by
introducing a discontinuity in the tube, such as the absence
of conductive material at a given azimuthal angle.
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However, this would result in larger energies being lost by
passing electrons. This method’s minimal electron energy
loss is an essential aspect to its nondestructive nature
which, along with the preservation of the electron’s original
OAM, presents this technique as a viable alternative to
modern projective measurements.
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Chapter 5
Structured waves in exotic systems
This chapter is based on the following papers:
1. F. Bouchard, H. Larocque, A. M. Yao, Ch. Travis, I. De Leon, A. Rubano,
E. Karimi, G.-L. Oppo, and R. W. Boyd, “Polarization shaping for control of
nonlinear propagation”, Physical Review Letters 117, 233903 (2016).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.233903
c 2016 American Physical Society
2. H. Larocque, I. Kaminer, V. Grillo, R. W. Boyd, and E. Karimi, “Twisting
neutrons may reveal their internal structure” Nature Physics 14, 1–2 (2018).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1038/nphys4322
c 2018 Springer Nature
The previous chapters explore methods that mostly involve structured waves of
relatively simple particles experiencing free-space propagation. This chapter centres
on the properties of structured waves that do not experience this free-space propagation or of those that are made of particles with an internal structure. In particular,
we investigate the nonlinear dynamics of optical waves with either phase or polarization singularities upon propagation through a nonlinear medium [52]. Moreover, we
examine how the internal structure of a particle such as a neutron is manifested in
its electromagnetic properties upon structuring its wavefunction [53].
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Structured light in nonlinear media

The nonlinearities of an optical medium can often be accounted for by a nonlinear
term in the medium’s polarization vector, i.e. P = "0
the permittivity of free-space,

(1)

(1)

E + PNL , where "0 is

is the linear first-order electric susceptibility of

the medium, E is the electric field, and PNL is the nonlinear term of the medium’s
polarization. The nature of this last term depends on the main nonlinear processes
that occur in the considered medium [54]. Much like how a wave equation can be
derived from Maxwell’s equations in a linear medium, a nonlinear wave equation that
accounts for this nonlinear polarization can also be derived. In three dimensions, this
nonlinear wave equation is given by:
r2 E(r, t)

1
@2
1 @2
E(r,
t)
=
PNL ,
(c/n0 )2 @t2
"0 c2 @t2

(5.1)

where c is the velocity of light and n0 is the medium’s linear refractive index. As in the
case of the linear wave equation, the nonlinear wave equation can also be simplified to
account for paraxial waves. Namely, by assuming an electric field and a polarization
of the form E(r, t) = A(r) exp (i(k0 z

!t)) and PNL (r, t) = pNL (r) exp (i(k00 z

!t)),

the nonlinear wave equation reduces to
r2? A(r) + 2ik0

@
A(r) =
@z

where r2? is the transverse Laplacian,

k = k0

!2
pNL (r)ei
"0 c 2

kz

(5.2)

k00 is the phase matching term, and

where we made the slowly varying approximation, i.e., we assumed that the second
derivative of A(r) with respect to z can be neglected. Analytical solutions to Eq. (5.2)
can seldom be derived. For this reason, theoretical studies involving the propagation
of paraxial waves through a nonlinear medium must often be conducted numerically,
including those regarding the nonlinear propagation of structured light.

5.1.1

Kerr nonlinearities

Kerr nonlinearities are third-order optical nonlinearities where, for scalar waves,
pNL (r) in Eq. (5.2) can be represented by pNL = 3"0

(3)

|A|2 A, where

(3)

is the

material’s third-order susceptibility. Processes pertaining to these types of nonlinearities are usually phase-matched, hence

k = 0. The fact that the medium’s nonlinear

polarization is proportional to the field and its absolute square essentially causes it to
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behave as a medium with an intensity-dependent refractive index. For Kerr nonlinearities, this quantity can be represented by n = n0 + n2 |A|2 , where n2 = 3

(3)

/4n0 .

From these definitions along with Eq. (5.2), a di↵erential equation describing the
evolution of an optical beam’s transverse profile can be obtained
@
i
i 4k0 n2
A(r) =
r2? A(r) +
|A(r)|2 A(r),
@z
2k0
2 n0

(5.3)

where we used the fact that k0 = n0 !/c.
Several types of media are not described by pure Kerr nonlinearities but instead by
saturable Kerr nonlinearities which can e↵ectively be accounted for by replacing any
occurrences of |A|2 in nonlinear terms by |A|2 /(1 + ↵ |A|2 ), where ↵ is a constant that
depends on the properties of the saturable Kerr medium. For these types of media,
the nonlinear equation describing the propagation of an optical beam becomes
@
i
i 4k0 n2 |A(r)|2
2
A(r) =
r A(r) +
A(r).
@z
2k0 ?
2 n0 1 + ↵ |A(r)|2

5.1.2

(5.4)

Beam breakup

Eqs. (5.3, 5.4) can lead to several types of nonlinear processes a↵ecting a propagating
beam’s transverse profile such as self-focusing, self-trapping, and beam breakup. The
latter occurs due to the amplification of irregularities in the beam’s wavefronts by the
nonlinear medium [55]. As a result, the beam’s intensity gets shifted towards regions
defined by such irregularities. This shift causes the total beam to break up into a
number of filaments associated with the initial wavefront of the beam.
Given that structured light often consists of optical beams with shaped wavefronts,
their nonlinear propagation through a Kerr medium often results in a beam breakup
process that depends on its structured profile. This process can significantly a↵ect the
performance of applications relying on structured light in conditions defined by some
types of nonlinearities. For instance, beams that have an azimuthal phase profile, i.e.
A(r) / e(i`') , are known to split into 2 |`| filaments upon propagating through a Kerr
medium [56]. Based on previous discussions, this can intuitively be seen as arising
from the beam having |`| azimuthal positions defined by a given phase value, and

|`| azimuthal positions that are completely out of phase with respect to this value.
Therefore, there are 2 |`| regions that form irregularities in the beam’s wavefront,
which causes it to separate into 2 |`| filaments.
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Cross-phase modulation

The derivations that led to Eqs. (5.3, 5.4) account for the nonlinear propagation of a
scalar wave. To account for waves that are defined by a polarization structure, one
must consider the tensorial nature of the third-order susceptibility which leads to a
di↵erent nonlinear polarization term in the nonlinear wave equation. In the case of
third-order nonlinearities that lead to a nonlinear refractive index, several symmetry
arguments can be made to simplify the elements of the third-order susceptibility
tensor

ijkl ,

where i, j, k, l refer to Cartesian coordinates. These arguments lead to a

compact form of the nonlinear polarization, which can be expressed as:
1
PNL = "0 A(E · E⇤ )E + ✏0 B(E · E)E⇤
2
where, following the Maker and Terhune form, A = 6

xxyy

(5.5)
and B = 6

xyyx

[57].

Paraxial structured light beams are only defined by transverse polarization components, which allows us to neglect the z component of the electric field in Eq. (5.5).
Many common polarization structured light beams can also be expressed in terms of
a superposition of two oppositely circularly polarized light beams [58, 59, 25]. For
this reason, it is convenient to express the beam’s electric field vector in the circup
lar polarization basis, namely as E = EL êL + ER êR , where êL = (x̂ + iŷ)/ 2 and
p
êR = (x̂ iŷ)/ 2 are the left and right handed circular polarization vectors. Substituting this electric field in Eq. (5.5) provides the following polarization vectors for
the left and right handed circular components
PL = "0 (A |EL |2 + (A + B) |ER |2 )EL ,

PR = "0 (A |ER |2 + (A + B) |EL |2 )ER .

(5.6)
(5.7)

Substituting these polarizations in the nonlinear paraxial wave equation, Eq. (5.2),
yields the following coupled nonlinear wave equations describing the evolution of both
of the beam’s circularly polarized components
@
EL (r) =
@z
@
ER (r) =
@z

i
i k02
r2? EL (r) +
(A |EL |2 + (A + B) |ER |2 )EL ,
2k0
2k0 n20
i
i k02
2
r? ER (r) +
(A |ER |2 + (A + B) |EL |2 )ER .
2
2k0
2k0 n0

(5.8)
(5.9)

These equations can adopt a more convenient form that accounts for parameters describing experimental conditions. To obtain this form, several quantities in these
coupled nonlinear equations must be re-expressed in terms of others. First, spatial
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coordinates must be made dimensionless by normalizing them with respect to the
beam’s parameters. Namely, we express the equation in terms of the dimensionless
cylindrical coordinates (%, ', ⇣), where % = ⇢/w0 is a dimensionless radial coordinate
expressed in terms of the radial coordinate ⇢ and the beam’s beam waist w0 , ' is the
cylindrical azimuthal coordinate, and ⇣ = z/k0 w02 is the dimensionless longitudinal
coordinate. A and B can also be simplified based on the considered nonlinear response. In the publication on which this part of the chapter is based [52], we consider
the propagation of an optical beam through rubidium atomic vapour. In this medium,
nonlinearities arise from electronic responses which cause the A and B terms to be
equal, i.e. A = B = 6

(3)

[54]. Moreover, we need to replace any occurrences of

(3)

by the nonlinear contribution to refractive index n2 I, where I = 2n0 "0 c |E|2 is the

beam’s intensity and n2 = 3

(3)

/4n20 "0 c. Finally, we can express the electric field with

respect to the incident power carried by the beam P0 , i.e. |E|2 ! P0 |E|2 /2n0 "0 c⇡w02 .

By accounting for these terms, the coupled nonlinear equations can be re-expressed
as:
@
EL (r) =
@⇣
@
ER (r) =
@⇣

i 2
2k 2 n2 P0
r? EL (r) + i 0
(|EL |2 + 2 |ER |2 )EL ,
2
n0 ⇡
i 2
2k 2 n2 P0
r? ER (r) + i 0
(|ER |2 + 2 |EL |2 )ER .
2
n0 ⇡

(5.10)
(5.11)

Furthermore, a saturation term can also be added when considering a saturable Kerr
medium, i.e.,
@
i
2k 2 n2 P0
|EL |2 + 2 |ER |2
EL (r) = r2? EL (r) + i 0
EL ,
@⇣
2
n0 ⇡ 1 + ↵(|EL |2 + 2 |ER |2 )

@
i
2k 2 n2 P0
|ER |2 + 2 |EL |2
ER (r) = r2? ER (r) + i 0
ER .
@⇣
2
n0 ⇡ 1 + ↵(|ER |2 + 2 |EL |2 )

(5.12)
(5.13)

where ↵ is a saturation parameter. These coupled equations can be numerically solved
to provide information pertaining to the nonlinear propagation dynamics of optical
beams with a polarization structure, and how they compare with light beams that
are only defined by a phase structure.
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We study the nonlinear optical propagation of two different classes of light beams with space-varying
polarization—radially symmetric vector beams and Poincaré beams with lemon and star topologies—in a
rubidium vapor cell. Unlike Laguerre-Gauss and other types of beams that quickly experience instabilities,
we observe that their propagation is not marked by beam breakup while still exhibiting traits such as
nonlinear confinement and self-focusing. Our results suggest that, by tailoring the spatial structure of the
polarization, the effects of nonlinear propagation can be effectively controlled. These findings provide a
novel approach to transport high-power light beams in nonlinear media with controllable distortions to their
spatial structure and polarization properties.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.233903

Light beams that can propagate without a significant
change to their spatial profile [1] are of interest for modern
optical technologies and high-power laser systems. Selftrapped light filaments, or spatial solitons, are formed when
their spreading due to linear diffraction is carefully balanced by a self-focusing (Kerr) nonlinearity that causes the
beam to narrow. Because of their potential to carry an
increased information content, there has been significant
interest in the formation of spatial solitons carrying orbital
angular momentum (OAM) [2–9]. The formation of such
spatial structures has also been reported in a spinor
quantum fluid [10]. OAM-carrying beams are characterized
by an azimuthal phase dependence of the form exp ðilφÞ
[11], where the integer l corresponds to the topological
charge of the phase singularity present at the beam center
(e.g., see [12] and references therein). Such beams include
the Laguerre-Gauss (LG) modes [13], which comprise a
complete set of solutions to the paraxial wave equation.
It is well known that, in (2 þ 1) dimensions, spatial
solitons are unstable in homogeneous Kerr media [14]. One
way to increase their stability is to use a saturable selffocusing medium to prevent the catastrophic collapse due
to self-focusing. By using an intensity-dependent nonlinear
refractive index n2 , it becomes possible to balance out the
effects of self-focusing and diffraction. However, even in
the case of saturable self-focusing media, it is known that
optical beams carrying OAM will fragment into several
solitons possessing particlelike attributes [3,15]. In particular, a scalar beam carrying an OAM value of l is
predicted to break up into 2l daughter solitons [2,7].
0031-9007=16=117(23)=233903(5)

In comparison with scalar ring solitons that carry a
definite nonzero OAM, it has been suggested that stability
can be increased by using two beams with opposite OAM
to produce a beam with a net zero OAM [5,6,8,9]. For
example, “necklace” (petal) beams, which consist of a
scalar superposition of two modes with equal and opposite
OAM, have been shown to exhibit quasistable propagation
in a self-focusing medium, although they expand upon
propagation [16]. For vectorial superpositions of beams
carrying OAM, however, the resulting vector solitons have
been shown both theoretically [3,6,9] and experimentally
using nonlocal media [17] to exhibit quasistable propagation for much larger distances than the corresponding scalar
vortex solitons.
Vector vortex beams are fully correlated solutions to the
vector paraxial wave equation that have space-varying
polarization distributions. Cylindrical vector beams are a
subclass of vector beams with an axially symmetric
polarization profile about the beam’s propagation axis
[18,19]. Examples include radial, azimuthal, and spiral
polarization distributions. Another class of light beams
with nonuniform polarization structures is that of full
Poincaré beams [19,20]. These are of intrinsic interest,
because they carry polarization singularities. Such beams
typically consist of a superposition of two orthogonally
polarized LG modes of different orbital angular momenta
[19,20] and thus carry a net value of OAM.
In this Letter, we demonstrate, both experimentally and
numerically, the stable propagation of space-varying polarized light beams in a saturable self-focusing nonlinear
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medium. More specifically, our study focuses on vector
vortex and Poincaré beams traveling through rubidium
vapor. We compare the intensity and polarization distributions of the beams at the entrance and exit of the nonlinear
cell. This allows us to see how beam breakup is affected
both by the net OAM of the beam and by its polarization
distribution.
Theory.—Light beams with spatially inhomogeneous
polarization distributions can be obtained by a superposition of two spatial transverse modes, E1 and E2 , with
orthogonal polarizations
Eðr; φ; zÞ ¼ E1 ðr; φ; zÞe1 þ E2 ðr; φ; zÞe2 ;

ð1Þ

where e1 and e2 are orthonormal polarization vectors and r,
φ, and z are the cylindrical coordinates. Here we adopt the
circular polarization basis, i.e., e1 ¼ eL and e2 ¼ eR , and
the LG basis for the spatial transverse modes [20]. If the
two beams have equal but opposite OAM, the polarization
of the beam varies along the azimuthal coordinate and, if
the beams are equally weighted, spans the equator of the
Poincaré sphere. These radially symmetric vector vortex
beams [18] can have polarization distributions that are
radial, azimuthal [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], or spiral. If E1
and E2 carry a zero and a nonzero OAM value, respectively,
the resulting full Poincaré beam [20] has a polarization that
varies in both the angular and radial coordinates [19] and
covers all polarization states on the Poincaré sphere [20].
The state of elliptic polarization varies with position [21],
and polarization singularities occur at C points, where the
azimuth is not defined and the polarization is circular [22],
and along L lines, where the polarization is linear and its
handedness is not defined [23]. C points can have three
fundamental polarization topologies classified by the

number of polarization lines that terminate at the singularity: These topologies are known as “star” (three lines),
“lemon” (one line), and “monstar” (infinitely many, with
three straight, lines) [21,24]. Examples of lemon and star
topologies are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively.
We simulate propagation through the medium using a
(2 þ 1)-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation with a
saturable self-focusing nonlinearity, derivable from the
two-level model, under the slowly varying envelope and
paraxial approximations and normalized to dimensionless
quantities ρ ¼ r=w0 and ζ ¼ z=ð2zR Þ, where w0 is the
beam waist and zR is the Rayleigh range of the beam
[2,3,6]. As we are dealing with vector beams, our model
consists of two coupled equations for oppositely circularly
polarized beams that interact through the cross phase
modulation term in a homogeneous medium [25]:
∂E1 i 2
jE1 j2 þ 2jE2 j2
¼ ∇⊥ E1 þ iμ
E1 ;
2
∂ζ
1 þ σðjE1 j2 þ 2jE2 j2 Þ
∂E2 i 2
jE2 j2 þ 2jE1 j2
¼ ∇⊥ E2 þ iμ
E2 :
2
∂ζ
1 þ σðjE2 j2 þ 2jE1 j2 Þ

The parameters of importance are the nonlinear parameter μ
and the saturation parameter σ, given by
μ¼

2k20 n2 P0
;
3n0

σ¼

4P0
;
3I sat w20

ð3Þ

where k0 is the free-space wave number, n0 and n2 are the
linear and nonlinear refractive indices (n2 > 0 for selffocusing), I sat is the saturation intensity, and P0 is the
power of the incident laser beam. In the simulations
reported below, we have selected μ ¼ 386 and σ ¼ 51.7
that reproduce the experimental configuration of the natural
rubidium (Rb) cell. We performed numerical integrations of
the propagation equations (2), using the split-step method
with fast Fourier transforms and parameters corresponding
to the experiments performed.
Experiment.—We use a spatially filtered, linearly polarized, tunable cw single-mode diode laser (Toptica DL pro
780, 760–790 nm) together with a set of half- and quarterwave plates to generate a Gaussian beam with an arbitrary
polarization state cos ðθ=2ÞeL þ exp ðiχÞ sin ðθ=2ÞeR ,
where θ and χ are set by the orientations of the wave
plates. This beam is converted into a space-varying
polarized light beam using a q plate—a slab of patterned
liquid crystal—that couples optical spin to OAM [26]. The
unitary action of a q plate in the circular polarization basis
is described by
Ûq ·

FIG. 1. (a) Radial and (b) azimuthal vector beams. (c) Lemon
and (d) star Poincaré beams. Red (blue) ellipses correspond to left
(right) circular polarization.

ð2Þ

!

eL
eR

"

# $! "
# $!
"
δ eL
δ eR eþ2iðqφþα0 Þ
¼ cos
þ isin
; ð4Þ
2 eR
2 eL e−2iðqφþα0 Þ

where q is a half-integer number corresponding to the
topological charge of the liquid crystal pattern, α0 is the
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. A cw wavelength-tunable (760–
790 nm) Toptica diode laser is coupled to a polarizationmaintaining single-mode optical fiber. The power of the laser
beam is adjusted by means of a half-wave (λ=2) plate followed by
a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in order to reach the saturation
threshold (I sat ¼ 5 W cm−2 ) for the D2 resonance line of Rb. A
combination of a λ=2 and a λ=4 plate is used to generate an
arbitrary polarization state, which is then sent to a q plate (QP),
with a topical charge of q ¼ '1=2, to generate vector vortex and
Poincaré beams. This is then focused (w0 ¼ 60 μm) into a
thermally controlled Rb atomic vapor cell by means of a lens
(f ¼ 150 mm). The transmitted beam is analyzed with a combination of a λ=4 plate, a λ=2 plate, and a PBS and attenuated using
neutral density filters before being recorded by a CCD camera.

azimuthal orientation of the liquid crystal elements at
φ ¼ 0 (laboratory frame), and δ is the optical retardation
of the q plate. The parameter δ can be experimentally
adjusted by applying an electric field onto the plate in such
a way that the resulting optical retardation corresponds to a
half (δ ¼ π) or quarter (δ ¼ π=2) wavelength [27]. The
generated beam is then focused by a 150-mm-focal-length
lens into a 9-cm-long cell containing Rb atomic vapor. A
detailed depiction of this experimental apparatus is provided in Fig. 2. The intensity of the incident beam and the
temperature of the atomic vapor are set so that the medium
exhibits saturable Kerr nonlinearities (powers in the vicinity of 7.44 mW and a temperature of 95 °C). In order to
observe beam breakup of OAM-carrying beams, the laser’s
output wavelength was tuned near the D2 transition line of
Rb. Moreover, the laser was blue-detuned by less than
0.7 GHz from the 5S1=2 ðF ¼ 3Þ → 5P3=2 ðF ¼ 4Þ hyperfine transition.
The beam exiting the Rb cell is then imaged using a lens
with a focal length of 200 mm (not shown in the
experimental setup) and its polarization distribution is
reconstructed using polarization tomography. The tomography is performed using an appropriate sequence of a
quarter-wave plate, a half-wave plate, a polarizer, and a
spatially resolving detector (CCD camera) set at an
exposure time of 0.1 s.
In order to generate vector vortex beams (radial, azimuthal, and spiral), a linearly polarized Gaussian beam is sent
to a tuned (δ ¼ π) q plate of topological charge q ¼ 1=2
[28]. Apart from a global phase, the generated beam will be
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given
by ½LG0;−1 ðr; φ; zÞeL þ exp ðiβÞLG0;1 ðr; φ; zÞeR &=
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
2, where β ≡ 4α0 depends on the orientation of the q
plate with respect to the input polarization. The generated
beams correspond to radial (β ¼ 0), azimuthal (β ¼ π), and
spiral (β ¼ 'π=2) vector vortex beams. To generate the
lemon and star Poincaré beams, a circularly polarized
Gaussian beam is sent to a perfectly detuned (δ ¼ π=2)
q plate with q ¼ 1=2 and q ¼ −1=2, respectively [29].
Here, β ¼ 2α0 and does not affect the polarization topology
but does cause a rotation in the polarization pattern. Thus,
we choose β ¼ 0, resulting in an output
of the form
pﬃﬃbeam
ﬃ
½LG0;0 ðr; φ; zÞeL þ LG0;2q ðr; φ; zÞeR &= 2, again omitting
any global phase factors. Note also that monstar topologies
cannot be readily generated in the laboratory. This scheme
allows us to switch between different structured light beams
without altering their intensities.
Analysis.—It is well known that azimuthal modulational
instabilities associated with the helical phase structure
found in beams carrying OAM result in their filamentation
as they propagate through saturating self-focusing media
[2,3,6]. It has been shown, however, that the dominant lowfrequency perturbations that typically disrupt ring solitons
are inhibited by diffraction for vector solitons with no
net OAM [6,9]. For strongly saturating media, stable
counterrotating vortex pairs have also been predicted
[9]. Here we confirm the inhibition of the azimuthal
instability experimentally and numerically by propagating
a beam of the form cos γLG0;−1 ðr; φ; zÞeL þ
sin γ exp ðiβÞLG0;1 ðr; φ; zÞeR through a self-focusing
medium. When γ ¼ 0 or π=2, the beam is a scalar LG
mode defined by l ¼ −1 or þ1 with left- or right-hand
circular polarization, respectively. For γ ¼ π=4 we have a
vector vortex beam with linear polarization and for γ ¼ π=8
and 3π=8, a vector vortex beam of left- and right-hand
elliptical polarization, respectively, following the topology
of the vector beam with γ ¼ π=4. Note that each beam has
the same total intensity.
A comparison of the experimental results with the
simulations based on Eqs. (2) is shown in Fig. 3 for a
vector beam defined by β ¼ −π=2. From our results, we
can see that the nonlinearity counterbalances diffraction up
until the point at which the beams fragment. As expected,
we see that the scalar OAM-carrying beams (γ ¼ 0, π=2)
are starting to break up at the exit of the nonlinear cell. The
vector beam (γ ¼ π=4), on the other hand, seems almost
unperturbed, in terms of both its amplitude and polarization
distribution. Indeed, we can find numerically that the
fragmentation point occurs much later for vector beams
(∼13.5 cm) than for scalar beams (∼9 cm) [30,31] and that
the vector beam and its components break up at the same
point. For the elliptically polarized vector beams (γ ¼ π=8,
3π=8), the stability length is between the cases of scalar and
vector vortex beams. In this case, the effect of the nonlinear
propagation is also evident in the local rotation of the
polarization: The initial spiral distribution has now become
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FIG. 3. Simulated (upper row) and experimentally reconstructed (lower row) intensity and polarization distributions of scalar and
vector superposition beams after propagating through the Rb cell. The incident beams are cosðγÞLG0;−1 ðr; φ; zÞeL þ
sinðγÞ exp ðiβÞLG0;1 ðr; φ; zÞeR , with β ¼ −π=2 and γ specified at the top. Red (blue) ellipses correspond to left (right) circular
polarization. Note that for the cases of uniformly polarized input beams (γ ¼ 0 and π=2) the beam shows a significant distortion at the
output of the medium. The spiral vector beam (γ ¼ π=4) shows essentially no distortion in the intensity distribution or polarization. The
elliptically polarized input beams (γ ¼ π=8 and 3π=8) show some polarization distortion but no distortion of the intensity distribution.
Minor differences in polarization rotations are mainly due to experimental imperfections.

almost azimuthal or radial, respectively (see Fig. 1). This
suggests that vector beams with equally weighted orthogonally polarized components, regardless of their specific
topology [31], allow for greater control over the effects of
nonlinear propagation. In spite of the approximations used
in the derivation of Eqs. (2), small differences in polarization distributions between the experiment and the

FIG. 4. Intensity and polarization distributions of lemon and
star topologies after propagating through the Rb cell, numerical
(upper row) and experimental (lower row). Red (blue) ellipses
correspond to left (right) circular polarization. Note that these
beams are far more stable than the uniformly polarized beams of
the left- and rightmost columns in Fig. 3. Minor differences in
polarization rotations are mainly due to experimental imperfections.

numerical simulation are really evident only in the biased
mode cases of γ ¼ π=8; 3π=8, thus demonstrating the
robustness of the vector vortex beam (γ ¼ π=4).
It has been proposed that the increase in stability seen in
vector beams is because they carry no net OAM [6,8,9]. To
test this hypothesis, we repeated our analysis using
Poincaré beams having lemon and star topologies which
do possess a net OAM. The experimental and numerical
results are shown in Fig. 4, where we have plotted the
intensity and the polarization distributions for the lemon
and star topologies after propagating through the Rb cell.
These results again show that beam breakup has been
inhibited when compared to scalar OAM-carrying beams
(see the left- and rightmost panels in Fig. 3). This result
demonstrates that the increased stability is due to the
orthogonality of the constituent modes, which is responsible for the polarization shaping, and not simply due to a
net OAM of zero. We emphasize that both vector vortex
and Poincaré beams display increased stability with respect
to that of a scalar beam [31]. In Fig. 4, we show that the
polarization distributions of the Poincaré beams, although
rotated by the Gouy phase [20], remain unaltered after
nonlinear propagation (as in the case of vector vortex
beams for γ ¼ π=4) and even preserve the numbers and
types of polarization singularities.
Conclusion.—We have compared the propagation of
scalar OAM-carrying beams with two different classes of
beams with nonuniform transverse polarization distributions in a saturable self-focusing nonlinear medium of Rb
vapor. With respect to scalar vortex beams (LG modes), we
found that beam breakup can be inhibited, while nonlinear
confinement, self-focusing, and polarization distributions
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are not altered for specific cases of nonuniform spatial
polarization, both with and without net OAM. This finding
suggests that the spatial structure of the polarization plays
an important role in preventing beam fragmentation. These
findings provide a novel approach to transport high-power
light beams in nonlinear media with controllable distortions
to their spatial structure and polarization properties.
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Twisted neutrons

The ability to twist the wavefronts of photon and electron waves has recently motivated studies attempting to twist the wavefunction of other types of particles. In
particular, there have been experiments claiming the ability to impart OAM onto
neutron waves [60]. However, neutrons are not defined by the properties that make
OAM-carrying photons and electrons so useful in applications such as quantum cryptography and materials science. For this reason, there currently lacks a clear picture
of potential applications where twisted neutrons could potentially be useful.
The second publication on which this chapter is based seeks to provide such an
application. Namely, it suggests that shaping the wavefunction of neutrons could
provide additional means of investigating their subatomic structure [53].

5.3.1

Neutron charge densities

Neutrons are subatomic particles classified as baryons. Its three quarks consists of an
up quark and two down quarks, which respectively have charges of +2e/3 and

e/3,

where e is the elementary charges. Due to this composition, neutrons are neutrally
charged. However, the configuration that these quarks adopt adds a certain level of
structure to the neutron such as an internal charge density. Information pertaining
to this quantity can be obtained through the the use of theoretical models [61, 62],
or through experimental measurements of a neutron’s form factors [63, 64, 65].
As seen in chapter 4, the probabilistic nature of a particle’s wavefunction causes
it to be defined by a probability density and a probability current density that can
manifest themselves as electric charge and current densities when the particle consists
of a charged entity. For wavefunctions consisting of particles defined by an internal
charge density such as neutrons, the resulting electric densities can be seen as convolutions of the wave’s probability densities with the particle’s internal charge density,
i.e.
Z

⇢(r0 r) | (r0 )|2 d3 r0
Z
J (r) = ⇢(r0 r) j(r0 ) d3 r0

⇢ (r) =

(5.14)
(5.15)

where ⇢ and J are electric charge and current densities that arise from a particle
defined by an internal charge density ⇢(r) and a wavefunction . The probability den-
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sity and the probability current density of the wavefunction are respectively denoted
by | (r)|2 and j(r).

5.3.2

Multipole expansion

To gain insight on the electromagnetic properties of structured neutrons, the electromagnetic potential

(r) and A(r) attributed to the densities of Eqs. (5.14,5.15) can

be expanded in terms of their multipole components [66], i.e.
1
l
1 X X
1
? Ylm (✓, ')
(r) =
qlm
,
"0 l=0 m= l 2l + 1
rl+1

A(r) = µ0

1 X
l
X
l=0 m=

1 ? Ylm (✓, ')
ilm
,
l+1
2l
+
1
r
l

(5.16)
(5.17)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space, (r, ✓, ') are the spherical coordinates,
?
Ylm (✓, ') are the spherical harmonics, and qlm
and i?lm are the electric and magnetic

multipole moment expansion coefficients. These moments can be found from the
electric densities attributed to the potentials, i.e.
Z
?
⇤
qlm = Ylm
(✓0 , '0 )r0l ⇢ (r0 )d3 r0 ,
Z
?
⇤
ilm = Ylm
(✓0 , '0 )r0l J (r0 )d3 r0 .

(5.18)
(5.19)

This approach provides a way to analyze the electromagnetic properties of free neutrons with twisted wavefunctions. These properties depend both on the neutron’s
wavefunction and its internal charge density. Given the extensive knowledge surrounding the mathematical formulation of twisted wavefunctions, these properties
could be used to provide more accurate information on the internal structure of neutrons.
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Figure 1 | Charge and current densities of OAM-carrying neutrons. a, Schematic of the quark composition
of the neutron and the experimentally observed neutron’s transverse charge density. b, Wavefronts
of neutron wavepackets carrying ±2ħ units of OAM along with the associated transverse charge
distributions, displayed in red and blue colours, and the direction of the resulting current density,
represented by black arrows. Red represents a positive charge density while blue represents a negative
one. c, Magnetic dipole moment of OAM-carrying neutron wavepackets resulting from the currents
shown in b expressed in terms of the nuclear magneton μN for a neutron wavepacket with a beam
waist of 20 fm.

that neutrons would perform poorly in
applications relying on OAM-carrying
photons or electrons. On consideration of
these factors, one might wonder whether
neutrons or other OAM-carrying particles
have any distinct properties that would
make it possible to take advantage of their
OAM in modern science. Interesting
proposals have been put forward, one
of them suggesting that shaping the
wavefunction of a particle could increase
its lifetime7. We are of the opinion that
twisted neutron waves can additionally be
used to provide information pertaining to
their subatomic structure.
Unlike photons and electrons, neutrons
are not elementary particles. More
specifically, they consist of one up quark
and two down quarks, which have different
colours, bound together by the strong
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To the Editor — According to quantum
mechanics, matter can be described by a
wavefunction that can be modified, just
like a wave, through processes such as
interference. Under certain conditions,
specific forms of interference can result
in the formation of a vortex. Vortices are
defined by some form of coiling motion
around a stagnation point. In the case
of matter waves, this coiling motion
is attributed to the probability density
associated with the wavefunction —
that is, its probability density current 1.
Within a quantum context, this motion
often translates to a wave with twisted
wavefronts that describes a quantized
form of azimuthal motion known as
orbital angular momentum (OAM).
Electromagnetic or optical waves
are now well-known examples of
waves carrying OAM2, and their use
has been explored in several fields of
modern science such as microscopy,
optical tweezing and communications3.
Similarities between the equations
describing optical waves and the
wavefunction of a free particle1,3 have also
led to the generation of OAM-carrying
matter waves, especially electron waves4,5.
In particular, the interest surrounding
these ‘twisted’ electrons arises from the
electron’s charge, which, in conjunction
with the wave’s coiling motion, causes
them to form loops of electrical current
characterized by magnetic properties.
Due to these properties, OAM-carrying
electrons are now starting to find
applications as nanoscale magnetic
probes for characterizing materials3,5.
Prospective applications of OAMcarrying particles have recently been
discussed at this year’s International
Conference on Optical Angular
Momentum (ICOAM) in Capri, Italy.
Some of the proposed applications
are based on more massive and nonelementary particles such as neutrons.
In fact, a method to generate OAMcarrying neutron waves has recently
been reported6. However, these neutron
waves are not as coherent as optical waves
and, unlike electrons, they do not carry
a net charge. These properties suggest

force, and whose charges add up to zero.
This compound structure can to some
extent complicate the formalism describing
their physical states. For instance, for a free
neutron, this internal structure manifests
itself as a non-zero transverse charge
density that must usually be obtained
through the use of theoretical models with
various fitting parameters8,9. This approach,
however, often yields charge densities that
vary from one model to another due to the
different assumptions made concerning
the neutron’s internal structure. For
this reason, information regarding this
quantity must often be extracted by means
of experimental methods — typically
scattering experiments10. As shown in
Fig. 1a, this experimental approach reveals
that neutrons are negatively charged at
their centre and have a transverse charge
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correspondence
density that varies between positive
and negative values. The amplitude of
these oscillations decreases as radial
distance increases.
When a free neutron wave is imparted
with OAM, it acquires a doughnut-shaped
transverse profile along with a form of
azimuthal motion. In conjunction with the
neutron’s internal charge distribution, we
predict the appearance of OAM-dependent
charge and current distributions, as shown
in Fig. 1b. These transverse charge and
current distributions make OAM-carrying
neutrons exhibit several interesting
electromagnetic properties.
The charge distribution resulting
from the addition of OAM is directly
determined by the doughnut-shaped
profile of OAM-carrying waves. For
regular (non-shaped) neutrons, which are
modelled as Gaussian waves that do not
carry OAM, the neutron wave’s charge
distribution directly corresponds to
that of the neutron scaled to the relative
(coherent) size of the beam. Unlike waves
with a Gaussian transverse profile, an
OAM-carrying wave is brightest at a
certain radial distance from its centre —
where the beam holds the negative charge
attributed to the centre of the neutron. As
we move away from this region, the outer
charge distribution of the neutron starts
to be more noticeable. Interestingly, the
dominant terms describing the electric
field at more distant regions have no
dependence on the OAM carried by
the neutron and depend solely on the
neutron’s internal charge density.

2

The current density of the neutron
wave comes from its charge distribution
experiencing a form of azimuthal motion.
In the case of a Gaussian neutron wave,
in the absence of OAM there will be no
current. However, for OAM-carrying
neutrons, the azimuthal motion of its
charge distribution ultimately amounts
to a sequence of loops of current whose
direction alternates from loop to loop.
Surprisingly, this alternation does not
completely cancel out the magnetic fields
that the current generates, resulting in
a net magnetic field for OAM-carrying
neutrons, as shown in Fig. 1c. Unlike
particles that carry a net charge, such
as electrons1,3 or protons, the magnetic
field of an OAM-carrying neutron wave
does not increase with its OAM, as it gets
quickly washed away when the transverse
extent of the neutron wave becomes
much greater than that of its internal
charge density.
The neutron wave’s OAM-dependent
charge density could prospectively
provide new means for probing the
internal charge density of neutrons in
scattering experiments, which rely on
bombarding neutrons with charged or
magnetized particles. Because these
particles are scattered off the neutrons in
a way that is determined by the neutron’s
internal charge and current densities,
imparting OAM on neutrons could
provide additional information on the
neutron’s internal structure by observing
how it influences the outcome of the
scattering experiment.
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Our analysis and its applications can
potentially be extended to other types of
OAM-carrying free particles with nontrivial internal charge densities, including
atoms. In particular, it could motivate
the development of methods that can
more efficiently characterize atomic and
nuclear structure. However, the study of
the interaction between such particles
and external fields might be complicated
by the type of interaction that binds the
particle’s constituents.
❐
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Chapter 6
Optical polarization knots
In the previous chapters, several means of analyzing the topological features of structured waves were provided. These features primarily consisted of the presence of
singularities with varying topological charges in the examined wavefields. Given its
importance in numerous applications, most of these methods focused on measuring
a wave’s OAM which consists of a quantity associated with the presence of a phase
singularity at the wave’s centre.
This chapter focuses on the generation and the characterization of optical waves
defined by more complex topological structures. In particular, it examines beams
with polarization singularities that form knots upon free-space propagation.

6.1

Knotted fields

Mathematical fields can be defined by threaded regions forming closed looped trajectories. The nature of these regions can vary from field to field. For instance, in vector
fields, these closed regions can be formed by flow lines [67]. In complex fields, they
can be formed by singularities in the field’s phase [13]. Under certain circumstances,
these closed loops consist of rather complex and rich topological structures. The
complexity of these looped trajectories is often manifested through a series of crossings in three dimensional space, thus causing such loops to essentially adopt knotted
structures as opposed to trivial ones. Such concepts form the basis of knot theory, a
field of mathematics studying the topological features of knots [68].
In addition to the knot itself, knots are also defined by a set of oriented surfaces
whose boundaries and intersection consist of the knot. These surfaces are known as
68
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Seifert surfaces and their topological features are as rich, if not richer, than what can
be solely extracted from the knot’s three-dimensional trajectory. For instance, these
surfaces can enclose critical points resembling diabolos whose numbers can be used
to determine whether or not a knot is fibered [69, 70].
The Seifert surfaces of knots formed by a field’s phase singularities can be readily
observed in the field itself. Namely, these surfaces consist of the field’s phase sheets,
i.e. regions defined by a constant phase that form surfaces in three-dimensional space.
This correspondence has motivated the development of several mathematical studies
providing means of constructing complex fields with knotted singularities [13, 69, 70].
Such a field in which a trefoil knot is formed is shown in Fig. 6.1. Its field consists of
a complex polynomial whose formulation is based on the work performed in [13].

Figure 6.1: Knotted trefoil field. (a) The field’s phase profile at the z = 0 plane.
(b) The field’s three dimensional phase sheets attributed to phases of ±⇡,

⇡/2, 0,

and ⇡/2. Its intersections consist of phase singularities forming a trefoil knot shown
in green.

6.1.1

Knotted optical singularities

As introduced in chapter 2, the optical singularities of certain forms of structured light
can experience exotic dynamics such as linked or knotted trajectories as shown theoretically in [11] and experimentally in [12, 71, 13]. The success of these works has led
to several theoretical endavours exploring the construct of complex fields whose phase
vortices form various types of knots [69, 70], hence the motivation for experimental
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implementations of these structures. However, only a certain class of knots known as
torus knots, i.e., knots that lie on the surface of a torus, were able to be generated in
optical fields [13]. Moreover, the technical challenge of fully characterizing knotted
optical fields has also prevented the full reconstruction of their topological structure.
Experimental realizations of optical knots have also been uniquely confined to optical
fields carrying phase vortices in spite of the fact that optical fields can also be defined
by polarization singularities associated with the vectorial nature of light [8, 9].

6.2

Generating optical polarization knots

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a method allowing for the generation
and the characterization of optical waves carrying knotted optical polarization singularities. In particular, it studies the propagation of beams with knotted C-point
polarization singularities. These polarization knots could prospectively be of use in
studies pertaining to knotted dynamics in physical systems that are sensitive to optical polarization such as nonlinear media [52]. The physical properties of these optical
structures along with the sensitivity of the experimental apparatus used to generate
them also allows for the creation of more complex knots, such as figure-eight knots,
that are harder to produce than torus knots.

6.2.1

Experimental apparatus

The generation scheme for optical polarization knots presented here consists of coherently superposing two circularly polarized light beams of opposite handedness. The
relative phase and intensity between these two beams defines the resulting beam’s
transverse polarization pattern, which is characterized by the ellipticity and the orientation of the polarization ellipses forming the beam. In particular, the relative
spatial intensity profiles of both circular polarization components define the ellipticity profile of the resulting beam. Likewise, the relative spatial phase profiles of
both circular components determine the polarization orientation profile. Therefore,
beams that carry C-points can readily be produced by superposing a circularly polarized beam carrying phase singularities with an oppositely polarized beam that has
a smooth phase profile. Furthermore, when this profile is perfectly uniform, the polarization orientation distribution of the total beam is uniquely determined by the
phase of the other component. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Tomographic reconstruction of an optical polarization knot’s
polarization profile. Intensity measurements of the horizontal (IH ), vertical (IV ),
anti-diagonal (IA ), diagonal (ID ), left (IL ), and right (IR ) polarization components of
the beam can be used to calculate its reduced Stokes parameters s1 , s2 , and s3 . With
these quantities, the beam’s transverse polarization profile can be reconstructed as
shown above. C-points in the above polarization plots are highlighted and polarization
ellipses are coloured based on their orientation.
The polarization pattern resulting from the addition of these two beams can be reconstructed by means of polarization tomography measurements to obtain the beam’s
reduced Stokes parameters si,j . Namely, these parameters can be obtained by a set of
i,j
projective transverse polarization measurements that include si,j
1 = (IH
i,j
IVi,j ), si,j
2 = (IA

i,j
i,j
i,j
ID
)/(IAi,j + ID
) and si,j
3 = (IL

i,j
IVi,j )/(IH
+

IRi,j )/(ILi,j + IRi,j ). Here I⇧i,j is the

transverse intensity associated with a polarization state ⇧ = {H, V, A, D, L, R} at the

transverse position (i,j ) and H, V, A, D, L, and R label the horizontal, vertical, antidiagonal, diagonal, left-handed circular and right-handed circular polarization states,
respectively. From these parameters, information pertaining to the orientation and
the ellipticity of the polarization ellipse at a specific position can be obtained from
the relations 2

= arctan (s2 /s1 ) and 2

= arctan s3 /(s21 + s22 )1/2 , where

and

represent orientation and ellipticity, respectively.
The core of our method to generate optical polarization knots relies on the above
superposition principles. As shown in Fig. 6.3, by means of a folded Sagnac interferometer [72, 73], we can produce a beam defined by distinct opposite circular
polarizations, one of which defined by phase vortices that experience knotted trajec-
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Figure 6.3: Experimental apparatus for generating optical polarization
knots. A 532 nm linearly polarized laser beam goes through a half-wave plate ( /2)
that balances the weights of the beam’s horizontal and vertical polarization components. These components are then separated by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS),
causing them to propagate inside a folded Sagnac interferometer where their intensity and phase profiles are independently modified with a spatial light modulator
(SLM). The two modulated components then exit the interferometer and go through
a quarter-wave plate ( /4) which converts their polarization to left- and right-handed
circular states. The beam is then imaged onto a CCD camera in order to examine
its propagation. Individual projective polarization measurements are then taken by
means of a combination of a quarter-wave plate, a half-wave plate, and a PBS, thus
allowing the reconstruction of the beam’s polarization profile. Figure legend: lens
(L), mirror (M).
tories upon propagation, and the other consisting of a conventional Gaussian beam
with a beam waist that is sufficiently large to match the transverse extent of the
knotted component. The beam resulting from this superposition therefore consists of
a space-varying polarized light beam with C-point singularities that undergo knotted
trajectories upon propagation. Using polarization tomography, the beam’s polarization orientation profile can be reconstructed, thus revealing the position of its
C-points.
Though this technique e↵ectively produces knotted polarization singularities, it
can also be perceived as a more accurate way of probing the dynamics of knotted phase
singularities by means of polarimetry. More specifically, traditional ways of measuring
the phase profile of optical structures with phase vortices, such as interferometry,
are often complicated by the varying degree of intensity of the beam’s transverse
profile. While regions with a smooth phase usually have a high intensity, regions
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in the proximity of phase vortices are much darker due to the presence of intensity
nulls on the vortices themselves. Therefore, getting accurate phase information in the
vicinity of phase vortices usually involves increasing the employed detector’s exposure
time, which in the process saturates intensity measurements in other regions of the
beams. This procedure usually prevents an accurate global characterization of the
beam’s phase structure. The accuracy of the process of converting phase singularities
to polarization singularities and characterizing them with polarization tomography
relies on the presence of oppositely polarized light in the dark regions enclosing the
original phase singularities. This feature thus causes measurements performed in the
proximity of the examined C-points to be smoother and to have a higher contrast than
what could be obtained from measurements relying on traditional interferometry to
examine phase singularities.

6.3

Reconstructing the knots’ structures

The fact that the above method provides an accurate rendering of a knotted field’s
structure allows its use for providing additional information surrounding the knot’s
topology. One of the important traits that define knots are their Seifert surfaces.
These surfaces are topological structures that are bounded by their knot and whose
shapes can also be heavily a↵ected by the knot’s topological properties such as its
genus or the presence of fibrations [69, 70]. The advantage of examining a knot’s
Seifert surfaces over its trajectory to gain insight on its topological traits arises from
the fact that these traits often manifest themselves more clearly in the surfaces. For
knots that consist of vortices in a complex field, Seifert surfaces directly correspond to
three-dimensional regions defined by a constant phase. In the case of our polarization
knots, these surfaces are attributed to regions of constant polarization orientation.
To illustrate the interplay between these entities, an integrative depiction of a trefoil
knot’s structure is provided in Fig. 6.4 where the knot, one of its Seifert surfaces, and
cross-sectional images of the knot’s polarization orientation profile are shown.
The structural components shown in Fig. 6.4 are reconstructed by means of a series of polarimetric measurements of the beam’s reduced Stokes parameters at various
transverse planes. With these measurements, each Stokes parameter is interpolated
over a three-dimensional region. From these interpolated quantities, the beam’s regions of uniform polarization orientation can be obtained to reconstruct its Seifert
surfaces. Finally, the intersection of these surfaces is then used to reconstruct the
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Figure 6.4: Structural components of optical polarization knots. By means
of polarization measurements at several transverse planes, shown as cross-sectional
images, the knot’s Seifert surfaces can be reconstructed and their intersection can be
used to extract the knotted C-points from the measured polarization field.
knot formed by the beam’s polarization singularities.
The full capability of the method can be shown by reconstructing the Seifert surfaces of various types of experimentally generated optical knots and links, the list
of which includes a Hopf link, a trefoil knot, a cinquefoil knot, and a figure-eight
knot. The results of this reconstruction are displayed in Fig. 6.5. The phase structure required to produce the Hopf link, the trefoil, and the cinquefoil knot, all of
which are torus structures, were based on well-known generation schemes [13]. This
scheme essentially relies on formulating their fields based on an LG mode decomposition, which can be readily achieved with spatial light modulators (SLM), i.e.
P Knot LG
Knot (⇢, ', z) =
`,p (⇢, ', z). The expansion coefficients required to gener`,p c`,p
ate a Hopf link, a trefoil knot, and a cinquefoil knot [13] can be found in Table 6.1.
The explicit formulation of LG modes [2] is provided below
LG
`,p (⇢, ', z)

✓
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LG expansion coefficients cKnot
required to produce torus structures
`,p

including a Hopf link (21 ), a trefoil knot (31 ), and a cinquefoil knot (51 ).

Hopf Link

Trefoil

Cinquefoil

c3`,p1

c5`,p1

`

p

c2`,p1

0

0

2.63

1.71

0.61

0

1

-6.32

-5.66

-2.56

0

2

4.21

6.38

6.15

0

3

0

-2.3

-6.35

0

4

0

0

2.92

0

5

0

0

-0.61

2

0

-5.95

0

0

3

0

0

-4.36

0

5

0

0

0

-2.45

where (⇢, ', z) are the cylindrical coordinates, ` and p are two integer indices such
that p

0, w0 is the mode’s beam waist at the focus, zR = ⇡w0 2 / is its Rayleigh

range,

is the beam’s wavelength, w(z) = w0 (1 + (z/zR )2 )1/2 , Lp (.) is the associated

|`|

LG
`,p

Laguerre polynomial, and
LG
`,p

consists of the phase of the beam and is given by

k ⇢2
=
+ `' + kz
2R(z)

(2p + |`| + 1) arctan

✓

◆
z
,
zR

(6.2)

where R(z) = z(1 + (zR /z)2 ) is related to the beam’s wavefront curvature and k =
2⇡/ is the beam’s wavevector.
The phase structure that was used to produce the figure-eight knot is based on the
formulation of a recently introduced field whose phase vortices form such a knot [69].
Its field formulation is given by
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Figure 6.5: Seifert surfaces. Seifert surface reconstruction of experimentally generated and numerically simulated optical knots. The considered structures include a
Hopf link, a trefoil knot, a cinquefoil knot, and a figure-eight knot.
where % is a scaled dimensionless radial coordinate, ' is the transverse azimuthal
coordinate, and a, b, and s are parameters that determine the shape of the knot.
The knot presented in Fig. 6.5 was defined by parameters of a = 0.6, b = 1, and
s = 1.55. Instead of decomposing this field in the LG basis, the generation scheme
for the figure-eight knot relies on a hologram that is directly designed to produce the
field in Eq. (6.3) at the z = 0 plane.
This field, however, is defined by an extremely low intensity in the region where
the knot is formed and as such difficult to generate and observe in the laboratory.
However, our polarimetric method is sensitive enough to resolve and characterize its
complex pattern. As shown in Fig. 6.5, such a characterization clearly displays the
di↵erences between its defining features from those of the torus structures.
The examined knots’ Seifert surfaces can also be used to provide useful information
regarding their topology. To illustrate this ability, the genus of the figure-eight knot’s
surfaces, i.e. the number of holes in the surfaces, is numerically extracted from
them. As shown in Fig. 6.6, two supplementary holes temporarily appear in the
theoretical surfaces in the proximity of those attributed to a polarization orientation
of 0. Physically, these holes are caused by instabilities in the knot’s wavefield. As
a result, these holes lead to a higher genus in the corresponding surfaces. Though
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the phase fronts, and thus the Seifert surfaces, of the experimentally acquired figureeight knot are far more detailed due to imperfections in the generation scheme, similar
instabilities can be observed in their genus. This is reflected in the plot of Fig. 6.6
where it can be noticed that the genus’ dependence on the Seifert surface similarly
seems to be centred about the 0 orientation surface. Both the surface analysis of
the experimental and theoretical structures unequivocally reveal instabilities in the
topological structures of the generated optical figure-eight knot which could be of use
when designing custom knotted light fields defined by specific topological properties.

Figure 6.6: Genus of the figure-eight knot. Genus of the figure-eight knot’s
Seifert surfaces acquired both experimentally and theoretically. Theoretical plots of
the unstable surfaces around which the two extra holes appear are also shown.

6.4

Prospective Applications

The polarization structure of the optical knots presented in this chapter could be
of use within several contexts. For instance, the fact that their knotted wavefield is
easily and accurately characterized could lead to experimental works generating polarization structures defined by more interesting topologies such as the ones presented
in several theoretical works [69, 70]. Moreover, these optical knots could be used to
study knots in physical systems that are sensitive to optical polarization singularities
such as the optical nonlinear medium discussed in chapter 5 [52]. One could for instance analyze phenomena regarding nonlinearly induced variations in the topology
of the knots’ Seifert surfaces by means of a reconstruction process similar to the one
presented in this chapter. Such studies would however prospectively require a polarization knot generation scheme that is riddled with less experimental imperfections in
order to produce higher quality knots. This could potentially be achieved by scaling
down the generation scheme presented in this chapter to one defined by fewer optical
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components that are routinely used to create beams with polarization singularities.
These components could for instance include the liquid crystal devices presented in
chapter 2 [25].

Chapter 7
Conclusions
In conclusion, the body of works presented here encompasses several studies pertaining to the topology of structured waves, how it manifests itself in the wave’s physical
features, and how it can be extracted by means of newly developed characterization
methods. In some of the works, this topology was restrained to the central phase
singularity of OAM-carrying beams. Other works, however, regarded the generation
and the characterization of more complex topological structures such as optical knots.
The generation of structured optical beams by means of geometric phases was first
investigated. In this work, devices enclosing arbitrarily aligned liquid crystals were
used to generate beams defined by non-trivial phase topologies. By exploiting the
birefringence of the liquid crystal molecules, the fabricated devices could also be used
to produce beams defined by transverse polarization topologies. This was achieved
by either feeding the liquid crystal cells with linearly polarized light or by tuning the
birefringence of the liquid crystal molecules with an applied voltage function. The
accuracy of the employed fabrication method was demonstrated by making devices
defined by complex liquid crystal alignment patterns such as ones used to produce
Ince-Gauss modes or optical beams carrying high values of OAM.
New extensions to OAM sorting schemes were then presented and experimentally
demonstrated. On one hand, by using nematic liquid crystal cells, a generalized optical angular momentum sorter was fabricated and characterized. In addition to sorting
optical OAM states, the device was also able to sort spin angular momentum, or polarization, states thus enabling its use in quantum information protocols operating
over a larger basis of quantum optical states. To demonstrate this capability, this
sorter was used in a ten-dimensional BB84 quantum key distribution protocol. On
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the other hand, an OAM sorting scheme for electron waves relying on nano-fabricated
SiN holograms was also presented. Its use in materials science was also demonstrated
by illustrating its performance in decomposing the OAM spectrum of an electron
wave a↵ected by a magnetic nano-structure.
In addition to proposing the above sorting schemes, a proposal to non-destructively
measure the OAM carried by an electron was also put forward. This proposal relied on
the OAM-dependent magnetic dipole moment carried by electrons which causes them
to be defined by an OAM-dependent azimuthal vector potential. This electromagnetic
property causes them to induce an OAM-dependent current inside a conductive loop
upon propagating through it. The resulting interaction is strong enough to produce
an observable current yet too weak to a↵ect the physical properties of the electron
itself. In particular, the magnetic fields produced by the induced current are not
significant enough to a↵ect the motion of the electron nor change its phase and their
symmetry prevents the modification of the passing electron’s OAM.
The behaviour of exotic forms of structured waves was explored as well. Namely,
the stability of optical beams carrying phase vortices upon propagation through a
nonlinear medium was compared to that of beams with polarization singularities. It
was observed that beams with polarization singularities experienced a much more
stable nonlinear propagation which makes them more desirable for carrying high
amounts of optical power through nonlinear media. The e↵ect of twisting a neutron’s
wavefunction was also investigated. Namely, it was suggested that such e↵ects lead
to charge and current densities arising from both the neutron’s internal structure and
the strength of the phase vortex at the centre of the neutron. These densities in turn
manifest themselves in the neutron’s multipole moments.
Finally, optical beams carrying knotted polarization singularities were generated.
In addition to producing torus knots, which were previously investigated within the
framework of optical phase singularities, the generation scheme presented here was
also able to create optical figure-eight knots. The wavefield formed by the beams’
transverse polarization structures could accurately be characterized given the lower
intensity variations across the beams’ profile. This characterization enabled the reconstruction of the examined knots’ Seifert surfaces, which provided important information regarding the knots’ topologies. The usefulness of the investigated structures
arises from their ease of characterization, which could motivate the implementation of
more complex topological optical structures, and their patterned polarization profile,
which could be of use to produce knots in more exotic physical systems.
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Appendix A
Supplementary material:
Measuring the orbital angular
momentum spectrum of an
electron beam
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1

Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1: Experimental configuration of the electron sorter depicting the ray path of the electron beam. Zeroth
di↵raction orders from our holograms are plotted in the same colour as that of the incident beam’s while the first di↵raction orders containing
the hologram’s phase information are plotted in di↵erent colours. Light blue lines depict the position of our electron microscope’s lenses in our
configuration and are labeled on the left side of the figure. Blue rectangles illustrate the phase elements of our sorter as reported in Fig. 1 and
are labeled on the right side of the figure. Here, the vertical positions of the lenses are semi-quantitatively accurate and no form of horizontal
scaling is considered.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Obtained OAM spectra at various stages of its processing. a Raw data obtained from the sorter’s output along
with the fitted background and the background subtracted data. b Background subtracted data along with the reference zero-OAM electron
beam used for the sorter’s calibration. c Raw calibrated OAM spectrum and its deconvoluted version.

Supplementary Note 1: Experimental Configuration
Here, we provide a more detailed version of our electron sorter. Our implemention was configured within a FEI Titan HOLO
TEM electron miscroscope which has the extra lens required to compensate for the beam’s di↵raction in the plane of the sorter’s
phase elements. The position of the microscope’s lenses along with the phase elements used to perform the mapping and how
they influence the electron beam are provided in Supplementary Figure 1. Let it be noted that the microscope’s Cs lens is in a
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pass-through configuration. Namely, the electrons exiting the lens are in the same state as when they entered it. That being said,
the Cs lens is depicted below as a thin lens with a very long focal length.
The full lens configuration was calculated using the EASYLENS software that is currently under development. The configuration is derived from the microscope’s LOW mag configuration and uses an exceptionally large excitation of the Extra lens.
The first hologram is placed in the microscope’s C2 aperture to produce our test wavefunctions. A second hologram, i.e. the
sorter, is placed in the microscope’s sample position. In this way the hologram can be easily adjusted in terms of rotations. The
third hologram, i.e. the sorter-corrector, is placed in the microscope’s SAD (selected area di↵raction) aperture. The final OAM
spectrum is formed on a CCD camera in image mode where the beam is observed in di↵raction mode.

Supplementary Note 2: Sorter and corrector holograms
The required unwrapping process can be achieved by means of a log-polar coordinate transformation through the use of two
coupled di↵ractive holograms. However, due to some di↵erences between the optical sorter and our electron microscope-based
apparatus, we must resort to bringing slight adaptive corrections to the phase grating of these holograms. On one hand, the phase
corresponding to the first one is modified to
0 0
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where a and b are two parameters scaled to optimize the method’s experimental efficiency while sign denotes the sign function.
On the other hand, the added phase associated with the second hologram becomes
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where u = a ln x2 + y2 /b , v = a arctan (y/x), and c consists of an additional scaling parameter. For our sorter, we used
parameters of a = 2, b = 0.01, and c = 0.6. The factors '0 and '1 in the phase expressions of both elements should take values
of ⇡ in order to maximize their respective di↵raction efficiencies. Moreover, in order to adapt this method to a transmission
electron microscope (TEM), supplementary sets of lenses and apertures were also added.

Supplementary Note 3: Devices to generate test wavefunctions
To generate OAM carrying electrons, a exp (i ↵(')) term must be added to the formulation of their wavefunctions, where ↵(')
is a function depending on the azimuthal coordinate (' 2 [0, 2⇡]). To do so, we employ phase masks which will introduce
some losses to the intensity of the electron beam which can be attributed to absorption. We modify the term imparted to the
wavefunctions to exp (i ↵(') a(')), where a is a positive constant accounting for any absorption related e↵ects.

Two-level masks

The phase designed to be added by a two level mask is defined by
8
>
>
<0
↵(') = >
>
: 0

0 < mod(n', 2⇡) < ⇡
.
⇡ < mod(n', 2⇡) < 2⇡

(3)

where mod(x, b) yields the remainder of the division of x by b and n is an integer. It thus follows that such a plate’s influence on
an electron’s wavefunction is provided by the terms
8
>
>1
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>
>exp( a + i
:
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.
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To obtain the OAM components of a beam generated by such a mask, we must find the expansion coefficients of this term’s
Fourier series expanded in ', namely
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where m is an odd integer. For non-absorptive masks, i.e. a = 0, these coefficients become
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Due to their well-defined periodicity, these holograms have very strong selection rules.

Spiral masks

These masks are designed to add a phase of ↵(') = ( 0 mod(n', 2⇡))/2⇡ to electron wavefunctions. As in the case of two-level
masks, we use the corresponding Fourier coefficients to determine the OAM content acquired by electrons upon propagation
through this type of element. These coefficients are provided by

where m is a positive integer. For

0
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= 2⇡, the hologram produces a vortex beam carrying OAM of ` = n.

Supplementary Note 4: OAM spectrum processing
Experimental OAM spectra obtained from the sorter were analyzed using conventional spectroscopy techniques. Background
noise is first subtracted from the obtained signal by fitting it to a third order polynomial and then subtracting the fit from the
raw data as shown in Supplementary Figure 2-a. The OAM scale of the spectra is then calibrated using data obtained from a
reference beam. In our case, this reference consisted of a superposition of ±4 OAM states and a reference beam carrying no
OAM, both of which are depicted in Supplementary Figure 2-b. The calibrated signal is then deconvoluted using the maximum
entropy method after clipping negative values in the spectra. The e↵ect of the employed deconvolution algorithm is shown in
Supplementary Figure 2-c. Finally, a binning procedure is conducted by assembling all pixels between values of ` 0.5 and
` + 0.5 from which we obtain discretized OAM spectra. Optimizations of the binning o↵sets are also performed in order position
the spectra’s maxima in the centre of their respective bins.

Supplementary Note 5: Analysis of the interaction between the dipole and electrons
Phase added by a Magnetic Dipole onto an Electron Beam

Here we provide a rough derivation of the term g(r, ') from Eq. (2)) introduced by a magnetic dipole to an electron wavefunction. Consider an electron traveling along the z axis and a magnetic dipole lying in the x, y plane such that its magnetic dipole
moment m is oriented along the x axis, i.e. m = M e x , where e x is the unit vector along the x axis. The
R phase acquired by the
electron upon propagating through the dipole’s magnetic field is given by the path integral = (e/~) C A · dx, where A is the
dipole’s vector potential which is given by A(x) = (µ0 m ⇥ x)/(4⇡ |x|3 ), where x = r er + z ez and (r, ', z) are the cylindrical coordinates. Because the electron travels along the z direction, then is to be calculated along the z axis and only the z component of
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R +1
the vector potential, Az , becomes relevant to the calculation, i.e. = (e/~) 1 Az dz. Given that m⇥x = M z ey +M r sin (') ez ,
then it follows that our phase is given by
Z
e +1 µ0 M r sin (')
e µ0 2M r sin (') e µ0 M
=
dz =
=
sin (')
(9)
2
2
3/2
~ 1 4⇡ (r + z )
~ 4⇡
hr
r2
which corresponds to Eq. (2).
Predicting the OAM Expansion Coefficients

We can obtain the expansion coefficient c` attributed to the phase added by a magnetic dipole onto an electron beam by
performing a Fourier transform of the term, g as introduced in Eq. (2), added by the dipole onto the wavefunction of the
electrons. This transformation must be performed in terms of the Cartesian coordinates (u, v) of the plane in which the beam is
unwrapped. It therefore follows that these coefficients are given by
Z +1 Z +1
c p,` =
exp(i (r(u)) sin '(v)) exp(i `v) exp(i up) du dv
(10)
1

1

Given that our transformed coordinates are defined by u = a ln(r/b) and v = a', we perform according variable substitutions in
order to obtain an expression for the coefficients in terms of polar coordinates. For simplicity, we assume that a and b are equal
to 1 and obtain
Z 2⇡ Z 1
c p,` =
exp(i (r) sin ') exp(i `') exp( i ln(r)p) dr d'
(11)
0

0

In the case where an intermediate aperture is added to sorter’s configuration, we may model this addition by modulating the above
integrand by a Gaussian function or more precisely a radial step-function W(r). In the case where this aperture is sufficiently
narrow, we may consider that the main coefficients in the OAM spectrum are for p values satisfying p ⇡ 0 hence allowing us to
neglect any other values of p. Based on these considerations, we may further simplify our expansion coefficients to
c` ⇡ c0,` =

Z

2⇡

0

Z

0

1

exp(i (r) sin ') exp(i `')W(r) dr d'.

(12)

We then expand exp(i (r) sin ') using the Jacobi-Anger identity. Due to the orthonormality between the exponentials in the
resulting expression, we may further simplify the expansion coefficient to
Z 1
Z r0 +
c0,` =
J` ( (r))W(r) dr ⇡
J` ( (r)) dr
(13)
0

r0

where the bounds of integration r0
and r0 + are used to approximate the influence of the modulating apperture function on
the expansion coefficients. From this expression, we observe that c0,` ⇡ 0 when (r) ⌧ `. Likewise, in the case where (r) `,
the integrand oscillates rapidly and integration over these larger r values will likewise yield negligible contributions. Therefore,
these c0,` coefficients will only hold significant values over a range where (r) is near |`|.
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EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMATICS

We propose the following electron microscope-based apparatus, whose schematic is provided in Fig. 1, to nondestructively measure an electron’s orbital angular momentum
(OAM). The OAM-carrying electron beam passes through an
objective lens focusing it through the conductive loop. The
latter is held by the microscope’s sample holder and also possesses a thin slit in which leads are placed and connected to
an ammeter. As the electron passes through the conductive
loop, it induces quantized Eddy currents associated with its
OAM, given by Eq. (4) of the main text, which are thereafter
read out by the ammeter. Should the discontinuity introduced

e-

solenoid. Much like the cylinder itself, the solenoid would
pickup the electromotive force caused by the passage of the
electron, thus resulting in the generation of quantized currents
within its coils.
ASYMMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We now consider how the induced currents are a↵ected by
breaking the apparatus’ cylindrical symmetry. We assume that
the most likely imperfection is that the electron trajectory is
o↵set in the transverse direction from its ideal position on the
axis of the cylinder. Placing an interacting element perpendicularly to an electron beam is usually not a practical issue.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, where we considered the parameters
employed in Fig. 2 of the main text, a simple extension of our
analysis reveals that the order of magnitude of the currents related to the electron’s OAM is not a↵ected by these o↵sets. In

Objective Lens

Ammeter

FIG. 1. Proposed experimental schematic for the non-destructive
measurement of an electron beam’s orbital angular momentum. An
OAM-carrying electron beam, which possesses quantized magnetic
dipoles, is being focused through a conductive loop. The magnetic
dipole induces a quantized current in the loop that is read out by an
ammeter.

by the thin slit provide any obstacles hindering our proposed
measurement, an alternative way of measuring a passing electron’s OAM would be to wrap the cylinder with a nanoscale

FIG. 2. Maximum induced current induced by the electron upon its
propagation as a function of the electron’s radial o↵set along with the
corresponding relative ratio between currents induced by electrons
defined by di↵erent OAM values. These currents correspond to those
in the region of the cylinder that will experience the greatest drop in
electromotive force upon breaking its symmetry.

particular, the currents shown in Fig. 2 are found based on the
azimuthal electric field induced in the region of the conductive loop that will experience the lowest induction. The ratio
between such currents defined by passing electrons with different OAM values remains constant. Therefore, breaking the
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apparatus’ cylindrical symmetry will not a↵ect the detectable
nature of the electrons nor will it change the relative responses
associated with electrons of di↵erent OAM values.
Though the electron’s electric field may also add unwanted
contributions to these currents, they do not vary with the electron’s OAM. These unwanted contributions may also be suppressed by optimizing certain experimental parameters such
as the device’s transverse position with respect to the axis
along which the electron is displaced.

Autocorrelation (pA2 . ps)

A potential obstacle to our proposed OAM measurement
consists of the rather short interaction between the conductive
loop and the electron. In particular, for the parameters used in
Fig. 2 of the main text, the duration of this interaction is within
the order of 0.1 ps, thus making the realizability of this measurement particularly challenging. Though the frequencies of
such induced currents can potentially reach high values, e.g.
in the order of 1013 Hz, the fact that they are significantly
below those of optical frequencies refrains the occurence of
anomalous phenomena such as the generation of surface plasmons. Therefore, the only obstacle that this short interaction
introduces is the challenge of measuring it. However, there are
some electronics with ps resolution (e.g. Hydraharp) that can
make such a task much easier. Moreover, because the electron’s time of passage through the loop scales with the loop’s
length, a longer cylinder can be used to make the interaction
more noticeable. Likewise, lower energy electrons can also be
employed to achieve the same e↵ect. Such elementary measures can, to a certain extent, overcome difficulties related to
this short interaction. We also propose two additional methods to address issues associated with the electrons’s time of
passage through the loop.
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FIG. 4. (a) Currents induced in circuits with inductances of 0, 0.05,
0.1, and 0.2 pH by an electron carrying one unit of OAM. (b) Zoomed
in region of (a) over an extended time scale. (c) Currents induced in
a circuit with an inductance of 0.1 pH by electrons carrying OAM
values of ` = 1, 5, and 10.

tive loops in which currents will be induced by the passage
of distinct electrons. With these currents, one can calculate
the electron beam’s autocorrelation trace, C(⌧), as a function
of the time delay between the electrons’ passage through their
respective loops. This autocorrelation function is provided in
Eq. (1)
Z 1
C(⌧) /
i` (t)i` (t ⌧) dt.
(1)
1
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FIG. 3. Autocorrelation functions associated with electrons carrying
OAM values of ` = 1, 5, 10. The functions were calculated using the
electron and loop parameters employed in Fig. 2 of the main text.

On one hand, the electron’s OAM can be measured with
an autocorrelation method involving the use of two conduc-

This trace will scale with the square of the electron’s OAM
as depicted in Fig. 3 where we provide the autocorrelation
functions calculated using the parameters employed in Fig. 2
of the main text.
On the other hand, methods to “extend” the lifetime of the
induced currents would also make them more noticeable. For
instance, an inductor could be added to the circuit consisting of the ammeter and the conductive loop. According to
Lenz’s law, the rate at which the measured current increases
as the electron enters the loop will significantly be decreased.
However, as the electron exits the loop, the circuit’s current
will be maintained by the inductor in order to minimize the
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rate at which the magnetic flux through it decreases. Therefore, though an inductor will lower the registered currents to
smaller yet still detectable magnitudes, it will also extend their
duration.
We illustrate this concept in the following. First, we assume
that the electromotive force induced by the electron’s passage
inside the loop is not a↵ected by the addition of the inductor.
Second, to simplify, we assume that the EMF induced inside
the loop is uniform over its length as opposed to what was
calculated in the main text. Last, we assume that our system
consisting of the loop and the inductor can be represented by
a series RL circuit in which the driving voltage is the electromotive force induced inside the cylinder E(t), the resistance
is that associated with the dimensions and the material of the
cylinder R, and the inductance is that of the inductor L. The
resulting di↵erential equation describing the induced current’s
I(t) time evolution is thus
E(t)

L

dI
= I R.
dt

(2)

We numerically solve Eq. (2) for the parameters used in Fig. 2
of the main text for various OAM and inductance values where
t = 0 corresponds to the moment where the electron is half-

way through the loop. The solutions for the currents induced
by an electron carrying one unit of OAM and circuits with
inductance values of 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 pH are shown in
Fig. 4(a). The same solutions are displayed in Fig. 4(b) over
a zoomed in region of Fig. 4(a) (highlighted in blue) corresponding to a longer time interval. We can clearly observe
the influence of the inductor’s presence in the circuit, i.e., the
current varies less abruptly upon the electron’s arrival and decays at a much slower rate after the electron exits the loop.
More specifically, as the electron enters the loop, the inductor considerably reduces the circuit’s current in such a way to
minimize any variations in its magnetic flux. Unlike the case
where there is no inductor, the current keeps on diminishing
as the electron arrives midway through the loop in order to
counter the fact that the induced EMF goes back to zero. The
current starts to come back up once the electron starts leaving
the loop and eventually starts decaying.
Fig 4(c) displays the induced current as the electron leaves
the loop for OAM values of ` = 1, 5, and 10 and a circuit
with an inductance of 0.1 pH. As in the case where there is
no inductor, the currents remain quantized and proportional to
the electron’s OAM value in addition to keeping observable
values over a longer period of time.
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STABILITY OF VECTOR VORTEX BEAMS

The increased stability of the spiral vector vortex beam observed in the central column of Fig. 3 of the main text is a
specific case of the increased stability of vector solitons upon
propagation through a self-focusing medium. This stability
extends to other equally weighted ( = ⇡/4) superpositions of
orthogonally polarized components carrying opposite values
of OAM (i.e. vector vortex beams). In terms of the formalism employed in the main text, the stability of a vector vortex

beam is independent of its defining parameter. We show this
experimentally in Fig. 1, where the transverse intensity profiles of several vector vortex beams are depicted prior to and
following their propagation through rubidium atomic vapour.
Experimental parameters were set to conditions where scalar
beams would undergo beam breakup and then held constant
throughout. Though their stability is significantly higher than
that of their scalar counterpart, minor defects associated with
their propagation can still be observed in their transverse polarization profiles.

FIG. 1. Transverse intensity profiles of vector vortex beams (radial, azimuthal, spiral, and antispiral), prior and following their propagation
through rubidium atomic vapour held under conditions where scalar OAM-carrying beams undergo beam breakup.
PROPAGATION OF SPACE-VARYING POLARIZED LIGHT
BEAMS

As observed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 of the main text, shaping
the polarization profile of an optical beam will make it more
stable upon propagation through a self-focusing medium. To
increase this stability, the beam must be shaped in a way to

equally distribute its intensity into two components that are
orthogonally polarized. Doing so will result in the preservation of the beams’ transverse profiles over an increased propagation distance. This is clearly depicted in Fig. 2, where
we show the longitudinal cross-section of a scalar beam, observed to break up after 9 cm (i.e. the length of the cell used
in our experiments), in comparison to vector, lemon, and star
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2
break-up are displayed in Fig. 3. Note that the vector beam
breaks at a distance of 13.5 cm while lemon and star Poincaré
beams both break at 18 cm. These distances correspond to
the final stage of their respective longitudinal cross-sections
shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

FIG. 2. Numerical data from the integration of Eqs. (2) of the main
text showing the cross-section of (a) scalar, (b) vector vortex, (c)
lemon topology Poincaré, and (d) star topology Poincaré beams upon
propagation through rubidium vapour up to a distance of 18 cm. Parameter values are the same as those of the main text.

Poincaré beams as they propagate through rubidium atomic
vapour. This data was obtained from numerical simulations
where we consider that the rubidum vapour is held under the
conditions used to model the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 of the
main text.
Though more stable than their scalar counterpart, the spacevarying polarized light beams will experience beam breakup
after a certain distance. The transverse profiles of vector vortex, lemon topology, and star topology Poincaré beams after

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Transverse profile of (a) vector vortex, (b) lemon topology,
and (c) star topology beams after break-up. The profiles of these
beams are found at distances of of 13.5 cm, 18 cm, and 18 cm respectively.

The profile of the vortex beam is in good agreement with
the results found in reference [2] of the main text. More
specifically, we observe, for a beam consisting of components
carrying OAM of ±1, the formation of three lobes consisting of distinct linear polarizations. In contrast lemon and star
Poincaré beams break into two lobes, again with distinct linear polarizations.

⇤
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